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Abstract
This study addresses the research question “How Do I Inspire Personal and Social Change
Through My Theater Practice?” I implement the theory and practice of H.E.A.T., a fusion theater
system, combining use of theater arts as healing practice, educational asset, activist tool, and an
art form. I research different ways that theater can affect change, focusing specifically on the use
of history in performance. I dramatically interpret a period of history where performance and
poetry contributed to change. I utilize qualitative methods including performance ethnography,
auto ethnography, arts-based research, and historical research. I describe the fieldwork in
conflict zones in the Middle East, which led to the scripting of a full-length play, and the
presentation of the play, which included discussion groups and audience participation through
post-show events. The dissertation is a bricolage, combining scholarly chapters, performative
writing, and scripted theater. The work explores ways of employing theater as a change agent by
using history as an inspiration. In the city of Cordoba, Spain, in the 10th and 11th century
Muslims and Jews lived in a state of relative peace. Looking at medieval Cordoba I explore the
Judeo-Arabic poetry of the time, asking: Can what happened in Cordoba be a model for
performance and peacebuilding? Based on historical research, the Judeo-Arabic poetry of ancient
Al-Andalusia, and the theory of performative peacebuilding, the dramatically scripted section of
the dissertation will take place in two realms: Present-day conflict zones in the Middle East; and
medieval Cordoba where two ancient characters convey a story of coexistence through poetic
expression. In three decades of working as a theater artist, I have come to believe that my work
must be dedicated to facilitating change. The sacred and ancient art of theater needs to be
meaningful to 21st-century life so that we can use it to awaken, heal, educate and repair the
world. This dissertation is accompanied by five supplemental MP4 video files. This Dissertation
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Prologue Poem: Situating the Researcher
I don't want to be a white girl.
White skin. White heart. White Christmas.
I want the rainbow. I want to change the world. Lead the people to re-demption reinvention re-turn re-pair re-evolution. Revolution! WHOA! HOLD UP, WHITE GIRL! Who
you think you are? Where do you think you come from? What makes you think you got the juice
to change the world? Did your people ride here piled together foot to head on a slave boat? Did
you get ransacked and murdered by pilgrims, massacred and strung up/your land stormed and
stolen? Did you do the Ghost Dance? The Cakewalk? The Monkey? The Pittsburg Stomp?
No. But my Grandpa founded the Detroit Laundry and Linen Drivers Association
Teamster Local 285. He was shot at, beaten, arrested. Jimmy Hoffa, his bodyguard, kicked the
bosses to the curb. (Sings:)
Just like a tree that’s standing by the water, we shall not be moved.
White linen. White truck. White handshake.
I never wanted to be a white girl!
I wanted to be Patty Hearst, Dude. I wanted to be kidnapped by a black Revolutionary.
Symbionese Liberation Army. Rename myself TANYA. Be a Panther, and shit.
I grew up in the dreamtime. San Francisco. Summer of Love. Ashbury Street between
Haight and Waller (sings:) Take another little piece of my heart now baby.
My mother sent me to a hippie school. Our teachers marched us into protest waving the
Viet Cong Flag. (Sings:) And it's one two three what are we fighting for?
I wanted to be an astronaut. Fly to the moon. In a spaceship. I wanted to be a secret
agent. Fly to Monte Carlo. With a jet pack. (Sings:)
There's a man who lives a life of danger, everywhere he goes he stays a stranger
Or a Bond girl.
White Fur. White Leather.
I wanted to be an actor: MY KINGDOM FOR A STAGE
White lights, white mask, great white way
I am Emma Goldman in Union Square. “I believe in Anarchy, freedom, free love, speech.
I believe in America, courage people pride I believe there is great work to do now however we
can.”
White Rap. Red Sea.
I am Miriam at the Red Sea. “Come women. Shake your timbrels. Feel the drum beat.
Place your feet in the mud of the sea bottom.” We place our feet on the foggy beach.
White sand. White night.
Shout your truth so loud it stuns the treetops, child. You are enough. Be brave.
(Sings:) Woman I am, spirit I am, I am the infinite within my soul, I have no beginning and I
have no end. All this I am.
Be naked with yourself, Girl. The eyes of the ancestors are upon you. White people.
I climb over the body of my mother to do the impossible.
I push two White girls Out of my tender womb and into the future.
And they will change the world.
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ACT ONE: Pre-Show
Introduction (Act One)
My heart in the East
But the rest of me far in the West—
Yehuda Halevi (ca. 1075-1141) Translated by Jessica Litwak
An Artist’s Manifesto
The world is currently in dire straits. War, global warming, and poverty are just a few of
the indications that humanity is in desperate need of inspiration toward change. As a theater artist
I believe it is essential now more than ever to make art that matters. As a scholar I know that it is
just as essential to engage in research that explores the power of art as a tool for change.
The research we are about to enter centers around a theatrical paradigm, so I have divided
the documents into three acts. In Act One “Pre Show”, which includes the first three chapters, I
situate the researcher, review the research literature and explore the methodology. In Act Two
“The Play’s the Thing”, which contains chapter four, I offer the source material, a theatrical
script. The play is a dramatic interpretation of the research. In Act Three “Post-Show
Discussion”, chapters five and six, I conclude the research with my findings, the implications for
my own practice, the plans for potential future research, and ideas about the impact this work can
have on the field of Leadership and Change. Included are four supplemental slide shows that
nonverbally document some of the images the words of this dissertation cannot fully articulate.
Ritual
Ritual is perhaps the oldest form of theater as it has been practiced throughout the world
since the earliest days of human interaction. Turner (1982) defined ritual as “a mobilization of
energies, as well as messages” (p. 20). Schechner (1993) used ritual within the theater he created
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as a way of working and as a way of seeing the work “Indeed art and ritual, especially
performance, are the homeground of playing” (p. 41).
I have been leading and participating in rituals for over 20 years, as a part of my personal
and professional life. The foundational structure of my rituals is a combination of traditions I
have studied and practiced, including elements from Native American rituals, West African
rituals, Jewish rituals, and Buddhist rituals. I have used the ritual form for many reasons,
including raising my children, building communities, making safe space in conflict zones, and as
theater practice. Whatever ritual I am creating, I begin by bringing in the four elements (earth,
air, fire, and water) as the grounding elements of sacred space.
To create that same space for this research, I will use these four elements as metaphor in
the first three chapters. In Introduction: Act One the element of air sweeps us up as we take off
on the journey of the dissertation process, getting a bird’s eye overview of the research plan. In
Conversations with Remarkable Scholars, the element of water takes us into the sea of research
as we dive in and swim to shore through a deep body of work. Methodological Odyssey, a
Bricolage, uses the element of earth as we trek the fields of methodology and then winds us into
the fire of theater as we prepare for the performative heat of Act Two.
At my rituals we begin with this chant while we set up an altar that includes a
representation of each element:
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“The Earth, The Air, The Fire, The Water…”

Fire
H.

Earth	
  
T.	
  

Fire transforms
us, Wind moves
us, Water
shapes us,
Earth gives us
form.
H.E.A.T.

Air
E.

Water
A.

Figure 1.1. The elements.
Taking Off
The flight path to my dissertation encounters turbulence, as I encounter paradox, make
difficult choices, and, face my work as an artist, healer, scholar, and activist.
My research centers on a theatrical project, My Heart Is in the East, written and
developed for this dissertation. In this project I will tackle the question of building peace
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between Muslims and Jews, the East and the West, and men and Women. I will use a time and
place in history: Cordoba, circa 1015, as inspiration for the script, in hopes that the play might be
a potential model for art as peace builder.
This dissertation will explore the use of theater as a vehicle for personal and social
change. I will describe my definition of change later in this chapter. The goal of the work is that a
theatrical experience will lead participants (audience and students) toward any personal
engagement in the peace and justice process, be it new intellectual awareness, a perceived
emotional reaction to the material, or an action outcome. The efficacy will be determined by the
quality of conversations that develop after performances or workshops. The event of a post-show
discussion, quite often a “talk back” to give audiences a chance to give feedback and ask
questions of the artists, will in this case be a predominant element of the experience of the play
itself. The audience will have an opportunity to have a guided conversation about the issues
raised within the performance, making the discussion a key aspect of the project, and an
important way to judge its impact.
I have learned many things from my teachers. I have learned from books and articles,
from films and plays and things my parents and grandparents told me. But the most significant
things I have learned are from my two children. My younger daughter has taught me about the
importance of feminist theory and women’s leadership to my work, and my older daughter gave
me the key to art as peace and the subject of my dissertation. My children grew up in a single
parent household guided by a mother who filled them with both questions about and appreciation
for their Jewish heritage. We also were a peace and human rights loving family and both girls
were keyed into the challenges of spiritual and political life. They also grew up in the theater.
They spent a great deal of time in the rehearsal halls and green rooms of theaters and the backs
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of college theater classrooms, and eventually I created a youth theater company of which they
both were members. In the company, and in my work in the theater I was constantly creating
work that was issue driven, my girls and I have always shared the belief that it is the job of art to
affect lives.
One day while my elder daughter was in high school studying Maimonides in her
philosophy class, she came home one day with an incredible story her teacher had told her. She
was so excited by it that she could barely wait to pass it along to me. I’ll never forget the
afternoon she raced home and shouted “Mom, in Ancient Cordoba Jews and Muslims made
peace by doing RAP!” She told me the story of Jews and Arabs engaged in poetry contests in the
9th-11th centuries—since they wrote in both Hebrew and Arabic and the judges were both Jews
and Arabs, and since the Arabic judges did not speak Hebrew, the poets were judged not on the
actual words but on their performance of the words. Therefore, she concluded theater was
building peace between Jews and Muslims over a thousand years ago.
This piece of history thrilled me so much that I dove into historical literature, took my
daughters on a trip to Southern Spain and began a love affair with this period of history. It was
not until I became of doctoral student that I began to focus my interest that I decided to go
forward in depth and concentration with this research.
Perhaps the best example of Jewish and Muslim interaction, dialogue, co-worship, and
artistic co-creation, is found in the relations between Jews and Arab Muslims in the 10th and
11th centuries in Andalucía (Brenner, 2010). By examining the peoples, places, and contexts in
which living together in harmony has been even partially achieved, I believe it might be possible
to understand how reconciliation can be inspired in the present. The Golden Age produced
major poets, philosophers, and scientists, but the cooperative interactions between Jews and
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Muslims were not merely intellectual, the interaction was artistic in nature, and deeply rooted in
poetic expression.
This performative and historical dissertation will delve into the lives and the work of the
Jews and Muslims who wrote poetry in the 10th century. This part of the project will use
historical research into the Arab-Jewish coexistence, using the shared poetic sessions as an
example of successful coexistence. I will:
1. Explore a period of history as a model for change.
2. Create a performance that embodies the cultural connection between warring
communities who were for a brief moment in time brought together by art.
3. Develop an artistic model for change (with performance and curriculum) using art and
history as an inspiration.
Can Theater Change the World?
If I can’t dance, I don’t want to be a part of your revolution.
Emma Goldman, (as cited in Ferguson, 2011)
Hanging in there for nearly 40 years as a theater artist, my life has been a bricolage of
identities formed by various practices. I have been The Artist (playwright, director, actor), The
Activist (working in zones of conflict for organizations that deal with theater and human rights),
The Healer (as a registered drama therapist), The Educator (as teacher of voice, acting,
playwriting, and working in applied theater with students in elementary school, middle school,
high school, college, and graduate school), and, finally, The Scholar (working to put these
theatrical ideas into scholarly form). I developed my company The H.E.A.T. Collective as an
anagram of my four primary practices: Healing, Education, Activism, and Theater. My ideas
about combing these elements are not new. Schechner (1993) claims, “The four great spheres of
performance—entertainment, healing, education and ritualizing are in play with each other”
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(p. 20). What is different about the H.E.A.T. Collective is that we work both inside and outside
the theatrical paradigm moving into drama therapy, scholarship, and social justice work as well
as theater skills to teach a wide view of how theater can be applied to individual and community
needs to advocate theater and theater education that incorporates art, activism, scholarship, and
healing:

H.ealing
(Drama Therapy,
Playback, Psychodrama)

E.ducation
(Research, Scholarship,
Curriculum Based
Theater: N.G.T.E.)

The H.E.A.T.
Collective
A.ctivism
(Theater for Social
Justice, Theater of the
Oppressed)

T.heatre
(Voice Progression,
Ensemble, Three
Paradigm Acting, Writing
and Composition)

Figure 1.2. The H.E.A.T. Collective.
The only way I personally have been able to effect change in the world, other than by
raising strong daughters, is through theater practice. As an artist-activist my work is devoted to
the exploration of theatrical practices for social change. Whether performing, writing, or
teaching, my offerings to personal and social change focus on creative expression. I continue to
attempt to bridge the gap between my activism and my art. My contribution to performance
ethnography is unique because I work to balance four aspects of performative praxis equally. I
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utilize healing, education, activism, and theater within the framework of the practice of making
art for personal and social change. Incorporating each of these approaches enables me to view
performance ethnography through a wide and multifaceted lens. I am seeking a four pronged
usefulness to the work: 1) for it to serve as a healing tool for individuals and communities
through the techniques of drama therapy, 2) to stand up to the rigorous tradition of scholarship in
the field of performance ethnography in hopes of adding to the rich body of knowledge and
theory, 3) to inspire action towards peace and justice, and 4) to use theatrical craft to bring
resonance to performance ethnography
Many artists and peace builders over the ages have believed and claimed that theater has
the power to change the world. The playwright Bertolt Brecht wanted plays to teach. In his Epic
theater he wanted the theater to be an adult exchange between actors and audience. Not
spellbinding or false, not designed to make one feel, but to make one think. He was devoted to
the idea of theater as social transformation. In a speech at Brandeis University, Febres (2011),
who was one of leaders and facilitators of the Truth and Reconciliation Commission in Peru,
said, “Theater is an ally to traditional justice.” The same, of course, could be said of poetry,
certainly of spoken word performances. Febres (2011) said, “Art restores meaning in bringing us
as responsible human beings face to face with undeniable facts and circumstances.”
Lederach (2005), when describing the need for a moral imagination, states, “If we are to
survive as a global community we must understand the imperative nature of giving space and to
the moral imagination in all human affairs . . . we must imagine beyond what is seen” (p. 354).
He goes on to claim, “The moral imagination requires the capacity to imagine ourselves in a web
of relationships that includes our enemies” (p. 354). This concept of peace can be ethically
challenging for those who believe that the pursuit of justice trumps the reach for peace, and that
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artists entering conflict zones to build peace are encouraging passive acceptance of oppression.
According to Lederach, we must reach out to those we fear, and imagine the possibilities. I see
this concept of peace as performative imagination in action that is necessary for the creative
process. Morality is an essential aspect to culturally competent work. The combination of the two
(morality + imagination) can create a method that enables artists and scholars to build work that
is both useful and insightful. In my work I reach for a creative morality that enables me to bring
the threads of skill and experience together to facilitate and inspire transformation in others and
myself. A moral imagination is capable of lifting us beyond what we know and into a world
where anything (even peace) can happen, where anything (even change) is possible. The hard
work of imagining, which is a central tool of all theater making, requires curiosity.
Thompson (1988) stated that poetry was the performative break that served to “provoke
rather than explain” (p. 150). He asks, “Do we want a theater of relief, healing, reconciliation or
liberation?” (p. 173). Thompson, demanding a more rigorously community-based theater and
more enlightened academe, cites Conquergood, who “called for emotional and impassioned
knowledge” (p. 35).
Cynthia Cohen (2011) the founder of Acting Together on the World Stage argues that
justice begins with peace. Cohen stated,
In the face of the greed and violence that permeate our political, cultural, environmental
and social relationships, what choices will we human beings make about building peace?
How will we act—both on the stage and in the world—in relation to each other, to our
planet, and to our own humanity? (p. 112)
Three Paradigms
The H.E.A.T. Collective’s activist mission exists at the center of a Triangle of Purpose:
which includes Peace Building, Human Rights, and Cultural Diplomacy.
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Figure 1.3. Three paradigms of artistic service.
The ethics of socially aware artistic engagement are complex. I work with three
organizations, each with a different ethical orientation. Theater Without Borders (TWB) is a
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network for global artists dedicated to cultural exchange. TWB remains politically nonpartisan
and dedicated to diplomacy.
Acting Together on the World Stage is devoted to “peace building” through performance.
The mission of the Acting Together project stresses the “moral imagination,” a concept of
conflict transformation through artistic expression.
The third organization I am involved with is called ArtistSafety.net and is concerned with
human rights. ArtistSafety.net is an international volunteer network providing information and
support resources for artists at risk. Artists Safety implements a working approach for those of us
striving to support artists in difficult/dangerous situations. Artists Safety includes both case
management and an arts and human rights information portal, focusing on networks and
activities at the intersection of the performing arts and human rights challenges.
ArtistSafety.net acknowledges that no single organization can adequately respond to the high
volume of cases that continually emerge. As such Artistsafety.net engages a horizontal,
rhizomatic approach to harnessing the existing resources and expertise of partner networks and
organizations—locally, regionally, and internationally, creating a volunteer-based support
system of peer advocacy, increasing the efficacy of support for individuals at risk and
maximizing their impact as catalysts for social change. Artists Safety seeks to respond to
situations of persecuted or refugee artists and cultural workers denied free movement and
freedom of expression, with timely support to the best of our ability. This program is a grassroots
movement that builds initiative and seeks to engage assistance from a network of trained
volunteer practitioners who support the safety and well-being of artists across the globe.
Whatever the inspiration for action be it peace, diplomacy, or social justice, all efforts
geared toward building community, whether globally or locally, are essential for humanity’s
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survival. Iris Young (2010), in presenting her social connection model of collective responsibility
writes: “It assumes a misleading idea that each person can be independent of
others and internalize the costs of their own actions” (p. 24); however, the distinctions between
peace and justice, between diplomacy and human rights, are important. Different circumstances
require different actions, and the titles we choose to designate to our objectives are important. To
achieve cultural competency, it is vital to understand how others hear and filter the words we
use.
For people experiencing violent conflict and/or oppression, “peace” can be a difficult
word to swallow. People in conflict sometimes mistrust the term peace as an avoidance of
injustice, especially when there is often such a gap between the theory of peace and the practice.
Minow (2003) states that to him reconciliation seemed “too sentimental a word” (p. 9). He
claims that coexistence is a colder more realistic term, “you can coexist with people you hate”
(p. 9). Minow sees the use of dramatic entertainment as an “effective catalyst for coexistence”
(p. 9) by serving as a vehicle to promote mutual understanding, “Role-playing provides a unique
opportunity for identification with the “other” facilitating better understanding and empathy”
(p. 10).
I consider artists to be potential justice advocates and peace builders. By focusing on a
period of history when, through poetic exchange, two opposing cultures enjoyed coexistence, I
hope to understand more about the power of art to unify. In my experience, fear is at the core of
much of the conflict that exists globally. Fear is often justifiable and correctly felt and based on
the very real acts of racism, prejudice, and oppression that cause inequality, hunger, and poverty.
Fear in developing countries can be generated by powerful nations near or far with the ability to
invade. Fear of the forces within one’s own culture can be incited by religious differences,
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generational gaps, and by gender power differentiation. However, fear of the “other” is pervasive
among the privileged as well as among the marginalized and oppressed. Fear from the inside can
be as debilitating as fear inspired by external circumstances. Fear causes oppression and is
caused by it as well.
When I traveled to conflict regions in the Middle East to conduct theater workshops for
the Freedom Theater, my purpose was to effect change in the individual lives of participants, and
benefit the theater as an organization. Doing therapeutic theater work including Drama Therapy,
Playback Theater, Theater of the Oppressed, Puppetry, Voice and Acting, and Psychodrama, I
offered rigorous training and researched the effects of intensive creative exploration. The project
was designed to present these substantive training experiences to refugees in the Jenin refugee
camp in Palestine.
The theater company ended up sending me to Cairo as well. It was amazing to me that in
Cairo just days before the second revolution in Egypt our second workshop swelled, by word of
mouth, from 20 to 70 people. We tried to accommodate as many people as possible with a full
waiting list. The increase in attendance was indicative of the need in times and zones of conflict
for creative interventions like theater and drama therapy.
The metaphor inherent in theater is a strong vehicle for political expression—life mirrors
art as art can mirror life. In Palestine metaphor is embedded in the culture as an act of
defiance—the story of Palestinians smashing watermelons to display the colors of the Palestinian
flag, when carrying the Palestinian flag was forbidden, is an example of the power of creative
imagining as a form of resistance.
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A prosperous Palestine alongside a secure Israel is a supreme challenge. Some would say
an impossible one. As an artist working in the Middle East my answer is: “No, it is not
impossible, but my experience is that it can only happen in small pieces, inspired by art.”
The courageous resistance necessary for social change, according to Thalhammer (2007)
includes the necessary components of both courage and resistance, which include bonding,
empathy, networking, and diversifying. Taking action to change the world, or a tiny corner of it,
requires bravery. A courageous resister must engage in the following steps: Noticing,
interpreting the situation as needing response, accepting personal responsibility, deciding what to
do, taking action, keeping on, and evaluating ourselves (Thalhammer, 2007). All of these steps
are part of the theatrical exploration. Both peace and justice are won by courageous thought and
acts. Theater, with its necessity of creative courage, is a good medium for the expression of
courageous resistance.
Peace or justice? Coexistence or resistance? Reconciliation or rebellion? Cultural
diplomacy or human rights? Which is the correct form of engaging people in change for the best
outcome possible? In my search for answers I find myself turning to a playwright who addressed
these questions over 500 years ago.
Theater creates relationships, and relationships can save lives. Leadership in this field
means envisioning a way that authentic and brave theatrical exploration can effect true personal
and societal improvement. The supreme responsibility involved in this pursuit includes elevating
the craft to excellence while measuring its use as an instrument of change. Theater work can be
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effectively used as both service and high quality entertainment. The training and production
work of the H.E.A.T. Collective is founded on three principles: Ensemble, Training, and
Performance.
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Social change is based in relational exchange and ensemble work is the first step toward
relationship. Community building is the necessary base on which everything else is made sturdy
and possible. What I mean by community building is the work of creating a safe space for
honest, free, and creative interface. Community building to me is an extension of ensemblebuilding theater techniques that include physical improvisation, listening, and trust exercises.
The hard work of forming a functional collaborative company of players on the stage can be a
model for the tough job of making a room filled with tension into a workable environment for
change. In my youth company the New Generation Theatre Ensemble, I worked with groups of
teens on year-long projects that were equally focused on ensemble training, theater training, and
the production of a play. It was very clear from the start that if we didn’t find some common
vocabulary and strong ways of developing a sense of community, we would never be able to
learn skills or make art. Whenever I work with any group, the first thing I do is build some
ground rules and set up some clarity around the expectations of our interaction so we can begin
to know each other a little and have meaningful and safe interaction.
Training is the aspect of the work that hinges on the belief that the best art has the
strongest impact. The philosophy of training in the H.E.A.T. Collective is anchored in the
progression from Inside to Out. The Voice Progression a key element of the training moves the
practitioner quite quickly from a meditative and self-reflective position of constructive rest to a
state of open and embodied readiness and brave generosity. We see these aspects of the work all
over the globe:
H. Theater as Healer in Palestine
The Freedom Theatre in Palestine uses drama therapy and psychodrama in the Jenin
Refugee Camp to bring healing to the lives of those affected by ongoing violence.
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E. Theater as Education in New York
New Generation Theater Ensemble in New York City uses Theater with at risk youth to
develop curriculum-driven plays and community building techniques as well as theater
skills.
A. Theater as Activist in India
Jana Sanskriti in West Bengal uses Forum Theater and community-based performances
that focus on current issues in the villages in which the performances occur to change
lives, families, and public policy.
T. Theater as Change Agent in Peru
Yuchikani in Peru uses the beauty of theater in work that resonates widely with audiences
throughout the world.
The H.E.A.T. workshops are dynamic group explorations of the theories and the practices
that pertain to performance for personal and social change. In the workshops participants
explore how devised, classical, contemporary, and ritual forms of performance can support
communities and individuals in conflict. We examine the theoretical aspects of the work,
including moral imagination, paradoxical curiosity, art of inquiry, and conflict transformation.
We learn tools and theories for work with specific populations, asking ourselves: What are our
clear goals in each setting? Who are we serving? Participants are introduced to creative voicing
(performative writing), character development, and puppetry. We build short solo and group
pieces: useful, generous, and provocative art that serves.
Healing
And the man who rushes out with his spirit broken will meet on the street corner the
unbelievable alligator quiet beneath the tender protest of the stars. (Federico Garcia Lorca
as cited in Bly, 2008, p. 62)
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As a registered drama therapist I have worked with theater skills as pure healing, as an
activist I have worked with performance with the sole purpose of activating change, as an
educator and a scholar I have read, thought, and written a great deal about theater and have tried
to understand and to disseminate a small portion of the collective theatrical wisdom I have
learned about, and as an actress and a playwright I have lived in the realm of theater my whole
life.
Theater saved me. Theater lives in me—it’s the way I see things, the way I do things and
the only way I know to serve. At a recent International Peace Research Association conference in
Istanbul I was invited to present as part of the Arts and Peace commission. Much of what my
colleagues and I were discussing was a way to facilitate a sense of healing to communities in
conflict. We discussed how to bring relief with free expression through theater, music, visual art,
and dance.
I became interested in drama therapy due to the social justice-oriented theater work
happening in prisons, shelters, and schools. I researched all aspects of that field including
psychology, theater in development, and theater in education (forms of theater that use theatrical
tools to work with the developing countries and in schools). The call of theater as healer was
loud in my ears. I wanted to find out how my work could make a difference in the lives of others.
I studied psychology, and in order to become certified as a drama therapist went through a
vigorous course of training and internship the result of which is that I have practiced and taught
drama therapy over the years and this has become part of the paradigm of my scholarly
perception.
Education
Once social change begins, it cannot be reversed. You cannot un-educate the person who
has learned to read. You cannot humiliate the person who feels pride. You cannot oppress
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the people who are not afraid anymore. (Cesar Chavez as cited in Zinn & Arnove, 2004,
p. 520)
My first inspiration for educational theater work happened at a Theater in Education
conference at University of California, Santa Cruz, where I was a student almost four decades
ago. Companies like El Teatro Campesino were demonstrating how dramatizing history and
mythology could be used to invigorate learning in the classroom. A musician was teaching us
how she used the vibrations from drumbeats to inspire deaf children to dance. Theater artists
were teaming up with science teachers to come up with curriculum for at risk youth. This
inspired me to develop a playwriting program at Morris High in the South Bronx, which grew
into a city-wide program sponsored by New York Foundation for the Arts (NYFA) and New
York State Poets in the Schools (NYSPITS). I have been a teacher all of my adult life, mostly in
undergraduate and graduate programs, but I also ran a K-12 drama program for years at The
Poughkeepsie Day School. There I wrote curriculum-based plays like Postcards From
Canterbury (based on the Canterbury Tales) and Sea of Troubles (based on the Odyssey), which
I conceived and directed with 50 middle school children. I later founded and ran the New
Generation Theater Ensemble, which is a training and production company for youth. I wrote
and directed GRIM (based on 7 of Grimm’s fairytales set in contemporary New York) Verona
High, War: An American Dream, and The Moons of Jupiter about the global water shortage.
In terms of my own scholarship, I study and research primarily with the perception of a
theater artist. For 36 years I have researched history and science, philosophy psychology, civil
rights, and conflict transformation in order to write plays that inspire dialogue. Though this
research that has been aimed at performance, in the process of this pursuit I became a scholar,
hungry for knowledge and eager to learn. Like my approach to writing a play or rehearsing a
Shakespearean soliloquy, I tackle research at the outset with my heart. Once an idea takes hold, I
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can lend myself to its form and shape with intellectual rigor. The passion for research and
intellectual discourse has always been with me in my theater work.
As a playwright I have always involved myself in “undercover” research to understand
my subject matter and my characters. For example, I explored the human voices of racism when I
wrote 22 Fillmore and the complexities of reproductive rights in my play Terrible Virtue. I
researched astrophysics and planetary science for my play The Moons of Jupiter and
neuroscience and animal experimentation for Wider than the Sky, and did extensive field
research with and about undocumented youth for my play Dream Acts. Writing other plays I
have spent months of the process deep in research either in the library or in the field, culminating
most recently in my research about ancient Andalucía for the core of this dissertation, my most
recent play My Heart Is in the East.
During the dissertation process I will get my inner artist and inner scholar to collaborate
by practicing “scholartistry,” a term coined in a book of the same title (Knowles & Cole, 2008)
in which the authors ponder how to “ identify, analyze and document the complexities of theater”
(p. 39). They delve into the pragmatic challenges of blending art with scholarship, asking what
kind of language they must use “to perform our understanding on the page” (p. 39). I will develop
a useful discussion about global theater work devoted to social change, which hopefully
intersects four disciplines: art, healing, social change, and scholarship. I will attempt to examine
the boundaries of these fields, look at some of the risks and the dilemmas in the field of theater
art and social justice or performance and peace building, and to examine the best practices for
theater art as an agent of useful change locally and globally.
The dissertation will be a combination of a) chapters of scholarship; b) bricolage
composed of performative ethnography, including participant conversations, autoethnography,
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arts-based research (poetry), and historical research; and c) the results and interpretation of
performance focus groups and the consultations with observer/participants. The process of
development will include puppets, ethnographic journaling, rehearsal, performance, and
interviews. I will investigate my own geographical, emotional, and intellectual identity search
throughout my recent years of work in the Middle East, working as a Jewish theater artist in the
Muslim world. I will write a full-length historical play about two characters in Ancient Cordoba.
Activism
Service is the rent we pay for living. (Marian Wright Edelman as cited in Mitchell, 2011,
p. 135)
My grandfather was a labor organizer in Detroit. His wife my grandmother had been a
Communist is her early life and a socialist in her later life. They woke up every morning and
spoke about “the movement,” which to them meant justice and equality. They, along with my
parents, taught me the importance of having a daily awareness of the struggles and needs of
others.
I don’t know what they would have thought about my work in Iraq, Palestine, Lebanon,
Egypt, or Turkey. My guess is that they would disagree with my opinions (they were Zionists)
and be perplexed by my methods (they were working class pragmatists not middle class artists)
but in my imagination they are proud of me for carrying on the practice of waking up and
thinking about the world.
My work organically blossomed from experimental theater, to theater and social justice
and conflict transformation. Schechner (1993) saw the activism as a natural extension of theater
work. He documented the connection between the forms of theater historically, “Another wing of
the current Avant Garde is the activist political theater—heir to the guerilla street movement of
the 1960s” (p. 9).
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I researched and studied peace and conflict studies with experts in the field of art and
peace building. I travelled throughout the Middle East to do action research in the possibility of
leadership and change through the arts especially with the ongoing conflict between Muslims
and Jews.
After spending a great deal of time working as a North American Jewish theater artist in
the Middle East, I became acutely aware of the inner conflicts I was feeling about issues I was
confronting first hand. My attitude toward the conditions of oppression, poverty, gender power
differential, and violence was constant, but my feelings regarding my own cultural identity had
shifted. I had to look carefully at my relationship to the divisions between Eastern and Western
cultures, Jewish and Arab cultures, and the consistent tension between the Global North and the
Global South. I could not deny my heritage or my homeland, but the more I ventured out into the
developing world, the more conflicted I became about my true place as an artist, an activist, and
even a scholar. My heart was in the East, my children in the West, my Jewish identity strong but
my criticism of Israel just as powerful, my ethnicity undeniable but my consciousness divided. I
was interviewed for an article in The Jewish Daily Forward Arts and Culture section entitled “It
Isn’t Easy Being a Jewish Theater Artist in a Muslim Land.” The interviewer asked me very
personal questions about recent experiences working in Iraq, Lebanon, Palestine, and Egypt. I
answered honestly about my identity conflicts. She said: “Oh you are confused.” “No,” I
countered, “please don’t write that.” “Then you are ambiguous.” “No, I am never ambiguous!” I
told her that instead of getting mired in these contradictions, I embraced the state of mind
Lederach (2005) calls “paradoxical curiosity.” I told her that I tried to see these inner and outer
oppositions as opportunities for interesting, albeit perplexing dialogue. After stating this
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defensively to the interviewer, the stance became real for me. The more I embrace the paradox,
the more creative my research and artistry becomes, and the heartier my activist convictions.
Life is always filled with intersections that change the course of one’s road. In my case
two events had an early impact. A seminal moment in my career occurred when I was cast as the
Russian anarchist Emma Goldman at age 25. I researched her life her work and all of her
speeches. I subsequently wrote a trilogy of plays about her that take place in 1901, 1919, and
1936, and address such issues as revolution, immigration, freedom, justice, and oppression. I
studied history and politics, feminism, and the Spanish Civil War. Although I was just trying to
write a series of plays, I engaged in action research and ethnography as I read, interviewed, and
engaged students and audiences in many processes to discover the truth about these periods of
time.
The second impactful experience also happened in my 20s. It was a conversation with
one of my father’s close friends, Earl Shorris. He was a social critic and author whose interviews
with prison inmates for a book inspired him to start a now nationally recognized educational
program that introduces the poor and the unschooled to Plato, Kant, and Tolstoy. He was sharply
critical of Western culture as sliding toward plutocracy and materialism, and became best known
in his final years for founding the Clemente Course in the Humanities, which earned him the
National Humanities Medal, presented to him in 2000 by President Bill Clinton. Earl wanted to
save America with books. In an interview in Harper’s Magazine (Shorris, 2011) he said:
I have wished for many years to be a physician to my beloved country. The means to care
for it is clear. I was revived by love and ethics. I am not unique: no man, no woman is a
metaphor; that is the place of gods. I do not know who will take America in their arms to
revive her. No nation is forever. (p. 65)
Earl grew up very poor in Texas and Mexico, went to the University of Chicago at age
13, and at one point went to work for a Madison Avenue advertising agency to support his wife
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and two sons while he wrote dozens of books late at night. When my husband who was a Public
Relations Executive left me suddenly with two small children, Earl told me that he never trusts
anyone in PR. He told me a story that changed my life. This is a recollection of our private talk,
in his imagined voice.
Earl: I was an Ad man. I was a big guy in a big firm Madison Avenue top of the top,
cream of the cream. Silk shirts, hand-made ties, bone buttons. Supporting a wife and two sons.
Worked hard 6 days a week from 7 a.m. until nearly 10 each night. Wrote novels on Sundays, but
on Saturday I worked. I drank the martinis, carried the briefcase tooled in Italian leather. My
shoes were polished to a mirrored shine. Black guy in the lobby did them every Thursday
afternoon. Didn’t matter what I thought I was a company man. I came up with the bright ideas
that silenced boardrooms. Those one of a kind light bulbs that made everyone wince inwardly:
why didn’t I think of that? I was such a hot young executive that they handed me one of their
biggest account. Nestlé’s. Chocolate powder. Cereal. Baby formula. Multi-millions resting on my
brainpower. And then one day we got a report of record numbers of babies dying in Africa. A
Nestlé boycott launched on July 7, 1977, was prompted by Nestlé’s “aggressive marketing” of
breast milk substitutes that had led to the deaths of thousands of babies who did not have access
to clean water with which to mix the powder and who needed the antibodies in their mother’s
milk as an essential part of their immune system. The heads of the board crowded into my office.
They begged me to do something, save them. Save Nestlé. I agreed to take 74 file folders home
and read through the stack of papers over the weekend. I did. Skipped lunch, dinner, just read
and drank and read more. I came in Monday morning and the board was hovering. I invited
them into my office and informed them of the good news: I could resolve their PR problem
instantly—in just three words—they only had to follow my directions. I could feel them getting
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erections, leaning forward in their seats, eyes wide, waiting for my three magic words. “STOP.
KILLING. BABIES.” I said. Then I picked up my briefcase and left Madison Avenue. And I’ve
never looked back.
Earl’s convictions and strength of character bolstered me through many tough years of
balancing theater and single parenthood.
Theater
Everywhere I go I find a poet has been there before me. (Sigmund Freud as cited in
Garcia, 2008, p. 147)
The first theater experience that changed my life was the viewing of a high school
production when I was about six or seven years old. My mother was a teacher in the high school
and brought me to the play, which was a dark comedy integrating slapstick with a vast amount of
nasty banter and stage violence. I don’t remember the title. But I do remember the curtain call. I
was amazed that people who had fought each other on stage were now grinning and holding
hands and bowing in absolute unity. I wanted to be a part of the world that could mend fear and
heartbreak with a simple unified bow.
This early experience of the unifying capabilities of theater inspired me to place the
praxis of ensemble work at the top of my pyramid of practice, joined by rigor in training and
excellence in performance. As an actor I have learned that successful performance is determined
by a performer’s generosity. Mamet (1986) states:
Acting, as an art, must be generous; the attention of the artist must be focused outwardnot on what he is feeling but on what he is trying to accomplish. The organic actor must
act with generosity and courage . . . so after the show we speak of our life rather than his
technique. (p. 67)
Richard Schechner, a well-known theater scholar and one of my early teachers said in a
keynote speech at a conference I attended called Performing the World that artists are the real
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third world. His point, although perhaps somewhat offensive to listeners from across the globe,
was that as artists we face ongoing marginalization, which makes us a community of
practitioners that are just as disenfranchised from the first world as a small developing nation in a
war-torn corner of the earth. Whether or not that statement is correct (let alone politically
correct) it rings true for those of us artists that have struggled to be taken seriously by the
Academy or business world.
The theater is so old, that its origins are pre-historic. The theater has been part of human
life throughout the history of our existence. In my work in the theater over the last three decades,
I have experienced and witnessed nearly miraculous changes in individuals and in communities
as a result of theatrical work. Theater, unlike film, is a live art, completely temporary, profoundly
experiential and only existing in the moment it happens. Theater is a bright enigma, for when the
lights go out on the stage the visceral effects exist only in memory. Like sexuality, or the smell
and taste of food, the theater lives in us somatically, emotionally, intellectually, and spiritually
only while it is happening. It cannot be replicated or preserved cinematically or via Internet
without shifting the medium. Theater, at its best and most useful is immediate and urgent, the
immediacy of the form often matched by the necessity of content. In community-based theater
especially, the connection to the audience through script content and actor presence, is essential.
It is also a communal experience. The act of live theater not only involves living human
creatures onstage who are vulnerable to breath and death, the experience of theater includes an
audience squished together in the darkness, a diverse crowd of thinkers and feelers who affect
actors responses by their own reactions, while they affect each other’s responses with sounds,
smells, and movements and emotions. This proximity makes theater dangerous. It wakes us up to
ourselves. For that reason, as Oscar Brockett (1979) tells us, theater has been denounced as often
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as it has been praised, even its very right to exist as an art form has been questioned. But the
theater continues to thrive in one form or another all over the globe, in schools, in prisons, in
basement black box theaters, in Broadway houses, in the street. Theater is immediate and
evocative and everywhere. The magic of the theater is not an escape, but an invitation to return
to the truth with new insight. At his Brandeis lecture, Brockett (2010) called theater “A
masking, which unmasks us.” This may be the key to the transformative power of art over
violence.
In my opinion, there are three forms of theater work: Theater of Process, where the artists
rank the experience and expression of art as the highest ambition, Theater of Product, in which
the money drives the art and production is effected by commercialism and success is defined by
fame and wealth, and Theater of Impact, a theater practice striving for social change, the central
goal being the effect of the work on the community. I believe in the alternative theater
community where social justice plays an important role. These three viewpoints and methods
cross over constantly. According to Kershaw (1992), mainstream theater critics and historians
have failed to recognize “the nature and extent of the socio-cultural impact of alternative and
community theater” (p. 42).
Jonathan Fox, the creator of Playback theater believes that service-oriented theater far
surpasses self-indulgent theater, and that art can be directly concerned with social needs. When
he first brought his company to perform at a Head Start center he had an epiphany, realizing that
this work is what he and his actors were meant for. According to Fox, artistic heroism requires a
voluntary effort to absorb the pain and problems of others, face the challenge of their dilemmas,
and seek to guide them toward new visions (Fox, 1994). Theater work can be used as service, for
healing, education, awakening, advocacy, and community building. Can theater change the
world? I believe that with useful plays, moral imagination, and strong leadership, it can. Person
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by person, community by community, theater as an art form can increase communication, mental
and physical well-being, and self-esteem. Theater cannot solve wars, facilitate justice, bring fair
wages, or fix global warming. But theater as a means of expression can enhance the peace
building and social justice. Because of the expressive and collaborative quality of the art form,
theater allows each person to be seen and embraced by colleagues and audience alike. The act of
being seen is in itself a small event of large political importance. A. G. Johnson (2006) stated,
“Of all human needs, few are as powerful as the need to be seen, included, and accepted by other
people” (p. 58).
The “Three Paradigm Actor Training” is a method I’ve developed over years of teaching
actors how to craft innovative excellence in the service of good theater. This method uses the
work of three different actresses as a model for approaching the art of acting. In 1901 three
actresses were dominating the European stage. Ellen Terry was an English actress of strength
and power. When I attended the Royal Academy of Dramatic Art and studied classical acting her
picture was on the wall of legendary artistic ancestors who were dedicated to the pursuit of
precision of voice, speech, and action. Sarah Bernhardt was born in Paris of mixed French and
Dutch parentage, and of Jewish descent. Her amazing power of emotional acting and the
magnetism of her personality made the public tolerant of her occasional perversity. She toured
the world as legend has it, spending her nights in a coffin. By the time she was 35 she had played
112 parts, including Hamlet. She was a genius of artifice. Starting from the outside and moving
inward, she would take a scene or a character and create a magnificent and brave piece of art.
She had the power of her convictions and an incomparable passion for the theater. At the
Experimental Theatre Wing I had the great pleasure of working with the phenomenal Charles
Ludlum, the great Drag Queen performer and director of The Ridiculous Theatrical Co. had a
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picture of Sarah playing Phaedra in his dressing room. From Rome Eleonora Duse was an
Italian legend, her genius founded on her deep sense of truth on stage. She avoided all “makeup,” her art depended on intense naturalness rather than on stage effect. My teacher Bill Esper,
who is a master teacher of the Meisner technique (a version of Stanislavski’s system), had Duse's
photograph above his desk. Performance ethnography requires craft, creativity, humility,
collaboration, and truthful observation.
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Whether or not theater can effect change is not only a question that rests on the opinions
of mainstream critics, the question of change reaches more deeply into the study of human nature
itself. Resistance and immunity to change can be a product of the human mind as much as result
of social oppression. The socialized mind which influences how one receives information, brings
a person into hyper consciousness of his/her surroundings, in my mind weakening the thinker
into a follower mentality, the self-authorizing mind according to Kegan and Lahey (2009) has
the beginnings of leadership and self-actualization. The self-transforming mind not only
envisions change but also gets the job done. This notion of a self-transforming mind harkens
back to Lederach (2005), and the concept of moral imagination. Even Martin Luther King Jr.’s “I
Have a Dream” speech was an example of the creative process of imagining change in order to
make it happen.
My purpose in this dissertation is to investigate the power of theater as a change agent
using history, poetry, and performance. I have discovered a gap in the existent literature when it
comes to combining arts, activism, education, and healing. My interest is in combining all four
aspects of work, investigating the borders between artistic and scholarly expression, while
looking at the boundaries of activist art for the purpose of community building and drama
therapy techniques that embrace the goal of personal and group healing. Applied theater is
defined in many university programs, especially in Europe where it is a more established field of
study, as theater in education or theater in development. The former generally focuses on theater
in the classroom, while the latter incorporates theatrical techniques to facilitate development in
the developing world. When I teach applied theater I use the term literally. In my courses and
workshops students and participants are learning how to apply theater skills to various
circumstances as healer, activist, and/or educator in global or domestic situations of need.
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I want to discover how the fields of art, activism, and scholarship overlap and how I can
best serve students and audiences by combining them. One of the exercises I do in my
workshops is an exploration of different orientations toward the work we are engaged with on
the H.E.A.T. spectrum. I place four chairs in a diamond shape calling one Healing, one
Education, one Activism, and one Theater. I ask participants to move around the room and feel
which chair or combination of chairs speaks to their current professional expression and/or
interests. Then I interview each person, asking them why s/he chose that particular place. An
interesting discussion arises about how these four aspects intersect. I am looking for literature
about the intersections. My hope is to write a dissertation that will examine the borders and the
boundaries between all four practices.
Summary of Chapters
ACT ONE: Chapters one, two, and three. In An Artist’s Manifesto, I will situate
myself as the researcher and introduce the content and form of the dissertation using the
metaphor of air.
In Conversations with Remarkable Artists and Scholars, I will examine the scope of the
literature dedicated to the use of theater and/or arts used for personal and/or social change. In this
chapter I will also delve into an exploration of the literature devoted to the historical period
relevant to my study. Swimming through the literature I will use the metaphor of water.
In The Methodology Odyssey, I will describe my methodology, which is a bricolage. I
will use the metaphor of earth as I traverse the land of method and complete the chapter by
introducing the fire of creativity as I move into the fourth chapter.
ACT TWO: My Heart Is in the East is the fourth chapter, which will be the source
material of my script of My Heart Is in the East, the play I have written as a performative
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response to my research. Based on autoethnography, historical research, the Judeo-Arabic poetry
of ancient Al-Andalusia, and the theory of performative peacebuilding, the play takes place in
two realms: 1) The present-day conflict zones: Iraq, Palestine, Egypt, and Lebanon where The
Researcher travels to understand the possibility of performance as a vehicle for peace, and a
Grave Digger expresses his anguish about the constantly growing body. He voices his feelings
and thoughts in spoken word poems; and 2) 11th-century Cordoba where Muslims and Jews
lived for a period of time in relatively peaceful coexistence inspired by poetic cultural exchange.
The historical story takes place in the anteroom to the large hall where a weekly poetry
contest takes place. There are two people in the room: an Arab male poet and a Jewish woman
serving him tea. The room is covered in thick fabric. Wooden shutters covering windows on the
walls. Painted calligraphy in delicate gold on the high walls. Arabic letters. Hebrew letters. In
medieval Cordoba famous poets compete in friendly artistic combat in both Hebrew and Arabic.
Because the judges are not bilingual, the contest is judged by the quality of performance as well
as the content of the poem. Women are not allowed to participate. But that doesn’t mean they
don’t write some of the best poems.
ACT THREE: Into the World, the fifth and sixth chapters, includes. Post-Show
Discussion, in which I report on my findings as a result of readings, performances, and
workshops. After each performance there was a discussion and sometimes a poetry contest and a
workshop, which included puppet making. I have examined the responses to discover how the
work affected/changed audience/participants’ attitudes/ideas/feelings/thoughts about the material.
The vibrancy and safety of the post-show conversations, the level of freedom of
expression experienced by the audience, the audience’s connection to the material, including new
awareness regarding the subject matter, along with my artistic sense that the play is of good
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quality was gauged by audience response. The efficacy of this project as an agent for personal
and social change is judged by these responses and through my experiences along the way. This
chapter includes a summary of data gathered from readings/performances of parts or all of My
Heart Is in the East over nine months during 2014. I explore the implications of this research for
my own practice. In this chapter I look at what I have learned, and talk about how this research
has affected and will affect my current and future projects. I outline my scholarly and artistic
learning and discuss the ways these ideas and experiences have influenced my practice currently
and potentially.
In Implications for Leadership and Change, I look outward to the potential usefulness of
my research for the fields of Leadership and Change, Peace and Conflict Studies, and
Performance Studies. In this chapter I explore the larger potential consequences of my study and
my artistic, activist, and scholarly practices. I imagine how this work might influence a wider
circle of scholars and practitioners who are interested in theater and personal and social change.
By examining how my work as a leader, change agent, and thoughtful theater practitioner has
been affected by the research, I explore how the experience has changed me.
It is my hope that this work contributes to a new view on the possibilities of research and
practice as I approach my research question: How do I best inspire audiences and students to
action for peace and justice through my theater practice? It is also my wish that readers enjoy
the creative aspects of my dissertation and benefit from the ideas presented in the poetic and
dramatic aspects of the research.
Conclusion
Now hear this mixture, where hip hop meets scripture, and develop the negative into a
positive picture. (Lauryn Hill as cited in Keyes, 2002, p. 139)
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Arts-based research is by nature action research. Because the artistic process moves
through stages of inspiration, doubt, ambiguity, skill, prayer, despair, and celebration, the nature
of artistic research is bound to follow the same path. I try to be brave in my work as an artist and
I will try to be brave in my journey as a scholar negotiating the boundaries between art,
scholarship, and activism. The criteria on which I hope to be judged in this dissertation include
the quality of the art, the depth of the exploration, the connection between art and scholarly
research, the usefulness of the mission, and my passion and vision for change.
Because I take a stand for the theory of H.E.A.T., my work must be judged by a variety
of paradigms, and readers/audiences should ask: Does this work as healing, education, activism
and theater? I want to be judged on the quality of the poetry and the level of generosity in the
work. I want to be held accountable for honesty, and in terms of critical self- reflection I will
work to leave no rock unturned. I hope to own the dilemmas and the paradoxes within my
research and within my creative work. I apologize in advance for idealistic ranting about the
emancipatory potential of theater in the face of complex real world troubles, which is like
bringing daisies to a table laden with spoiled food, it does not address the inherent problems of
the unavoidable scene. I will work to look for the evidences of value in the play I write and the
post-show conversations I conduct. I hope to be transparent about my hope.
Many years after Earl Shorris told me the story of his departure from Madison Avenue,
he told me something else, which has been my motto ever since. When I was a single mother,
having a career crisis due to my frustration with the commercialism and narcissism of the theater
industry, I was struggling with the conflict I felt between my need to make plays and my strong
desire to be of service to the world. We were at a Chinese restaurant in San Francisco with Earl’s
wife and my father. I talked non-stop about wanting to leave the theater to do something more
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useful. He listened carefully, reminding me of the plays of mine he’s seen and enjoyed, but also
giving me guidance about opportunities for activism. We were all outside on the street after
dinner, our two families walking in separate directions, when I heard him call my name. I
stopped and turned back to him. “Remember Jessica” he shouted down the sidewalk, “All art is
revolution.”
Theater as a vehicle for personal and social change begins at home and moves out
through time and space across the globe. The art form is by its very nature an active practice, the
medium supporting activism through outreach while maintaining an excellence of art. The only
kind of revolution I am equipped to wage is the transformational uprising that happens
organically in the theater.
The following slides are images from my travels in Iraq, Lebanon, Egypt, Palestine and
Israel. The images reflect stories in the data: the play and the sections on field work in the
following chapters (see supplemental file: Field Work - MP4 Video).
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Diving Into Research
Dive into the literature.
Make your hive a miniature
Portraiture
Of a great library
The Villa Papyri
The Pergamum,
The Constantinople,
The Alexandria,
The Ashurbanipal- Back in old Iraq
Ah what a grand stack
Of books
Shook, from beyond
Fell upon youBuried you to your head in paper
Now you make your bed in layers
Of scholarly prayers
And you lie thereCovered in documents
From the boxes
Of ancient poems
The tomes
The librarian sent,
Bent your mind
With five
Syllable words
Lettered birds
Ready to dive
Into the sea- live
With Fish
The wish
To know everything is
Slow burning
But strong
You long to
Catch that
Slithery thought
Before it swims too deep,
So
No sleep
For the scholar
Seeking articulate fodder
To ratify the evidence
Refute with diffidence
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The significance
Of past and future violence
Diving into research
You align with the wind
Of insight
Flying from the night
Of ignorance
Toward the sun of knowledge
You jump out of the plane
Your brain
Sails into the wide blue
EverywhereThe expanse of intelligent life
Thrills you- No strifeYou feel
The weight of history rolling off you
Like a wheelUp the hill of air you go
Into possibility
Breathlessly away From
the everyday
Wars, And defamations.
All you need is
Imagination
You fearlessly defend creation
As humanity’s salvation:
The right to bear thought!
And with this you bought
A retreat from the grocery bills
And the taxes
From the telephone that wanes and waxes
With calls from the real worldCause you study borders of art and peace
You get a reprieve from reality, a brand new lease
As long as you strive diligently
Toward Doctor of Philosophy
Hope you won’t be minding
If this search for data is somewhat binding:
See, your earth is now this desk
This bright island of structured mess
This chair your universeThis blessing your curse:
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To Read, to write
All day, all night
You’ll eat you’ll sleep you’ll laugh you’ll weep
But only between
Pages
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Conversations With Remarkable Scholars
In this chapter I explore the literature, describing and critiquing works that I have
identified as close to my topic of interest. I will also identify gaps in the literature where my
research can make a contribution to the existing scholarship.
In this chapter I outline each of the four areas of my research exploration, in the H.E.A.T.
paradigm, theater as healer, theater as educator, theater as activist, and theater as art. I discuss the
wide range and diversity of the literature, explain what I was looking for in each category, and
why I chose to include the books and articles that I did. I then compare and critique the literature
as it pertains to my research. Finally, I look at the overlaps and the gaps in the body of literature
in the hopes of enhancing my own work and the work of others by filling the gaps, either in this
document, or in my hopes and plans for further research.
At first my literature search was complex, involving many aspects of the topic.
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Figure 2.1. Literature search Venn diagram.
After conducting research into many various yet related fields of study, I divided the
larger search into four categories:
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Figure 2.2. Four categories of research.
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Landy and Montgomery (2012) state that conducting such a wide search can be an
important way to engage readers with “a compelling dialogue around the complexity of drama
and theater praxis” (p. 251). The authors further state that in order to grasp how theater can be an
agent of change for social action, therapy and education, the research must delve into “the
various strands of this incredible diverse field” (p. 251).
Using the element of water as a metaphor, this chapter moves through an ocean of
research in three phases: (a) Diving In, (b) Swimming, and (c) Reaching the Shore. But before
diving into the literature I want to honor the magnificent fish that swam before me.
The Big Fish
There are many artists, activists, and scholars who have influenced my work. In this
chapter I explore and review the literature related to the theory of H.E.A.T. as a vehicle for
personal and social change. The literature that has been significant for me is widespread in
perspective and diverse in source, each article and book has guided me through the waters of
knowledge toward a better understanding of theory and practice throughout a variety of fields.
Many of the scholars changed the course of my research entirely and awakened me to new
islands of information.
Soyini Madison’s (1999) work is a like a lighthouse for me on the academic seas as I
navigate my way as an artist-scholar. Madison’s relationship to theory and practice, expressed as
“Performance thrills me, theory does not. I would surely lose myself without performance, but I
cannot live well without theory” (p. 706), gives me the courage to manage my discomfort on the
borders of Theater and the Academy. Dara Culhane’s brave response to borders between
performance and research continues to be a strong force in my research process. She dared me to
find new ways of negotiating and trespassing the boundaries. I was struck by her unique
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relationship to creative scholarship. Culhane (2011) asked her readers direct questions about
facing the dichotomy and challenges confronting scholars when they are asked to define artistic
scholarship in a new way, “What if rather than aspiring to legitimate ourselves in the terms of
natural, social or political sciences, we assessed the ethical-political and the intellectual-artistic
value; the effects of experimental performative ethnography?” (p. 267).
Before I explore the work of these and other innovative thinkers, it is vital to discuss a
few of the artist-activist-scholars who have had most impact on my work thus far. With all but
one of them I have had a personal contact. The one person who I have not met died 20 years
before I was born, but she has been a constant source of inspiration in art (I have written three
plays about her) and life (my oldest child is named after her) for over 30 years. In this initial
conversation I will recognize the influence of their work on my own. I mention them in the
chronological order of how my own ideas developed as a result of their theoretical and practical
impact.
The first theatrical awakening for me was my meeting at age nineteen with Jerzy
Grotowski. During a certain period (around 1976–1984) his seminal book Towards a Poor
Theater (1968) was carried faithfully like a bible by every experimental theater artist I knew
(usually accompanied by Patti Smith blaring on the record player). This book is about a
groundbreaking view of theater as a raw force driven by the actor. It opened my mind to the
powerful intensity possible within the art form. I was a member of The Iowa Theater Lab, a
company directed by Ric Zanc and dedicated to Grotowski methodology. We would work with
Grotowski’s plastiques, a set of exercises that trained each part of the entire body. There was a
physical rigor to the work that was all encompassing. Actors were trained to be athletes of the
soul, able to channel intellectual and emotional energy through spontaneous physical impulses.
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Grotowski saw the actor as the core of the Poor Theater. The Poor Theater was dedicated not to
the artifice of the rich theater but to the deep, true, gritty, and absolute human truth. His concept
of the “via negativa” is a “stripping down” of the actor, “by laying bare of one’s own intimity,”
clearing away blocks of resistance by resigning from “not doing” (p. 16). Grotowski saw
performance as “an act of transgression” (p. 18), an intense, spiritual, full body commitment to
each moment. The concept of “conjuncto oppositorium” was another term he used, signifying
the need to bring together “opposite forces to create a unified whole” (p. 128). The inclusion of
opposite energies, movements, thoughts, and feelings along the raw baring of the individual self
in the via negativa, were the methods that lead to Grotowski’s theatrical goal, namely, to get to
the state he called the “Total Act” which he described as “the crux of an actor’s art through
which one reveals oneself completely to another,” and to do it without “the least trace of
egotism” (p. 128). Grotowski’s work affected me deeply as a teenager and young adult, and
through this research; it has been a splendid awakening to reconnect with his words. I realize that
the core philosophy of poor theater is still how I see the work, how I write plays (with actors at
the center of the action) and how I view theater as a vehicle for change. It’s not that I am against
hydraulic lifts that make earthquakes happen and witches fly, but in general, Grotowski’s notion
of the play grounded by an actor as a kind of warrior-shaman giving of her/himself with full
physical, emotional, and mental totality to the audience and the other actors, is the only theatrical
magic I seek.
The second awakening force was Anne Bogart who taught me over a period of about five
years and ten plays together about curiosity, permission, freedom, and a work ethic. She believed
in giving 150% of oneself, 24/7. Bogart (2007) thinks that there is a threefold “recipe” for
making effective theater: “1. You need something to say, 2. You need technique, and 3. You
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need passion” (p. 6). She believes this is a simple formula for effective theater work, but that
without any one of these three elements the process will fail. Her strength of vision and
intellectual commitment to the process, and especially her requirement of passion still shape my
approach to the work today.
In 1983 Anne Bogart cast me as Emma Goldman in a play called History, An American
Dream. My assignment was to read all of her speeches and make a series of monologues
consisting of Goldman’s texts. Emma Goldman was my third awakening. Goldman’s
realization of her cause, her passion for her work, her life’s path and her role as an anarchist, was
so similar to my own revelation about my connection to the theater, that I immediately felt a
kinship. Goldman (1972) described her first awareness of herself as an anarchist on the day that
four of her comrades were martyred, “I had a distinct sensation that something new and
wonderful had been born in my soul. A great ideal, a burning faith” (p. 22). Her belief in
anarchism was so complete that she was destined to be misunderstood. The general public
associates anarchism with a state of violent chaos but Goldman thought that anarchism is “the
only philosophy of peace, the only theory of social relationship that values human life above
everything else” (p. 59). The utopian sense of a community based on liberty, humanity and
egalitarianism was held as “absolutely uncompromising” (p. 59). Goldman’s messages about
revolutionary love, brave morality, and the willingness to stand in the fire changed my worldview
and shaped my professional practice. I never became an anarchist politically but I
think I have been a theatrical anarchist since I first read Goldman’s writing three decades ago.
I met Ellen Stewart when I was 20 years old and joined one of the resident theater
companies at her theater, La Mama Experimental Theatre Club. Her rigorous generosity was
awe-inspiring. In her mind the theater artist was as responsible for doing the laundry, sweeping
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the stage as s/he was for being brave and brilliant for the stage (as actor, designer, director, or
playwright). Her demanding honesty was as shocking as her unending warmth. Stewart started
out as fashion designer. As an African American woman she was unable find a seamstress
willing to sew her designs. The only women willing to do so were Eastern European refugees
who referred to Stewart as “Mama.” When Stewart built a theater in an East Village basement to
support the work of unproduced playwrights it was only natural to call it “La Mama.” Stewart,
with no formal theater experience, founded, and developed one of the most influential
experimental theaters in the world. Horn (1993) wrote that Stewart was called “an
ethno-musicologist without a degree,” she had a genius for choosing artists, her sense of people
was visceral and the “generosity of her spirit rare” (p. 43). Stewart taught me the importance of
creating a theater that is a generous and welcoming environment, an egalitarian society, a home
safe enough to take risks, and a place to seek excellence.
Peter Schumann and his Bread and Puppet Theater represent one of the most important,
long lasting contributors to modern American theater history. For the last 50 years Schumann
and his puppeteers have been creating work both political and artistic in the streets, in theaters,
and in schools on four continents. The period of time when Schumann began Bread and Puppet
was a time when much of the experimental theater world was involved with political pursuits.
Julian Beck of The Living Theater was arrested during a theatrical protest at the Worldwide
General Strike for Peace, which was an event populated by many theater companies who were
caught up in the politics of the time (Brecht, 1998).
In 1980-81 I worked with the Bread and Puppet Theater on a play about the Cambodian
War, it was called Cambodia, Cambodia, Cambodia, Cambodia. Brecht (1998) stated,
“Schumann is interested in presenting the idea of the human condition” (p. 5). The process of
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depicting the civil war in Cambodia was one of careful character exploration to get to the heart
of the situation and the condition of both the Cambodians and the Vietnamese.
The depth of feeling was matched by the objective of a useful outcome. Part of our
rehearsal process was a forensic research effort to find out which charity was the most effective
for getting funds to Cambodia. As a company we decided that OXFAM was the best foundation
to receive the money we raised through audience admission and donation. The Bread and Puppet
Company had regular spaghetti dinners where theater work and heated discussion was offered up
with the food. The thick sourdough bread baked by members of the company and distributed
during the plays was as much a part of the shows as the phenomenal puppets themselves. From
this company and especially from Shuman himself, I learned the nurturing effects of theater and
the importance of feeding an audience in more ways than one. Being a part of that show and that
company established my life-long love of puppets, and an ongoing need to make theater that is
useful. In the words of one of my favorite poems:
But to make matters clear: even if you improved upon
What the man at the corner did, you would be doing less
Than him if you Made your theater less meaningful—with lesser provocation
Less intense in its effect on the audience—
And Less useful. (Brecht, 1979, p. 137)
John Paul is the sixth mentor to awaken me to the purpose of my work. As a master in the
realm of peace and conflict, Lederach (2005) invites us to “shift from a guiding metaphor that we
are providing professional services to one that we are engaged in a vocation to nurture
constructive social change” (p. 180). Lederach’s love of the arts as a vehicle for peace and his
admiration for individual and collective creativity are exemplified by his theories of moral
imagination and paradoxical curiosity (Lederach, 2005), which present (a) a theory of imagining
peace prior to choosing action toward it; and (b) holding an attitude of curiosity toward paradox
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rather than freezing up in the face of opposing views, or beliefs. The vision must come before the
deed. Lederach expressed his belief that when practiced with discipline and artful rigor, moral
imagination lifts us beyond what we know and into a world where anything (even peace) can
happen, where anything (even change) is possible because it is imagined. The hard work of
imagining, which is a central tool of all theater making, requires curiosity. Lederach theory of
paradoxical curiosity embraces complexity and contradiction, and that although the practitioner
remains connected to earthly everyday challenges, this kind of curiosity makes her/him see the
desired outcomes that do not yet exist and thus curiosity paves the way for change (Lederach,
2005). Influenced by Lederach, I work to bring the threads of skill and experience together to
facilitate and inspire transformation in others and myself. Prior to action though, I have to
imagine what can be done.
Sanjoy Ganguly, who is the director of the Theatre of the Oppressed company Jana
Sanskriti in West Bengal, taught me about the practical side of usefulness. In his work with 27
villages in West Bengal, he is changing the world one community at a time with Boal
influenced Forum theater. Ganguly (2010) calls his work a “rehearsal of revolution” and has
teams of performers working with communities to “decide the oppression they want to deal
with” they then script the play and take it to the spectators” (p. 73). Jana Sanskriti is a rare
example of a theater company that respects the master (Boal, 2006), has assimilated his
teachings, and then made the form completely their own. Sanjoy keeps Theater of the
Oppressed essential and alive for his community. Jana Sanskriti, through its theatrical
interventions, seeks to stop the oppressed people from thinking that they are inferior, weak, and
incapable of action or analytical thought. Sanjoy believes that every individual is essentially
intellectual, and that the biggest form of violation of human rights is to deny democratized time
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and space to establish dialogue. It was his influence that convinced me of the importance of
post-show discussion to fully engage an audience in the experience of a play.
Keith Johnstone (1979), the next significant mentor to shape my work, is an
improvisational legend. He brought the technique of improvisation to Britain when improvisation
was illegal to perform. The Lord Chamberlain had to approve all theatrical endeavors and
improvisation, which exists without a script was too difficult to censor or approve. Johnstone’s
subtle valor and audacious humility woke me up to the depth of the teacher’s role in an artist’s
development. He also taught me about the complexity of the performer’s task within the
improvisational form. To Johnstone relationships are the key to great stage moments. He
introduced me to his games of status, which I have incorporated into my teaching work. Status
games are not only wonderful as actor training, but are also helpful tools for cultural workers
trying to gain an understanding of the inherent hierarchy with a specific community. Johnstone
(1979) tells his readers; “In reality status transactions happen all the time” (p. 33). Johnstone
explains that when he asked actors to play scenes “a little higher or lower” in status than their
scene partners, “we were left with the paradox that our behavior had nothing to do with our
conscious intention” (p. 33). He told us (participants in a recent workshop in London) to be
“positive and average” instead of trying to negate the audience or your improvisation partner by
trying to be the best. With this approach to the work, the audience receives what they want, or
something even better.
Finally, the most recent impactful mentor to enter my life is Carolyn Kenny. In her
academic mentorship she has taught me the deeper purpose of scholarship. Kenny embodies the
cause of knowledge as a thirst for justice and expression. Kenny (2006) embraces the challenges
and the beauty of the research process. “It is the yearning for understanding that compels a
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scholar to the dream, even through the shifting and shaping of concepts and ideas, twists, and
turns, formulations and reformulations” (p. 14). She reminds her readers that the word therapy
comes from the Greek word attendance, “which means being present.” Kenny describes the
process of music as a “natural healer” and music therapy as a practice that “implies a mutuality”
(p. 14). Kenny’s work exemplifies grounded humanity and rebellion. She is the sharp sword in
the soft clouds, bringing both a rigor and compassion to the act of research.
I owe to these individuals the unique perception with which I view theater and research.
Each of them has shaped my thinking in a different way, awakening a passion for the cause of
creating theater as an agent for change. Each of these scholar-practitioners has opened my heart
to the process of learning and my mind to the possibilities of practice. They have given me the
courage to dive.
Diving Into the Research
The challenge connecting healing, education, activism and theater, is that there are four
completely different fields at play, and the resulting collage is beyond easy definition. However,
it is precisely the combination of all four strains of theory and practice that interests me. I spent a
good part of my adult life trying to choose one field (drama therapist, professional playwright,
actress, performance scholar, theater professor) and I always came back to my personal truth:
that my life’s work is a combination of all of these things.
Forest (2007) described the rarity of holistic studies in the field of art and leadership for
change. Many scholars focus on one aspect of arts scholarship or arts activism or art analysis and
do not as many scholars ponder the larger picture.
The gap in the literature fascinates me because it reflects what I experience as a
professional divide. A certain theater director I work with doesn’t understand art for the purpose
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of activism and social change. She chastises my habit of putting politics into my plays because
she believes it takes away from entertainment. Certain activists I am involved with have no use
for Academia as they believe the Ivory Tower is too elitist to effect real social change. Some of
my scholarly colleagues do not comprehend my artistic perspective. An academic with whom I
collaborate has no respect for therapeutic art, as she thinks that artistic excellence and the focus
on therapeutic results are incompatible. Several drama therapists I know have no patience for
rigorous theater training, because a desire for excellence can be off putting for clients who are not
artists and aiming for mediocrity allows for a certain inclusion, great art is not the point of good
healing. While I strive to combine these specializations into one field of study, I find
resistance on the part of associates who have climbed so far into their specific niches, that they
can no longer see the wideness of the theoretical or practical landscape. The creation of an
intersection between disciplines drives me because of the notion of unity and the belief that we
are all really working toward the same goal: Tikkun Olam (A Hebrew phrase that means to repair
the world) through the arts.
“How do I inspire change through my theater practice?” It is a question that seems too
wide to tackle and too deep to answer. At first I was only able to respond to the question by
asking more questions:
What is “theater for personal and social change”? What does the word “personal” really
mean, or the word “social”? In fact what does the word “change” imply? Finally, what is theater?
In a field that spans many centuries of many forms of practice, which are as varied as the
practitioners that create and invent and implement them, it is challenging to find agreement on
meaning or definition. The response to theater is subjective. The use of healing, education, and
activism in theater is highly varied. My research approach will be to hunt and gather
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information/evidence/opinion from healers, scholars, activists, and artists who are engaged in
some aspect of the field. As my own perspective will undoubtedly color my critique and my
choice of literature, I will briefly outline my own definition of these terms within the phrase
“theater for personal and social change.”
Theater: To me theater is a rich, poetic, emotional, and intellectual artistic medium that
has the ability to change the lives of artists, spectators, students, teachers, enemies, and friends.
The phenomenological perspective of each theater practitioner defines his/her own work within
the field. Internal ideology leads people to enact their work in a variety of ways, which creates
art that is individual and subjective. One H.E.A.T. exercise I do in most workshops is that I ask
people what they want their work to accomplish. As they speak the words in answer to my
question I write each word on a piece of paper and lay it on the floor. So depending on the size
of the group there ends up being 10-50 words on the floor. Words like “Inspire,” “Provoke,”
“Educate,” “Entertain,” “Nurture,” “Wake Up,” etc., fill the room. I then ask participants to
touch every word that has some connection to their theatrical intentions. If they cannot reach a
word with a foot or hand they can touch someone else who is touching it. A tangled sculpture is
created as each member of the group calls out the words they are touching, thus identifying and
claiming their own relationships to theater.
Personal: It is my opinion that before we can change the world we have to face ourselves
to discover where we may be personally resistant to change, prior to encouraging change in
others. The H.E.A.T. warm up is a voice progression that moves from inside to out, from selfcare to generosity and begins with a grounding meditation based on awareness, acceptance, and
release. When searching for literature I asked myself, “Who are the artists, activists, healers, and
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scholars who have written about theater work as a form of personal healing and recovery from
trauma?”
Social: After self-reflection and self-compassion, human beings are more able to access
authentic generosity. So I wanted to know who is writing about the artists and scholars who
serve by engaging in artistic action for community or global change.
Change: The search for references to change in the literature was widespread. I was
looking for writing that reflected shifts in thinking or behavior inspired by some form of
theatrical engagement, from a small incremental opening of the mind to a large act of civil
reconstruction. From the work of Jacob Moreno (1987), the creator of Psychodrama to the
political theater work in Africa described in Soyini Madison’s (2013) Acts of Activism, change
can be any small or large shift toward revelation or action. Whether the change is personal or
social, theater moves people toward improvement and a new vision of life and action.
Swimming Through the Research
The Swim takes four different strokes: Theater as Healer, Theater as Educator, Theater as
Activist, and Theater as Art.
Theater as healer. Theater as a healing force takes many shapes. The field of drama
therapy encompasses many of them. Drama therapy is defined on the North American Drama
Therapy Association website as the intentional use of drama and/or theater processes to achieve
therapeutic goals (www.nadta.org).
Carolyn Kenny (2006) inspires students and educators alike to an inclusive resilience
with her work on music therapy. Kenny bridges the fields of theory and practice, as she explores
music therapy within the medical field, and bridges gaps between music and mythology.
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The therapist is an active participant in the improvisation (Landy & Montgomery, 2012).
Psychodrama is a therapeutic process that focuses on exploring the issues of an individual
through role-play. A protagonist plays her/himself in relationship to significant others played by
group members (Landy & Montgomery, 2012).
Sociometry is the study of human relationships within groups. The term, coined by Jacob
Moreno, refers to a creative physical technique designed to improve and understand group
dynamics. It is an action method in which several individuals act out roles for the purpose of
studying and solving problems within groups (Landy & Montgomery, 2012).
Playback is a form of improvisational theater in which audience members tell stories
from their lives and watch them enacted by actors specifically trained for the task (Landy &
Montgomery, 2012).
Many practitioners have contributed hugely to the field of drama therapy. The specific
techniques used in drama therapy are too numerous to list. The body of knowledge and the
literature within the field suggest a wide range of approaches.
Developmental Transformation (DvT) emerged as a drama therapy method defined as
embodied encounters in the “playspace.” D. R. Johnson (1982) describes the playspace as “a
mutual agreement among the participants that everything that goes on between them is a
representation or portrayal of real or imagined being” (p. 89). Glaser defines the play space as a
mutual agreement between clients and therapist. The technique uses bodily improvisation to
bring spontaneous memories and stories out of participants. The work has been practiced
successfully with vets, prisoners, and victims of trauma. Glaser’s case study of three “normal
neurotic women” attempts to prove the useful impact of DvT work in this demographic.
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Glaser (2004) describes an exercise in her article, which sounds familiar to me as a
foundational DvT method, as I have practiced DvT on many occasions. In Glaser’s group a
woman keeps withdrawing from the play and clutching her belly claiming she is in too much
pain to participate due to menstrual cramps. Glaser leads the other participants in an
improvisation in which they pull things out of the woman’s belly, first ribbons and then at the
woman’s instructions an apple pie, and then finally a skunk. The developmental improvisation
within the playspace apparently relieves the woman’s cramps. The play within the play space
brings people into a trance like state (similar to any deeply engaged group improvisation) and
Glaser compares this trance-like state to a trance state induced by shamans. Her article moves
back and forth between descriptions of Central American shamanic rituals and the DvT/ Drama
therapy work she is doing with middle class women in the Northeastern United States. Glaser is
drawing conclusions that although shamanism has existed for thousands of years and DvT is
brand new, the play space and sacred space are similar. Glaser believes that a deeper exploration
into the shamanic elements present in drama therapy and other creative arts therapy disciplines
could be a useful way to unite and empower creative arts practitioners.
My gut reaction to Glaser’s description of her work as shamanic is one of fear. I have a
difficult time with white North American middle class practitioners appropriating the term
shaman to identify themselves and/or their work. The sacred indigenous practices of shamanism
deserve years of apprenticeship and study. If modern-day drama therapists begin calling
themselves shamans they may empower themselves too much and risk the disempowerment of
their clients. My fear is that in my eagerness to embrace the wisdom of other cultures I will
somehow appropriate material that is not my own, so Glaser’s language caused a visceral
response, which caused me to question my own use of language I use to describe my work.
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David Read Johnson’s article (1982) about DvT is more rooted in theory and ground in
his serious research of psychology. Although Johnson’s research article is not new, I included it
because it was one of the most clearly grounded and comprehensive studies of drama therapy
tools that I read. The balance of good art and good science is hard to come by, and so I included
his evidence-based article because his writing of twenty years ago still holds true today. Unlike
much of the literature in the arts and expressive therapies fields, Johnson is rooted in proof and
careful to give reason to each point—he takes no semantic leaps, makes no large suppositions
about his own power as a healer, and yet attempts a paradigm shift by encouraging his readers to
see the importance of developmental progression and the need for transformative improvising to
enliven the progress. Johnson elucidates his theory of a developmental approach to drama
therapy. His thesis is that we as a culture have suffered from non- developmental worldviews.
From Plato’s abstract forms to medieval religious faith to 19th-century mechanistic
science, things are as they had been, a predetermined entity “man” could be studied, and
knowledge was thought to be finite. Even after it was realized that children were not just
“little people” but developing organisms. (D. R. Johnson, 1982, p. 183)
He lists the five important developmental processes relevant to drama therapy as: 1) the degree
of structure one brings to a situation, 2) the medium of expression (movement, sound, etc.) 3) the
degree of complexity or articulation one can manage, 5) the degree to which one perceives
other-the interpersonal demand (D. R. Johnson, 1982).
A conceptual understanding of these processes can serve as framework for diagnosis and
evaluation. Johnson writes a detailed evidence-based analysis of each of the five stages both in
the theory and in the practice of drama therapy. He delves into case studies, which give
credibility to his theories, and gives us detailed examples within the description of the sessions
themselves. He describes his innovative process without superlatives—his writing and
particularly this article seem hugely useful to the field. Because theater and expressive therapies
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need to be personal, passionate, subjective, artistic, improvisatory, spontaneous, and free, it is
important that the research around them be grounded both in terms of form, application, and
impact. The accessibility, clarity, and responsibility of research needs to be grounded in fact
more than metaphor so that practitioners, students, clients, audiences, funders, educators, and
administrators become more informed about theory and practice.
Malpede (1999) describes the difference between theater and drama therapy geared
toward testimony versus theater and drama therapy geared toward catharsis. She discusses
theater of witness and talks about her desire to write plays that concern themselves with trauma
and recovery. In Malpede’s case study about the work with Chilean torture survivors in
collaboration with the group Theatre Arts Against Political Violence, she describes the process
of using theater to face and heal extreme trauma from violence beyond most people’s worst
imagination. She poses two questions at the beginning of the session: “What do I live
for?”(p. 312), the answers range from blue sky to solidarity and justice, then she asks, “What
would you die for?” (p. 312). The answers to these questions are also varied. To protect those I
love, for freedom, for unity. The answers are humorous, tender, and fierce. Malpede (1999)
states: “We hear the differences between the Chilean and the American voices; we hear our
common ground” (p. 312).
Malpede (1999) claims that trauma is indelible and theater ephemeral. She claims,
“Because theater is embodied, it is perhaps an especially appropriate art form with which to
remember the post-traumatic self” (p. 315). Her article clearly describes some very powerful
sessions using theater to successfully address and begin to heal trauma. A great addition to the
body of literature in my opinion, this article allows us a view into the very hard and challenging
work of using art to shine the light of recovery on the darkness of deeply held pain.
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Mario Cossa (1996) combines expressive arts, training, and performance to build
issue-oriented audience interactive improvisational theater. He works with people with eating
disorders, recovering substance abusers, people who have survived violence domestically and
otherwise, and people with school or family problems. The successes of the unique programming
Cossa has built are impressive. He created a very successful school-bullying program, which
impressed me when I studied with him at Antioch New England in 2009.
In his literature he outlines the possibilities and limitations of the work, however, his
general claims of being able to fix most social problems with his techniques seem somewhat
exaggerated. He answers the questions instead of raising the issues. Within the literature I am
searching for practitioners who admit paradox and open the floor to inquiry. I am an idealist
when it comes to the healing effects of theater but I worry that we try to answer all the questions
too quickly without living in the discomfort of not knowing, and using the literature to leave
some doors open to solutions yet to come.
Whatever the scope of personal change, it usually involves some form of catharsis.
(Moreno, 1987) defined the process of catharsis as the individual liberation from a “mental or
cultural syndrome” (p. 125). Unlike Aristotle’s definition of the same word, Moreno meant for
catharsis to happen not to the observer but to the actor her/himself. Moreno (1987) wanted the
catharsis to occur as a result of a participant “fully expressing your emotions through your own
flesh and blood” (p. xiv). Catharsis leads to an awakening and from there we are able to learn
more about ourselves, and the world around us. If through the use of theater as a healing tool, we
are willing to know ourselves, we are then ready to use the same medium to educate and be
educated.
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Theater as educator. One day when Keith Johnstone was 18 he was reading a book and
he started to weep. He was shocked at his own reaction: “I realized that my school had been
teaching me not to respond” (Johnstone, 1979, p. 17).
Sanjoy Ganguly (2010) stated, “There was a time when to assert ourselves as activists we
derided scholarship. This derision is a kind of inferiority complex” (p. 70). The separation
between scholarship and art, and the gap between scholars and activists are examples of how
necessary it is to craft a more creative approach to education. The educational uses of theater are
varied. I have divided them into two categories: Theater AS Education and Theater IN
Education.
Theater IN Education is school based and usually practiced in a classroom or educational
setting. As the K-12 Director of Drama at Poughkeepsie Day School I taught and directed
curriculum-based theater. When the 5th and 6th graders were studying the Greeks and Romans I
wrote and directed a school-wide production of a version of The Odyssey (Sea of Troubles: The
Long Journey Home) with 56 children and did the same the following year with The Canterbury
Tales (Postcards from Canterbury). I created and implemented a playwriting program
throughout the boroughs of New York for New York State Poets in the Schools, which also
focused on curriculum and school-based Theater IN Education. Theater In Education (TIE) is an
established method of practice that is often taught in Theater Education and Applied Theater
programs. It is defined as the use of drama as a means of teaching a variety of content areas, an
emphasis on developing the child’s imagination- creative drama: spontaneous, improvisational
curriculum drama-school based drama to teach certain subjects (Landy & Montgomery, 2012).
Theater AS Education as practiced in the H.E.A.T. Collective and in my company for
youth The New Generation Theater Ensemble (NGTE) is an out-of-the-classroom experience.
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The practice of using theater as education includes training and performance. My goal in this
work is to incorporate learning into the artistic process, using subjects like science, literature,
mythology, and in the case of my dissertation, history.
Combining art and scholarship is praxis not always accepted by either the art world or the
academy. In Ishmael Reed’s (2003) Totems to Hip Hop the author delves into the relationship of
radical art movements to the academy, and the spiral of educational and poetic revolution in
which “outsiders challenge the academy only to become the new academy and be challenged by
a new group of outsiders” (p. xxii).
Theater artists and audiences will sometimes balk at a play that is too “didactic,” a
comment that usually signifies there are informational and educational aspects to the piece. The
old adage “you learn something new every day” is only true if one actually practices an ongoing
attitude of curiosity and a hunger for education.
Freire (1992) provided Augusto Boal, the creator of Theater of the Oppressed, with a
philosophy of education that he had developed from his study of Plato, Marx, and
anti-colonialism. His theory was based on a belief that education is a political act. Forum Theater
places an emphasis on education as the prime motivator for theatrical expression and social
change.
Christina Marin (2010) writes about pedagogy in relation to Theater of the Oppressed
(TO) techniques being used as education research methods. She describes work done in youth
centers with Latina adolescents. This case study is written in both script (dialogues) and
theoretical (prose) form—one of the reasons I chose this article was that the form (unlike both
performance studies scholars) was less poetic and more theatrical. She also outlines each of the
TO exercises in clear description and applied each one to the population with which she was
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working. This kind of article is not only scholarly but also useful to potential practitioners. By
using the methods of TO with this youth group, the youth were able to formulate their own ideas
and views about society and culture. Marin believes that the way to social change is through
education and she translated forms usually known for their activist impact on adult populations
into educational theater techniques that served to evoke change in participants. She states: “I
believe in theater as a tool to educate, liberate and activate social change. By alleviating the rigid
formality of the sterile research setting, I offered the participants the opportunity to express
themselves through theater activities” (p. 92).
This article is an example of form merging successfully with content. Since Marin (2010)
found as I have that more written discourse about arts-based educational research currently exists
than do actual examples of it. “Responding to this research call to arms, I chose to employ
artistic methods of reporting throughout the process of writing up my analysis” (Marin, 2010,
p. 87).
Tam (2013) claims that the educational theater practice of engaging children in
sociodramatic play draws on the theory of dialogism, and is useful for building relational skills.
Looking at the body of literature on children’s culture (a genre of writing I previously knew
nothing about) Tam explores various forms of education from the perspective of the children
themselves. This article is a case study, in which a group of Kindergarten children in Hong Kong
engage in sociodramatic play. This article reports that under the gaze of the teacher, children’s
play is largely practiced as a reproduction of the teacher’s cultural texts. Children’s culture or
resistance only arises as a bricolage when the complex, multidimensional, and cultural texts of
the teacher and the children are intertwined. Harking back to Viola Spolin’s (1963) claim that
educational theater allows students and teachers to meet in neutral creative space in order to
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interact freely and vibrantly. The Hong Kong study suggests that the teacher’s authoritarian
communication suppresses the children’s expression. Tam claims that bricolage, is a “creative
act as it involves tactful and creative appropriation, orchestration, and transformation of all sorts
of cultural texts which are at hand.” The dramatic (or pretend) play in the classroom is owned by
the children, and the tools of Sociodrama allow the kids to create their own world without the
pressure of the teacher’s presence, in fact, within the methods inherent in the sociodramatic
form, the children are able to face a (pretend) authoritarian teacher and speak out freely within
the creative exercise revealing what they really need and thus (as long as the teacher is engaged
and listening) motivating true and useful change.
Mary Anne Hunter writes about performance making and peace-building as educational
processes based on the creation of safe space. Hunter describes “safe space” as a creative forum
where participants can relax into a sense of security knowing that they are surrounded by nonjudgmental support. They can experience a protected sanctuary without losing the creative
potential of tension that is necessary to make good performance. Hunter (2008) delves into the
role of risk within safe space. She tackles the “messy negotiations” that allow meaningful
individual and group actions to develop and evolve. Hunter focuses her research on a youth
center in Sunnybank, a culturally diverse suburb in the south west of Brisbane, Australia. Hunter
used the medium of hip-hop, which allowed the youth expression through music, word, and
movement in collaborative community-based performance. The youth participated in the
transformation of a specific location the Sunnybank Scout Hall into a space in which “they felt
safe to learn new skills and face ‘the other’” (p. 11).
What is especially useful and unique about Hunter’s (2008) depiction of this work is her
willingness to see all sides of the complex picture. She looks at the fear of “the other”
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experienced by the students as well as the difficulties in true collaboration. She did not claim to
create miracles through theater with at risk youth, but honestly explored what worked and what
did not, with a special emphasis on the space itself. As she herself states, this research has not
been widely explored, “In theater studies and performance studies, there has been comparatively
little critique about the ways in which safe space operates as a metaphor in the devising process”
(p. 8). She looks at the necessity of safe space beyond its use as a container for risk and a
receptacle for unhappiness and emotional release. She writes beautifully about the many layered
personal and communal challenges to collaboration in space and concludes that “Cultivating safe
space is therefore less about prescribing conditions and more about generating questions” She
ponders such questions as, ”how are the participants invited to collaborate in the production of
safe creative space that allows them to manage their own level of risk?” (p. 19). The
responsibility for one’s own risk management and one’s own ability to create and collaborate
fairly and openly is rooted in a sense of safety. As Hunter so explores in her clear and detailed
account, the space itself needs to hold the participants just as the participants need to hold the
space.
When working with theater AS education, theater can be used as an educational tool
outside of the classroom. The objective is not to veer away from excellence of artistry, but to
incorporate content that informs as well as inspires. In my own work I have used science and
history source to educate within the structure of the play.
History as theater education. Using historical research I was able to find a premise and
a starting place for a theatrical response to the material. History can be made into theatrical
expression both inside and outside the classroom. Audiences can be moved and entertained while
participants gather and disseminate information creatively with innovation and courage. Looking
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at the period of history of medieval Cordoba, I was able to identify a subject that was ripe for
theatrical expression. Theater as education became history as theater.
Many great books and articles helped me understand the history of the Jews and Muslims
in the 10th and 11th centuries. I received research assistance from the Center for Jewish History
and the Jewish Theological Seminary as well as from my professors and the research librarian at
Antioch University.
In 7th-century Arabia, Arabian Jews and Muslims existed in tribes indistinguishable
because religion was trumped by the harsh realities of desert life, and people adapted to the
surroundings regardless of creed—everyone dressed the same to face the challenges posed by
nature (Karabell, 2008).
The Muslims and Jews had similar traditions, for instance they both faced Jerusalem to
pray. The Constitution of Medina was created to acknowledge religious differences and allow for
tolerant co-existence. There was even marriage between Jews and Muslims. Then, as legend
goes, a Jewish man played a practical joke on a Muslim woman causing her skirt to ride up
above where it was appropriate and the Muslims killed the Jewish perpetrator. A conflict ensued,
the result of which was that the Muslims shifted their method of praying and began
turning to Mecca for prayer and away from Jerusalem. Two years later, when the Umayyad
people were exiled from Damascus, Cordoba Spain became one of the jewels of the Arab world,
and matched Baghdad as a seat of power. Muslim Spain was one of the most vibrant places on
earth—a fusion of education, commerce, political power, and culture, comparable to Classical
Greece, Imperial Rome, Han China, and Renaissance Italy (Karabell, 2008).
Jews in this time and place had more freedom and affluence than they had with the
Visigoths, more freedom than anywhere until the 19th century. Jews were agents for Muslim
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rulers, functioning as a bridge between the Muslim world and Christian Europe. As Karabell
(2008) explains, “while religion was central to their identities, faith did not create absolute
barriers to interaction” (p. 73). Jews were merchants, doctors, scholars, generals, and poets.
In A Short History of the Jews, Brenner (2010) describes the epic that later observers
would call the “Iberian golden age" in Al-Andalusia. The Jews had been harshly excluded from
general society by numerous laws enacted by Christian councils. With the victory of the
Muslims, although there were still many restrictions upon them, the Jews enjoyed more freedom
and creative productivity than they experienced under Christian law. The Golden Age produced
major poets, philosophers, and scientists.
The relations between Jews and Arabs in the 10th and 11th centuries in Cordoba were
known as La Convivencia, which means, “living together in harmony.” In his book, History as
Prelude, James Montville (2011) describes the profound moral and practical human engagement
of Jews and Muslims in medieval Spain, stating that the recounting of the history of this time is
important, so that people might imagine peace as possible, not least because of the remarkable
precedent of the medieval Mediterranean.
In Spain Jews were not just merchants; they were courtiers, scholars, generals, and poets.
A Hebraic dictionary composed completely in Hebrew was first created around this time. Most
scholars believed that one could not transfer the metric system used in Arabic to the Hebrew
language, but Dunash believed that Arabic poetry and grammar served as good models for the
writing of Hebrew poems. Samuel Ibn Nagrela’s writings were regarded as some of the greatest
treasures of medieval Hebrew poetry. He wrote about the wisdom man held as the tip of his pen,
and the act of writing as a tool of power. Poets like Nagrela were lifting Hebrew out of the grip
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of the Holy Men and putting it into the mouths of the people. The discovery of the poems in the
Cairo Genizah shed light on a world in which poetry was a powerful tool of communication.
The Cairo Genizah was situated inside a synagogue in Egypt. These and other sources
prove that Jews encountered little opposition constructing new synagogues during the early
centuries of Islam even though they were restricted in other ways, having to pay a poll tax and
made to wear discriminatory belts or shoes of two different colors announcing their race and
religion. It was in the expression of language that true freedom came. Jews in the region spoke
Aramaic, Persian, Greek, Arabic, and Hebrew. Jews spoke a colloquial Arabic that scholars
called neo-Arabic. Jewish poets began to accept the secular themes within Arabic poetry such as
love, wine, women, and young men (homo-erotica), and these themes found a new place in
Hebrew poetry. The innovations were more radical than might at first appear, for the Arab forms
were associated popular street tunes, love songs, and drinking songs, while Hebrew poetry had
been almost exclusively religious.
Two of the greatest luminaries of Jewish history, Judah Halevi and Moses Mohammed
Maimonides, both lived in Cordoba during the golden age and wrote prolifically. Jews and
Muslims from all over the Islamic world (from Iraq at one end to Spain on the other) and from
Christian Europe coexisted in the cultural language of the golden age. In his classical work on
medieval Jewish philosophy, Guide for the Perplexed, Moses Maimonides discussed the
intellectual virtues of Sufism as well as Muslim and Jewish thought. Muslim and Jewish scholars
and professionals enriched each other’s intellectual and practical life by joining forces through
discourse. Since then writers have praised this time and place as an unqualified paradise of
Jewish and Muslim coexistence. In the 20th-century Zionism, Israeli governmental politics and
Arab Separatism have made the model of coexistence in Andalucía for the two peoples both less
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possible and more necessary. Modern conflict in the Middle East has cast a shadow over this
golden age. Looking back at a time when co-existence worked enables contemporary people to
imagine that peace is possible.
In History as Prelude, Montville (2011) stresses the uniqueness of the Hebrew language
in the 10th and 11th centuries. Judaism came to be seen as the unique history of the Jewish
people and Arabs perceived the Jewish God as the God of the philosophers and Jews were
known as “the people of the book.” The Jews themselves saw their God as the God of the Jewish
people and their ancestors, Abraham, Isaac, and Jacob. The most religious Semitic texts were not
written in Hebrew but in Arabic, or Judeo-Arabic, that is Arabic written in Hebrew letters.
The combination of languages was not the only way cultures were merging. Ha Levi,
perhaps the most famous Jewish poet from the Golden Age, made extensive use of Sufism in his
work. According to Lobel (2006), Halevi’s language and arguments had Islamic content. His
themes are “woven together—diverse strands of medieval Islamic culture in a unique and
unprecedented ways “ (p. 176). Halevy’s relationship to Islamic law was complex and the
language of Sufism influenced his spiritual vision. Ha Levi was militantly Jewish but an
independent thinker. His inclusion and transformation of the Sufi vocabulary reveals the ecstatic
religious experience he sensed at the heart of Judaism. Turning this history into a piece of theater
will be a stimulating experiment.
Theater as activism. For centuries theater has been an instrument for social justice. In
the research I looked for literature that focused on the field of social justice apart from art, as
well as scholars who were writing directly about art as a vehicle for social change. Some authors
focused more on pace, others on justice, some wrote care studies, others manifestos. Some of my
favorite source materials for this section included Madison’s (2013) Acts of Activism, and
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Thalhammer’s (2007) Courageous Resistance. Some writers such as Daniel Feldberg (as cited in
Cohen-Cruz & Schutzman, 2006) combined healing and activism by comparing the work of
Jacob Moreno to the work of Augusto Boal. This interested me as someone devoted to the
integration of theories and methodologies. I was able to relate all of the literature I read to the
action of theater as an activist change agent in different ways.
Tobach (2008) states, “human needs related to issues of peace building and war-making
are societally founded. In some societal situations, the need for individual survival may lead to
lethal or traumatic violence” (p. 16). If human survival is the goal in times of conflict, peace
building can lead to the elimination of trauma by the provision of resources. When conflict is a
step removed from immediate danger, peace building can be a more creative enterprise. In Israel,
according to Cockburn (1998) women’s peace actions “took imaginative non-violent forms”
(p. 126) as women throughout the country embroidered a huge tablecloth that was intended for
the table where peace agreements would eventually be signed. Israeli women dressed in black
and stood in silent protest against the Palestinian occupation, thus giving birth to the now
worldwide organization Women in Black.
Darby and MacGinty (2003) describe four stages of peace process; pre-negotiation, the
management of the process (including negotiation and violence), peace accords, post-accord
reconstruction, and conflict transformation. He states that these are sequential phases though
process is not always linear. Parties cannot always wait for an end of violence to begin peace
work and yet the central grievances must be resolved if they can. If grievances cannot be met it is
sometimes necessary to look at the root causes of the differences.
San Suu Kyu (1991) won the Nobel Peace Prize for her fearless work advocating for
human rights in Burma (work for which she was imprisoned). She states, “Where there is no
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justice there can be no secure peace” (p. 216). In Burma, corruption is traditionally seen as
existing in four forms: desire, spite, ignorance, and fear. Suu Kyu describes the massacres by
armed forces of unarmed school children and Buddhist monks, and claims, “It is not power that
corrupts but fear. Fear of losing power corrupts those who wield it and fear of the scourge of
power corrupts those who are subject to it” (p. 167).
Boal (1995), in describing how he understood the pedagogy of fear in oppressed peoples,
said, “Truth is therapeutic” (p. 300). Boal believed that if practitioners work theatrically from the
premise that all human beings need to be seen holistically, then both the “tragic passion and
clownish love” (p. 300) of humanity are represented and made useful by theater practice.
Boal created the technique called Forum Theater as a forum for education and activism
through the art of theater. He created this form after a seminal experience in the mountains of
Brazil. Boal’s company was performing in a peasant village, and the play ended with actors
holding rifles over their heads promising to go and shed their blood to take back the land from
the landlords. Afterwards, the villagers invited the actors to lunch, adding, “Bring your guns.
After lunch, we'll go attack the landlords and start taking back our land.” Embarrassed, Boal
explained that the rifles weren't real, just stage props. “That's okay,” the villagers replied, “We
have enough guns for you, too.” “But we're actors,” Boal protested. Boal realized that he and his
actors were hypocrites, encouraging actions they weren't willing to take (Cohen-Cruz &
Schutzman, 2006).
Forum Theater avoids such miscommunication by involving the audience as a means for
average people to change their world by engaging in social action on stage. Boal (2006) called
the technique simultaneous dramaturgy. Members of the theater team select, construct, and
perform a social problem from life. At the end or in the middle of a set performance, the “joker”
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stops the actors so that audience members can step in and play the character that is being
oppressed. The audience member voices his or her views from the point of view of the
protagonist (or oppressed person), and interacts with the actor playing the oppressor. The
audience member, with help from the leader, offers different suggestions for the outcome of the
play. The audience is invited to come up without alternate ways of resolving the
oppression. Passive spectators then become engaged spect-actors. As spect-actors come on stage
to enact the solutions they have thought of, they inspire engaged conversation regarding the
issues presented with the rest of the audience. Any spectator is encouraged to try his version
while “the joker” (the leader) moderates.
Boal was deeply influenced by the writings of Paulo Freire. Freire (1992) believed that
humanization, long stymied by injustice, violence, and oppression, must be established for the
people by the people. The oppressed yearn for freedom. There is no one who can better
understand oppression and the effects of an oppressive society and the deep need for liberation
than the oppressed. Therefore they must free themselves. No one can grant them liberation, it
cannot be offered as a gift, the oppressed have to rise up and claim it (Freire, 1992). Theater of
the Oppressed is Boal’s answer to Freire’s challenge, in developing these forms Boal was
exploring ways to empower the disempowered and let the discourse, the decisions and the
actions come from the people who will enact them and effect change in their own lives in his
book on leadership, Senge (1994) describes tribes of Northern KwaZulu Natal in South Africa,
where the typical salutation is “Sawu Bona” instead of “Hello.” The phrase means, “I see you.”
The common rejoinder is “Sikhona” which means: “I am here” (p. xiii). In this culture, until
someone sees you, you do not exist.
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Mohan writes an ethnographic exploration of a grassroots cultural organization, the
theater company Jana Sanskriti (People’s Culture), which is dedicated to the practice of Theater
of the Oppressed techniques. Mohan (2004) states, “This story traces people’s experience with
and commitment to the particular forms and practices of interactions that mark the Jana Sanskriti
community as evidence that representations can be an engine of transformation” (p. 181). Aside
from describing the work and the impact of the work, Mohan puts the political/ethical
methodologies of the theater company into her self-reflection as a researcher. She states “We
must not only acknowledge the positions of power that researchers bring to research projects and
the complicity of the academy in marginalizing those we study” (p. 211). Through these remarks,
Mohan is agreeing to be mindful of her own agenda, as she contemplates the practice of a theater
company from another culture. In my opinion, this kind of honest scholarship is greatly needed
in the field. I appreciate her method of scholarship as she looks at her own work while describing
the work of Jana Sanskriti.
Each one of the 10 members of the original Jana Sanskriti Company is in charge of two or
three villages in West Bengal. Each of these villages has a Forum Theater company, which is
an offshoot of Jana Sanskriti. They learn the same plays and dances, wear the same costumes,
and are taught the same techniques and principles as the core company. They were working in 27
villages when I was there in 2012, and now I hear there are over 30. The company is dedicated to
service, the actors each believe in the mission of Forum Theater to help effect personal and social
change in the communities in which they perform. I had never witnessed such a selfless group of
artists, providing their heartfelt performances for the good of the people and sharing
their plays, methods, and techniques freely as if the ownership of the work belonged to the
people of India not just a group of actors. Their goal is to use art to improve India one oppressed
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person at a time and they do it as a community. As Northouse (2013) states: “because it is within
a community that one fully experiences respect, trust, and individual strength … [and there is] a
great deal of emphasis on listening, empathy, and unconditional acceptance of others” (p. 385).
Jana Sanskriti has passed their theatrical tools, techniques, and performances to the
poorest of the poor in tribal communities and rural areas. Their work deals with a range of issues
that are particularly relevant to the communities they reach, including domestic violence,
exploitation by contractors, undemocratic culture, political corruption, lack of primary education,
etc. Jana Sanskriti’s Forum Theater work is performed before audiences who are facing the
problem portrayed in the play. The company has made serious inroads healing teenage sex trade
workers, freeing citizens from the oppression of forced labor, alleviating hunger caused by
extreme poverty, bringing transport and roads to remote areas, and changing civil legislation
through theater in alliance with community organizations. Huge Forum festivals are held
throughout West Bengal where thousands of villagers travel to participate in Forum Theater
events that allow the people to experience art while voicing their opinions, frustrations, and
needs to a community that is listening.
During his journey through the world, Augusto Boal created a series of theatrical forms,
which together make up the language and practices of Theater of the Oppressed. Boal was deeply
influenced by the writings of Paulo Freire. Freire (1992) believed that humanization, long
stymied by injustice, violence, and oppression, must be established for the people by the people.
The oppressed yearn for freedom. There is no one who can better understand oppression and the
effects of an oppressive society and the deep need for liberation than the oppressed. Therefore
they must free themselves. No one can grant them liberation, it cannot be offered as a gift, the
oppressed have to rise up and claim it (Freire, 1992). Theater of the Oppressed is Boal’s answer
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to Freire’s challenge, in developing these forms Boal was exploring ways to empower the
disempowered and let the discourse, the decisions, and the actions come from the people who
will enact them and effect change in their own lives.
A'ness (2004) is another scholar who writes about a theater company with forensic selfdiscovery as well as detailed summary of the breadth and depth of the work. Her subject is the
world-renowned Peruvian theater company the Lima-based collective Grupo Cultural
Yuyachkani. A’ness sets the stage by describing postwar Peru and the violence with which the
Maoist guerrilla group Shining Path terrorized the country. In the period between 1980–2000,
30,000 were killed, 80,000 displaced, and 6000 gone missing. The June 2011 sanction of a Truth
and Reconciliation Commission (TLC) by the transition government “marked a turning point in
the country's willingness to confront its recent past” (p. 396). The worst hit were indigenous
(Quechan speaking) or poor peasants. Many came down from the mountains to testify, some
carried black and white photos and objects that commemorated the dead.
The company Yuyachkani established an agreement with the TRC to perform outreach
work in the communities where the public hearings were being held. On the one hand, the TRC
hoped that the group’s presence would raise awareness of the commission’s purpose, and on the
other hand, they hoped that also the rich and evocative power of theater, when combined with the
ritual nature of the event would help mark postwar transition, dignify its victims, honor the dead
and disappeared and prompt people to come forward and speak to the Commission without fear
(A’ness, 2004, p. 397). A’ness’ article provides an in-depth description of the politics and history
of Peru and she also offers a detailed discussion of the nature of trauma and survivor psychology.
As well as this clear and thoughtful account of the work of the theater company, which she
describes as a “politically engaged and often militant social realism in both classical and
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contemporary traditions—a fusion of local and global performance modes” (p. 398). A’ness
illustrates how for Yuyachkani memory is used as an opportunity for reflection. An’ess’ article is
a call to arms, a very clear and useful chronicle of history, politics, and the impact of political art
of public perception.
Young-Jahangeer (2013) writes about the experience of doing theater with female
inmates at a prison in Australia. The author explores the theatrical aspects of a story-telling
practice with the women with whom she worked. She analyzes the outcomes of the participatory
theater techniques she utilized with women facing various lengths of sentences in the Westville
Female Correctional Centre in Durban. She focuses on one day in 2003, “Women’s Day,” which
is “a largely female, largely Zulu affair” (p. 201). She discusses the rigor and challenges of her
task and reminds herself to continually ask “in whose interest?” before taking on a task. She then
realizes that her “democratic values may not always be in the best interest of a
culture/community whose culture/ identity although different is no less valid” (p. 2010). This
approach to both practice and scholarship is responsible and useful in its self-reflective nature
—the author is able to look inside in order to inform the choices she makes in the outside world.
For practitioners and students alike, this article is informative and necessary. These revelations
are similar to ones I have had working throughout the Arab world as a Jewish drama
therapist/theater artist. It is vastly important to look at the ethical nature of the culture and
circumstances within which you plan to work and then put the do no harm credo in big letters on
your mental map. I think this article is a useful and important asset to the field.
Osterlind (2013) attempts to evaluate theater as a vehicle for social change. Osterlind
thinks of theatre for social change as a branch of applied theater, which engages an audience’s
participation. She asks questions related to evaluation of the outcomes of Forum Theater in five
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European cities and workshops in Forum Theater in Serbia and Palestine. She looks at the when,
how, and why (in whose interest) evaluations are being done. Central questions are: Why make
an evaluation? Who makes the evaluation and for whose sake? Osterlind defines three areas of
Theater for Social Change (TSC), Theater in Education (TIE), Community-based theater, and
Theater of the Oppressed (TO).
Osterlind (2013) makes a very important addition to literature by using case studies to
point out the need for a higher quality and a larger quantity of research in the field. She asks her
readers if it is possible to evaluate Theater for Social Change in a way that contributes to the
body of knowledge and is meaningful for those involved. Applied theater is often considered to
have a huge potential, and projects are described as having a strong impact. Requested by
external funders, evaluation reports are produced around the world. Here, three projects from
Palestine, Serbia and Sweden/ European Union are described. The cases are used to discuss how
to evaluate Theater for Social Change in a fruitful way: What is the result of the evaluations?
What kinds of conclusions are drawn? How credible, useful, or generative are these evaluations?
Special attention is given to the evaluators’ role. If the evaluators express their personal and
professional preferences, the outcome may be a more credible evaluation, resulting in
“objectivity” through declared values. Still, dilemmas related to different interests and time
perspectives remain to be solved. Osterlind (2013) concludes by urging researchers to do more to
investigate the impact more deeply, in longer studies with follow up evaluations in order to really
be able to quantify the impact. She states, “we need to make follow-up evaluation as normal as
the ordinary closing evaluation, in one form or another. As long as we neglect it, we actually
waste a lot of information of great value for everybody in the field” (p. 104).
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Thalhammer (2007) lists the necessary components of both courage and resistance, which
include bonding, empathy, networking, and diversifying. Taking action to change the world, or a
tiny corner of it, requires bravery. A courageous resister must engage in the following steps:
Noticing, interpreting the situation as needing response, accepting personal responsibility,
deciding what to do, taking action, keeping on and evaluating ourselves (Thalhammer, 2007).
All of these steps are part of the theatrical exploration. Both peace and justice are won by
courageous thought and acts. Theater with its necessity of creative courage is a perfect medium
for the expression of courageous resistance.
Theater as theater. Many artists and peace builders over the ages have believed and
claimed that theater has the power to change the world. The playwright Bertolt Brecht (1998)
wanted plays to teach. In his Epic theater he wanted the theater to be an adult exchange between
actors and audience. Not spellbinding or false, not designed to make one feel, but to make one
think. He was devoted to the idea of theater as social transformation. As a playwright, I no longer
am interested in making theater that is not useful. But theater can be useful in a myriad of ways.
The following is a list of playwrights who have written plays that serve different needs in
audiences, and are useful, necessary, and powerful in their own discipline:
Social commentary- Bertolt Brecht
Tragedy- Euripides
Poetry- William Shakespeare
Comedy- Noel Coward
Wit- Oscar Wilde
Economy- Harold Pinter
Precision of Image- Samuel Beckett
History/Collage-Caryl Churchill
Intellectual Challenge- Tom Stoppard.
In Performing Theory/Embodied writing Madison (2012) delves into the tricky territory
that lies on the border of performance art and scholarship. She weighs the importance of more
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traditional form with experiment and risk taking. She deals with political and personal material,
but the content of the article is less interesting than the form. Her inventive performative style,
which flows throughout, is intriguing and poetic and very well juxtaposed against a backdrop of
arts-based qualitative research. The reader might suspect that reading the article is less satisfying
than hearing it performed .The challenge of discovery is palpable and exciting and clearly
indicative of a form of art/art scholarship that requires free thought and holistic debate, thus
inspiring change.
Zakes Mda (1990) writes about theater as an art form that impacts community just
through the actor-audience relationship during performance. He discusses the case of the
Maratholi Travelling Theater, which is a theater-for-development project of the National
University of Lesotho. Mda states that his concern is with theater rather than drama, and I think
it is important for us to clarify the distinction from the onset. “‘Theater’ here refers to the
production and communication of meaning in the performance itself, in other words a transaction
or negotiation of meaning in a performer-spectator situation. 'Drama' on the other hand, refers to
the literature on which performances are sometimes based, the mode of fiction designed along
certain dramatic conventions for stage representation” (p. 15).
The company first used the style of agit-prop theater, which does not allow for audience
input but instead allows the views of the theater company for the spectators to either embrace or
reject in the privacy of their own opinions. The Maratholi Travelling Theatre has since
completely discarded this method because as Mda (1990) warns his readers to pay attention
when we feel that the message in a performance is pre-packaged and contains top-down
communication. Now the company works in a more participatory form, concentrating on
entertainment, precision, and theater skills. The company has changed their perception about
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their work; they now see their plays as catalysts in a theatrical form, within the world of the play,
working toward social change.
The theater as a reflection and voice of dissent, joy, effort, anguish, and triumph has been
part of human life throughout the history of our existence. Performance has always been a vehicle
for personal and community insight, dialogue, revolution, and transformation. Boal
(1995) wrote, “Theater is the first human invention which paves the way for all other inventions
and discoveries” (p. 13). The theater is so old, that its origins are pre-historic. Sacred rituals were
a central part of life on this planet long before there was writing to describe them, and theater has
developed and grown out of these rituals over the centuries.
According to Bergman (2003) “The effectiveness of drama has been known since the
time of the Greeks” (p. 3). Aristotle was so impressed by the experience he had in the theater he
used the word catharsis for what happened to him. Catharsis is an emotional release or
purification, a purging. Lysistrata, a comedy by Aristophanes originally performed in 411 BC, is
a comic account of one woman’s extraordinary mission to end the Peloponnesian War by
encouraging the women of Greece to withhold sex from their husbands and lovers as a means of
forcing the men to negotiate peace.
The act of live theater not only involves living human creatures onstage who are
vulnerable to breath and death, the experience of theater includes an audience squished together
in the darkness, a diverse crowd of thinkers and feelers who affect actors responses by their own
reactions, while they affect each other’s responses with sounds, smells, movements, and
emotions. This proximity makes theater dangerous. But the theater continues to thrive in one
form or another all over the globe, in schools, in prisons, in basement black box theaters, in
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Broadway houses, in the street. Theater is immediate and evocative and everywhere. The magic
of the theater is not an escape, but an invitation to return to the truth with new insight.
Reaching the Shore
I have discussed each of these sources separately and divided them into the four
categories of research, clearly there is crossover: Malpede (1999) talks about theater as theater
and theater as therapy, Osterlind (2013) speaks about traditional theater and theater for social
change. A’ness (2004), talks about both the quality of art in Yuyichakni and the quality of
activism. Mda (1990) could easily have been put in the activism category but because he argues
aesthetics and form with his theater company, I chose to put him in the theater for theater’s sake
column.
The articles and books have each in turn offered me important information about the
specific aspects of the larger field with which they are concerned. Other than Robert Landy’s
(Landy & Montgomery, 2012) inclusion of so many artistic therapeutic techniques, artistic social
justice tools, and artistic educational methods, I have not found much evidence that comparative
research has been done. Boote and Beile (2005) claim “’Good’ research is good because it
advances our collective understanding” (p. 3). If such a study could be a useful addition to the
body of literature, and advance the collective understanding of an ever-growing field of theater
for personal and social change, it would be well worth the effort.
It was interesting to me that I reacted to specific literature in response to the writer’s
humility. Glaser (2004) in describing her own drama therapy work referred to therapists as
Shamans and gave a very laudatory description of the methodology. D. R. Johnson (1982)
writing about the same technique gave a more specific and evidence-based representation of the
work. In contrast the A’ness (2004) article had the most impact on me because her reportage was
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heartfelt testimony to the power of others. In her article about the company Yuyachkani, A’ness
states that the artists want to educate Peruvians as well as celebrate life through performance.
The company members say that they feel an increasing necessity to engage in theatrical dialogue
with their audiences whether in the enclosed space of an actual theater or in the streets. The
article keenly portrays a theater company at the constant edge of discovery, a company utterly
dedicated to both artistic excellence (beauty) and social change. The article presents this dynamic
clearly and specifically and thus succeeds as research literature, because after reading it we feel
we truly understand the mission of the company. All art is subjective as is research methodology
so I must admit that this particular article resonated with me strongly because this company is so
aligned with my own mission; to make beautiful and rigorous work while making sure the
content is always useful, always directed toward the people who might benefit from the medium
and the message. Grotowski (1968) asked the actor to make a total gift of her/himself, and I
extend that challenge to all theater artists, to be generous, courageous and true. I seek scholarship
that is just as generous and true as the healing, education, activism and art it is analyzing or
describing.
Bricolage
In this chapter, I have divided my research into parts to better understand the whole.
When disparate elements are brought together, dissidence sometimes creates a new kind of
harmony. Kincheloe (2001) stated that bricolage “embraces a deep form of interdisciplinarity”
(p. 685). Moreover, “the bricolage understands that the frontiers of knowledge work rest in the
liminal zones where disciplines collide. Thus, in the deep interdisciplinarity of the bricolage
researchers learn to engage in a form of boundary work” (p. 689). Since I am working at the
boundaries of art, scholarship, and activism and crossing the borders of theater as healer, activist,
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educator, and art form, it seems that the crossroads of methodology is the most authentic place to
begin my journey.
H.E.A.T. as theoretical bricolage is the cornerstone of my research. My theory about
theater as a tool for social and personal change resides in the idea that a balanced concentration
on healing, education, activism, and theater will bring about a rich and effective methodology for
change. It is my belief that by combining the aspects of these four fields of arts practice we will
have a chance to see peace, justice, unity, and compassion reach some fruition within a variety of
communities. Conversing with my ten most impactful mentors and the many scholars in this
chapter has landed me firmly on the shore of this understanding: my work with the H.E.A.T.
collective, as a writer, performer, healer, teacher, and scholar, is a bricolage.
I am not advocating a method of skill collection, or, as Grotowski (1968) would call
them, “a bag of tricks” (p. 16), nor am I thinking of theater “as a composite of disciplines”
(p. 15). The purpose of placing this bricolage of theories of practice at the base of my inquiry is
to discover whether theater can be a multifaceted agent of change. Through the research I break
apart my ideas about performance—it is not pure entertainment it is not for didactic purposes
only, it is not therapy, nor is it a call to political action. As Grotowski tried to avoid eclecticism
and called for the definition of theater to consistently reach toward something absolute—the total
theater through the total actor (Grotowski, 1968), I am reaching for a total theater through the
bricolage of H.E.A.T., which includes not only the total actor, but the total writer, the total
activist, the total educator and the total scholar. It is my hope that by implementing this
renaissance approach to research and practice, I will be able to use the magnificent and ancient art
of theater to effect modern and future change. To paraphrase the powerful Peruvian performer
Ana Correra (Guttierez Varea, 2011) in the documentary film Acting Together On The World
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Stage, the goal is not to become better artists, better activists, better scholars or better teachers,
the work is about becoming better human beings.
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Standing On My Ontology
(To the tune of The Police: Don’t Stand So Close To Me)
Oh Teacher, the rigor
Of methodology
I don’t know the answers
Or if I’m scholarly
You teach me the numbers and the phenomenology
But it’s my own prerogative
To think chaotically
Don't stand, don't stand on
On my Ontology
Don't stand, don't stand on
On my Ontology
Oh Teacher, I’m reading
The Methodology
Of Performative Studies
And Auto Ethnography
The Journey of research -my own geography
Now History, Now Theater
It is “Scholartistry”
Don't stand, don't stand on
On my Ontology
Don't stand, don't stand on
On my Ontology
Oh Teacher, the beauty
Of methodology
I don’t know the answers
But I’ve got curiosity
I’m hungry for numbers and phenomenology,
With courage through chaos
My own ontology
I’ll stand, I’ll stand on
On my Ontology
I’ll stand, I’ll stand on
On my Ontology!
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Methodological Odyssey: A Bricolage
Bricolage is a methodology that combines multiple methods of inquiry. The research
works at the boundaries and borders of varied intellectual and artistic perspectives. The
intersection of research reflects one of my favorite visual art forms: collage. Joseph Cornell’s
boxes are some of the most inspiring pieces of art I have ever seen. Cornell is an artist associated
with bricolage, he made shadow boxes, in which he arranged eclectic images, photographs,
fragments of cloth, and objects in a way that combined the ordinary with the surreal (Solomon,
1997) When I look at Cornell’s boxes, I see a unified vision of disparate parts. His work
resonates with me and inspires my own love for collage as a means of expressing paradoxical
ideas and feelings. To fully understand the methodology of bricolage, I constructed a shadow
box with some of the elements of my research: performance, history, poetry, and social justice.
This is a complex bricolage: performance ethnography (performative ethnography), arts-based
research, history, action research, (performative writing).
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Figure 3.1. Bricolage box. Photograph by Jessica Litwak.
In bricolage the research process incorporates diverse theoretical and philosophical
concepts. Bricolage draws on numerous textual and critical strategies to avoid reductionism or
exclusivity. Interpretation, criticism, and analysis are accomplished with hermeneutics,
structuralism, semiotics, phenomenology, cultural studies, and feminism. There is intellectual
power and a synergy in the use of different methodological perspectives (Kincheloe, 2001).
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Figure 3.2. Bricolge Venn diagram.
The bricolage for this dissertation consists of performance ethnography, historiographical
methods, autoethnography, arts-based research (namely the exploration of poetry and theater as
methodology), action research (field work and rehearsal as research), and performative writing.
Looking at the fields of performance studies, history, poetry, and leadership and change, I am
dancing at the crossroads of several methodologies which using a variety of approaches to
discover the skillful means of artistic and academic discovery. I will outline each of the
methodologies and then include some examples from my own research explaining how I have
utilized each methodology in pursuit of answers to my research questions.
In the first and second chapters, I used the metaphors of moving through air and water
respectively. Here in the third chapter, as I explore the methodology, the element of earth has a
special meaning. As I trek across the land, I will experiment with traversing and trespassing the
boundaries between one methodology and another. In the process of jumping across and
lingering at borders, I will investigate performance and non-performance in both scholarly and
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performance settings. I will look at the fields of methodology as I hike across them, gradually
narrowing the plot of land I am investigating. Moving from the metaphor of a wide range, to a
meadow, to a garden, to a path, to the patch of land beneath my feet, I will finally stand on my
own ontology.
The play Iwrite as a result of the research is a bricolage itself, combining history with
stories of current life. Reed (2003) uses the metaphor of a fiberglass gargoyle as a “perfect
symbol for integrating the old with the new” (p. xvii). I will also combine poetic styles from
both past and present. Lauryn Hill (1998) sings about merging hip-hop with scripture. The play
will be an exploration of paradox and cross-cultural communication. The play will be a
physicalization of theories about war, oppression, injustice, and gender dynamics. The
dramatization of the ethnography I witness and the literature I read will simultaneously contain
the present and the past.
The use of ethnography in this dissertation is specific to the theatrical content of Chapter
Four. The people I met and spoke to during my fieldwork were represented in sketches, puppets
and were embedded fictionally in the dramatic expression of the play. To be an emic, a
researcher existing within a social group writing from the perspective of the subject, a scholar
must use clear documentation experience and be courageous enough to tell one’s own stories—
including the sharing of fears, questions, and moments of feeling lost as well as the vibrant
discoveries. The art and the ethnography were conjoined in my experience—as most of my
responses were performative as well as being accurate portrayals of real people. My purpose was
not to look at Middle Eastern culture or Medieval Andalusian culture as an anthropologist but as
a performative ethnographer- meaning that I always viewed the research creatively,
characterological.
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The Wide Range
If theory is my belief about a thing, method is the way I take my theory into action. When
Stanislavsky (1936) originally created “method acting” it was called “The System” and was a
series of actions based on his theory of grounded physical and emotional truth. Later,
Stanislavsky’s work came to the United States and was translated by several prominent teachers
who referred to the work as Method Acting. My theoretical foundation is a combination of four
aspects of theater practice, but my method making theater is quite simple, I believe theater at its
core needs two things: courage and generosity.
The method I use of putting these thoughts into the action of theater as a vehicle for
personal and social change is the subject of this chapter. Using a bricolage of performative
ethnography, history, and poetry, I head out into the field to see if I can create a system based on
the notion of generous courage.
Madison (1999) acknowledges that her repeated trips for research and performance
development in Ghana were motivated by her sense of identity, “Diaspora citizenship as an
African American woman finding home between two geographies of belonging—the United
States and West Africa” (p. 157). Kazubowski-Houston (2010) returned to her native Poland to
research and create theater with Roma women near her hometown. She states that her interest
was “influenced by my life experiences in socialist Poland, where I had spent my first twenty
years” (p. 27). As a child Kazubowski-Houston had heard about atrocities at hands of Nazis and
Soviets during the Second World War when her family endured the horrors of poverty and
starvation as well as the constant threat and presence of violence.
Kazubowski-Houston’s (2010) work is an assessment of performance ethnography that
bravely articulates the challenges and the shortcomings of the project it describes. In the book
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Kazubowski-Houston critiques collaboration, politicization and empowerment in performance
ethnography research by taking her own work to task, thus providing a cautionary tale for
researchers like myself who may too easily fall into a romantic relationship to the craft of theater
itself and risk missing the rigor and the accuracy of the ethnographic task.
I begin my Applied Theater workshops with Sociometry, an exercise derived from
Psychodrama, in which participants are asked to stand in chosen floor patterns in response to key
questions regarding their associations to ideas, feelings, and situations. The first exercise asks
questions about geography. Using the floor as a global map, I ask participants to find their place
of birth and/or upbringing I tell participants “to find the place you come from.” This stirs up an
interesting mix of confusion and self-reflection. They ask me, “Do you mean where I was born?
Or raised? Or live now? Or….” I let them grapple with the questions, and geographical
negotiations about East, West, North, and South, as well as continent size. I then ask them to find
the place they most want to work, visit, or live and the map shifts. Some stay at the point of
home base, others travel across the room to a distant land. As participants make their floor maps,
they are becoming aware and able to express feelings about their relationship to the question
“Where?” In my own research I have come to see that the question of place is essential to the
autoethnographer.
The goal of this chapter is to develop a useful discussion about global theater work
devoted to social change, which intersects all three disciplines: art, activism, and scholarship. I
will examine the boundaries, look at some of the risks and the dilemmas in the field of theater art
and social justice or performance and peace building, and examine the best practices for theater
art as an agent of useful change locally and globally.
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I will look at the methodologies from the broadest sense of the field, focusing on the wide
range of research, then I will narrow the field into smaller plots of land focusing first on the
pasture of scholarship that applies in general to my own work in performance and social justice,
then I will look at the garden of work most similar to my own: practitioner-scholar writing about
theater for personal and social change. Finally, I will explore the paths between the theory and
practice of art, activism, and scholarship by describing the work of three theater companies that
are doing it all.
My dissertation process will include puppet building. The theory of puppet building as an
ethnographic tool came to me after trying various techniques to capture the essence of people I
met or read about during my research process. A physicalized portraiture, puppet building lends
itself to both artistic and personal discovery. I will describe the process of building a puppet,
including making the puppet’s brain in some depth in later chapters.
I use puppets in the field because they enable people to express feelings and share
experiences they might not feel comfortable sharing without the puppet as a liaison. Oscar Wilde
(2007) said, “Man is least himself when he talks in his own person. Give him a mask, and he will
tell you the truth” (p. 83). For a refugee in Palestine, a revolutionary in Egypt, a student in Iraq
the truth may feel too frightening to reveal, but creating a puppet that can speak the truth makes
expression possible.
For actors and students these puppets can be freeing for their creators because of method
of building them. The first thing you do is make the puppet's brain. A secret or an image or a
memory or a poem, becomes the brain. Newspaper and masking tape form the head around it—a
face emerges, and the stories come. The puppeteer has a unique relationship to the puppet, by
knowing what is inside the puppets head. Having created the brain, the puppeteer is free to
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express the puppet from the inside out, holding the secret knowledge that allows for full
embodiment in a unique way. The ownership of the puppets can function as an instrument of
empowerment, allowing an actor to more fully use the puppet than s/he might if the puppet were
merely a theatrical tool. Working with these brain filled puppets requires an actor or a workshop
participant to in both physical and vocal expression that can assist her or him in working through
circumstances related to conflict.
But writers and scholars can benefit from the creation of puppets even if they are not
utilized performatively. As a tool for an ethnographer the puppets serve to document the process
in the way sketches do, and become a poetic/theatrical portraiture of people both imagined from
research and encountered in the field. Scholars have used portraiture (Lightfoot & Davis, 1997)
to merge art and empirical research in an effort to dare academia to see the complexity in
subjects that “resist reductionism,” and to “build bridges between theory and practice” and
between “research and activism” (p. 7). In this chapter I am doing the same bridge building.
Auto-Ethnography: A Geography
This is the border.
The transitional space between one world
and the other one.
The checkpoint
Where the writer / reader crosses over from
the territory of the brain
to the commonwealth of the heart.
Not performance,
Not scholarship,
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But the
In- between.
This is my research:
An intimate history.
As I will use performance ethnography as the central methodology, I will begin by
exploring the widest scope of the methodology. Then I will describe and review the historical
methodology I will be using. I will be looking at the broadest views of the fields of performance
studies, arts-based scholarship, and leadership and change. This first vista of the methodologies
is like a wide range of land on a vast rural landscape.
Performance Ethnography:
The purpose
Of this ethnography
Is to seek examples

Of
Performative

CHANGE

Pelias’ Methodology of the Heart
Madison’s Acts of Activism
Lederach’s Moral Imagination

Will

ART
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Play nice

With

THEORY?

Will
PERFORMANCE

Be a vehicle?

Will
Peace and Justice
Prevail?
Does Personal Change

Matter?

Is Social Change

Possible?

Is the Methodology

Working?

Is the Form
Clear?
Concise?
Coherent?
Is it

BRAVE?

A Note About Autoethnography
Although Turner (1982) described anthropology as a science rooted in the perception of
the inquirer, the field needed more specific terminology for work that focused deeply on the
researchers own experience. Reed-Danahay (1997) defined autoethnography as the
implementation of self-narrative that centers the self in a social context, embedding the self into
ethnography, much the same way that a performing artist embeds his or her story into a piece of
autobiographical theater. Voloder (2008) uses autoethnography to “attempt to understand my
own experiences and orientations as researcher,” and explore “the proximity of my life to the
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research questions” (p. 38). This form of self-disclosure and connection to the research appealed
to me; however, as I read the literature and interacted with my research and discussed the process
with my dissertation committee, I became confused with the term autoethnography. It is used in
so many contexts; I found it in the literature appearing as poetry, biography, self-examination
memoir, and storytelling. Ellingson and Ellis (2008) state, “The meanings and applications of
autoethnography have evolved in a manner that makes precise definition difficult” (p. 449).
Without precise definition, autoethnography is a terminology in danger of becoming so overused
that is ends up being empty of real meaning.
I use the term autoethnography very specifically here to give a context for my own
performative goals. The concept of autoethnography offers me (a veteran of four one woman
shows) the permission to take on my fieldwork and my personal experiences in performance
without having to fear the narcissistic pitfalls of autobiographical theater. In this research I am
viewing and expressing responses to culture as both emic and etic. As my research unfolded I
found I needed need a few different terminologies to hold the paradox of these varied aspects of
the work. The term autoethnography speaks to my responses to the challenging cultural and
political paradoxes I am confronting and that I locate as emerging from my own lived
experiences. Autoethnography gives me a context for self-reflection and self-expression within
both the scholarly and theatrical content. In the world of theatre that I inhabit (non-scholarly
Off-Broadway, Off-Off Broadway, socially engaged, and experimental) autoethnography is not
an oft-used term. Its use in this dissertation distinguishes my work from autobiography in two
ways—it is more scholarly and it is more political. This informal re-naming of the work as
autoethnography helps differentiate the theater work I am doing as part of a new paradigm that
looks at cultural event and community building as well as aesthetic merit and activist intent. I am
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using it in concert with historical, performative and arts based research and feel it adds an
important piece of the bricolage, without becoming the focus of the methodology.
Performance Studies
To understand performance ethnography, I researched the work of scholars within the
field of performance studies, which is an interdisciplinary field that includes performance, dance,
theater, anthropology, politics, folklore, music, media, religion, ceremony, and ritual (Madison &
Hamera, 2006). The purpose of briefly exploring the development and structure of performance
studies is to better understand the methodology in the context of a field, which is in itself a
bricolage.
I first heard of the field of performance studies three decades ago when I was an
undergraduate at the Experimental Theater Wing at New York University. I was deeply
influenced by the work of one of my teachers, Richard Schechner (1993), who was one of the
innovators of the practice of merging artistic exploration with academic research. Along with
anthropologist Victor Turner and sociologist Erving Goffman, Schechner changed our
perspective on theater work by opening our eyes to the social, psychological, and spiritual
attributes of the medium we thought we knew so well. He pointed us to the centuries of history
of theater as social ritual and community change agent. At this point these broader aspects of
performance research were not widely acknowledged by either the performance community or
the Academy. For instance, the theater artists I was involved with had not looked at the sports
events or political rallies as ritual theater before Schechner, or seen spectators at public events as
participants in social ceremonies. Schechner was seeing things in a new way.
The pioneers of the field, who worked to make performance studies legitimate in the eyes
of the Academy, specialized in a variety of styles and methodologies. The scholar-pioneers who
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developed the language and terminology of the field of performance studies succeeded in getting
the work recognized by theorists and academics in related fields. Doctoral departments sprouted
up in the United States first at New York University and Northwestern University and then as the
field grew and gathered acclaim through awards and publications, other universities began to add
performance studies departments. Performative writing became a more common methodology of
documentation (Pelias, 2004), performative ethnography (Denzin, 2006) became a more
acceptable form of scholarly research and the elements of performance-infiltrated academia until
the field itself had a long history and an extensive body of literature.
However accepted the field has become, it still exists on the edges of mainstream study.
Many performance studies scholars have faced the relationship of their discipline to the
Academy head on. Edmondson (2007) challenged the academic stance on perpetual positivity
when she asked, “When do invocations of hope turn into academic sugarcoating?” (p. 7). By
posing this question the position and limitations of academic expression become clear. In
performance (certainly in theater) artists are not expected to pose solutions or present
circumstance of conflict with an optimistic view. Unless a performing artist is dealing with a
particular kind of commercial producer, no one demands light or desires sugarcoating. In raising
the discussion of hope as a type of positionality, Edmondson challenges academics to reflect
honestly on their methods, their language, and their agenda. As a long-time graduate student,
professor, niece, and daughter of professors (my father was an English and philosophy professor,
uncles and aunts sociology professors), I have spent my whole life relating to the Academy. I
have been very interested in useful methods and methodologies, so that practitioners in the field
can make good use of scholarly research. I very much enjoyed Edmondson’s article throwing
down the gauntlet to Academia and daring us to be honest scholars. I am an advocate for
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bringing intelligent language out of the Ivory Towers and into the streets, which means
sometimes forsaking the four syllable words for the accessible methods and methodologies for
the functional ideas.
Kershaw (1992) states that “Performance/performativity as research tends to be especially
challenging to the academy” (p. 4). He states that performance practice aligns with Schechner’s
belief that there are no limits in the definition of performance—it is boundless while at
the same time particular. “Hence boundless specificity is a constitutive paradox of
performance and performa-tivity” (p. 5). Kershaw posits that the inherent paradox of
performance, which is critical to the study of performance in methods like the ones I have chosen
in my bricolage, particularly performance ethnography, is counter intuitive to most academic
researchers.
Even in the field of theater, which has been a part of academic study longer than
performance studies, there has been a tension between academic scholarship and art. That may
be an extension of the fact that theater, unlike most art forms, has a history of being
marginalized. Barrish (1981) describes a prejudice against theater that permeates Western culture
in insidious ways extending even to the level of language.
Most epithets derived from the arts are laudatory when applied to life; a landscape can be
poetic, a man’s struggle with adversity epic, and a woman’s beauty as lyric. In an old
movie comedy an affected matron expressed her appreciation of dinner by declaring ‘the
fish was a poem’, but with infrequent exceptions, terms borrowed from the theater:
theatrical, melodramatic, stagey, etc., tend to be hostile or belittling. (p. 1)
If theater cannot be fully embraced by the rest of society, then performance studies, an even
more rarified and misunderstood arena would be a conundrum to civilians and academicians
alike. As I take a close look at the work of some primary figures in performance scholarship, in
order to fully understand this method, and the cluster of methods around performance research
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that forms a “methodology,” I will attempt to graze as much of the field as possible to get a
broad view of the intellectual acreage.
The Meadow: Performance Ethnography
What is ethnography? Madison (1999) reminds her readers what ethnography is not. She
states that the process of the in-depth interview “Is not ethnography it is qualitative research”
(p. 401). Madison further declares, “Ethnography is about the bodily attention to performance in
and against a circumstance” (p. 97). Like performance, ethnography requires an embodied
engagement. This resonates with my work as a performer and a teacher. As a performer I try to
embody ideas so observers have an emotional/intellectual/visceral response to the material. As a
teacher, if I can get students to get up and physically embody an idea through an exercise, the
learning is many times more effective.
Denzin (2006) states that ethnography is not “innocent.” He claims that performance
ethnography is both “pedagogical and political.” He claims that political pedagogy, particularly
democracy as citizenship is “radically performative” (p. 334). Ethnography, Denzin argues, is a
form of action research when it becomes performance. It is even more active when researcher,
subject, and audience are interconnected in vigorous dialogue. The idea of radicalism within the
action of performative research rings true to me. If an ethnographer places him/herself in the mix
of the research by admitting that the work is pedagogical, political, and personal (for the
ethnographer as well as the subjects), it seems to me the work will be more vital and more
interesting. I also believe that the results of the research are far more honest with radical
engagement than if the researcher maintains that he/she is merely an innocent observer and the
subject of his/her investigation.
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In using and describing performance ethnography, Madison and other forerunners in the
field of performance studies often analyze the very essence of performance itself. Performance
obliges practitioners, scholars, and students to tackle research questions experientially with
focused observation and critical reflection.
Many scholars have asked the question: Can performance be comprised of everyday
behavior or does a cathartic, revelatory moment need to occur within the experience for it to be
designated as performance? Madison (1999) asks if performance can be performance without
bringing the ordinary to the extraordinary or vice versa.
When Schechner (1993) claimed that performance is “restored behavior” (p. 333) in both
language and identity, he challenged the concept of performance being an elevated craft that
happens on a stage, and claimed that every action or non-action in life can be defined as
performance.
In the SAGE Handbook of Performance Studies, Madison and Hamera’s (2006)
translation of the meaning of the word “performance” is a vital issue for almost every author in
the book. Langellier (2004) defines performance as “the interconnected triad of identity,
experience and social relations—encompassing the admixture of class, race, sex, geography,
religion” (p. 151). Madison and Hamera (2006) state “the social work of aesthetics is especially
central to performance, where the labors of creation and the dynamics of consumption are
explicitly communal and corporeal” (p. 46). Pollack (1998) describes the challenge of
documenting performance. She claims that performance is a form that does not stand still long
enough to be written. Pollack views performance as a technology of resistance. What this means
to me is that what is necessary is an honest acknowledgement of the real challenges facing those
of us who are trying to blend scholarship and performance. Sometimes scholars list the
challenges without
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offering solutions. I am not saying that is what Pollack is doing here, but in my reading of a
substantial number of books and articles on the subject, I find that scholars in order to rise above
the difficulties notate the problems as a way of avoiding the vulnerability of hope.
The Handbook of Performance Studies (Madison & Hamera, 2006) defines performance
in a different way, by looking at the language used to express experience. She speaks of the
performativity of repetition. In her essay in the handbook entitled Never, Again Schneider looks
at the televised events of 9/11, and how the repeated images made reality more like performance
and more unbelievable. “Yesterday the twin towers come down. First one, then the other—replay
upon replay Forwards then back. Tower 2 then Tower 1” (p. 21). The author recalls that one of
her Israeli college students wondered if the United States was using repetition to catch up to the
large-scale violence in the rest of the world. I was also a college professor that day and was
conducting a theater class with both Israeli and Arab students who were amazed at the way the
news coverage theatricalized the tragedy. Schneider also explores the use of language. She quotes
President George Bush pledging that the United States would never again be, “held hostage
to the darker side of human nature”(p. 22). When his son George W. Bush declared
much the same thing on 9/11, Schneider put a comma after never, and her words “never, again”
instantly achieved a performative quality, which engaged this reader on many of the emotional
and intellectual levels on which the author was experiencing world events. Schneider’s writing is
evocative and impactful in its deconstruction of terms for the purpose of deeper seeing. That
comma the author places between the words never and again shifts the meaning of the phrase so
powerfully that the reader is not only engaged in the historical content of the 9/11 story, but
realizes at once the force of language even to the seemingly small details of punctuation. This, in
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my opinion, is performative scholarship at its mischievous best, teasing the minds of readers into
layers of realization.
In The Handbook of Performance Studies, I tracked the demarcation of performance
types. The authors delineated (a) cultural performances (the form most closely linked to theater
with a clear time limitation: a beginning and ending), (b) social performances (performance of
behavior in everyday life), and (c) social dramas (conflict and upheaval in social communities).
In her chapter on staging fieldwork, Madison and Hamera (2006) claim that ethnographic
performance “constitutes an ethics of representation, and “ illuminates field experience” (p. 402).
Dennis (2003) claims that ethnographic performance uses theater to stimulate critical
awareness. He cites the form of theater that was originated by Bertolt Brecht, and states that it
“unsettles the audience and forces it to actively think about what is happening rather than
passively experience the theater vicariously” (p. 71). Performance ethnography is a form that
encourages a dialogue between audiences and performers, between writers and readers.
Ethnographic Field Work
Riley and Hunter (2009) claim that in order to develop an approach to doing “fieldwork,”
a scholar must draw from experience as a performance artist and work “as a scholar in
performance studies and critical theory” (p. 220). They describe one persona in particular that
she has engaged with in various settings, “The aging beauty queen, Miss-Translation USA”
(p. 220) in order to develop “a method and theory for conducting what I call performative
ethnography” (p. 220).
In this merging of performance and scholarship, the personal is political, language is
transformative and embodied, and aesthetic craft is balanced with heuristic knowledge and truth.
The honest critique of the challenges that scholar-practitioners face when building both theory
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and practice is very important to my work. When writers like Madison and Spry are brave
enough to relate their own struggles and efforts, I am heartened. There is despair in the effort to
make beauty that provokes while creating scholarship that teaches and change that benefits.
When we are courageous enough to not only admit the challenges but offer our attempts at
addressing them including both successes and failures then we are making scholarship that
supports learning and inspires action.
There are as many ways to conduct performance ethnography research, as there are
performance ethnographers. Taussig (2012) encourages all ethnographers to keep a journal in
which they keep scratch notes, and drawing. An advocate of sketching as a means of data
collection helps with “the terror of writing” (p. 166). He drew a picture in his journal of
something he saw while traveling in a car through a tunnel in Columbia. In the tunnel a homeless
woman was carefully sewing a homeless man into a white bag. Later he read of dead bodies
found in the vicinity of the tunnel. The story came out that the Columbian army required a certain
guerilla kill count per day, so soldiers were killing civilians, including the homeless, and
dressing them as guerilla fighters to make their quota. Although an editor told Taussig that he
failed to see what the drawings added to his manuscript, Taussig prevailed and the drawings that
fill his journal and subsequent book are priceless both as art and as research tools. My scholarly
work is often dependent on sketching, puppet making, music, and performance. My sense is that
a researcher needs to use any means necessary to capture a moment in the process of discovery. I
appreciate the inclusion of sketches in Taussig’s wonderful book. The pictures tell the story,
enrich the ethnography and thus strengthen the scholarship. In my own fieldwork, I did as
Taussig suggested and turned my attention to drawing especially when the writing process
became stifled, thick, blocked, or too painful.
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Figure 3.3. Ethnographic journal entry 1. Photograph by Jessica Litwak.
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Figure 3.4. Ethnographic journal entry 2. Photograph by Jessica Litwak.
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Figure 3.5. Ethnographic journal entry 3. Photograph by Jessica Litwak.
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Figure 3.6. Ethnographic journal entry 4. Photograph by Jessica Litwak.
Casteneda (2006) describes the contrast between doing fieldwork and gathering data. He
states, “Fieldwork is ideally suited to the study of culture, but one does not have to be committed
to the concept of culture to do fieldwork”(p. 75). He claims that he began his research with an
agenda, “I set out to make the case that fieldwork is, or should be, regarded as, art” (p. 75). He
ended up realizing that one can do fieldwork artfully but it is not necessary to have artistic
sensibility to engage in fieldwork. By comparing some of the Theater of the Oppressed
techniques like Invisible Theater exercises in which actors devise improvisation on the streets or
in public spaces mingling with spectators to his ethnographic fieldwork, Casteneda discovered
ways in which researchers have ideas that do not come to the forefront of their minds with more
conventional practices such as interviewing. Through direct experience with ethnographers,
unexpected thoughts, feelings, and actions arise (as they do in Boal’s Invisible Theater work) and
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because of the unpredictable nature of this improvisational fieldwork, hidden truths, authentic
reactions and real stories emerge. In this way research subjects are like the emergent audiences in
an Invisible Theater experiment.
Casteneda (2006) saw the value in the human aspect of fieldwork, especially the
intersubjective communication between researcher and subject. I admire this take on fieldwork. I
have spent many hours working with the form of Invisible Theater, not just with Boal’s version
of the exercise. Back in the late 1970s/early 1980s Anne Bogart and I, inspired by the work of
Goffman and Schechner, worked with many forms of invisible theater in Washington Square
Park and The Lower East Side. We were borrowing from anthropology and sociology to try and
understand human behavior for purely theatrical purposes. This work grew into a theatrical form
known as Site Specific Theater, but back in the early days, we were just researching. Casteneda
advocated human interaction in research, stating, “In the mutually implicated participant
observation of fieldwork, both, therefore, became human” (p. 78).
Irving (2007) claims that human beings have the capacity for an imaginative inner life,
and we can research this capacity through methods that support people engaging with their
ongoing inner speech. Irving spent time with his subjects walking through a neighborhood while
he asked questions and took photographs, the subject would narrate his or her thoughts into a
tape recorder and also take photographs, engaged as an active participant in the process of the
research. This process excites me, as it is very much the kind of reciprocal relationship I am
seeking with my audience. The walking and talking that Irving did with his subjects allowed for
a freedom and openness, qualities, which are in themselves performative. This method can be
applied to many circumstances. Jacob Moreno (1987) used walking and talking as a warm up to
psychodrama, which allowed the protagonist to clarify his/her story while becoming comfortable
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with the act of telling. Encouraging the simultaneous action of walking and talking has worked
for me in many professional settings. I have used this technique in drama therapy and in play
development. The act of walking and talking is particularly helpful in getting people to feel safe
enough to open up to their own spontaneous truth.
In this project the voices of the people I met and spoke to during my field work will show
up in Chapter Four, expressed in the characters I have included a dramatic representation of the
ethnography.
Politically Driven Performance/Ethnography
Kazubowski-Houston (2010) self-identifies as an anthropologist with a theater
background. She took a chance at gaining access by prompting some Roma fortunetellers to talk
about poverty, discrimination, racism, and physical violence. She engaged in what she called
“improvisational fieldwork” (p. 16). The quality of her open (improvised) agenda allowed for
real change to take place between the women she worked with—the Roma and the actors alike. I
was inspired by her courageous willingness to let the project take on a flavor, shape, and content
of its own while she patiently guided the process with both humility and rigor.
Madison (1999) researched the Trokosi, girls who are sent to live their lives out inside
religious shrines. They are sentenced to this shrine arrest for crimes that males in their families
had committed, even, in some cases, generations earlier, men these girls had never met. Some in
Ghana saw the practice as slavery, while the more religious viewed the custom as moral training
and cultural education. Madison researched the girls and created theater based on their stories.
She was careful to respect all parties in her process and present both views in her performance. I
respect her ability to enter a culture that (although she is tied to it by blood and heritage) she
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mostly lives outside of, and take on a deep and controversial subject with intelligence and
inclusion.
Cohen-Cruz and Schutzman (2006) define activist art as aesthetic production that is part
of an effort for social change. In her view activist theater is community- based performance in
which there is meaningful interaction between artists and audience who may experience either a
common identity or shared circumstance. Cohen-Cruz and Schutzman’s (2006) commitment to
research and publish work that crosses the boundaries of art, activism, healing, and scholarship
resonates strongly with my work. I have heard her speak at political gatherings, psychodrama
conferences, and in theater programs. Her knowledge and interests are close to my own and I am
in awe of her prolific publication and steadfast dedication to the cause of socially engaged
performance and scholarship.
Burvill (2008) writes about Levinas and his ethical approach to performance research,
which evoked an “Unconditional responsibility for the other signaled by the epiphany of the
encounter with ‘the face of the other’” (p. 233). Burvill believes that ethics necessitate openness
and which is evident with “ethical encounters in performance” (p. 234). Burvill further claims,
“It is Levinas’ idea of the active, responsive, corporeal encounter with alterity that is so pertinent
to ethical responsibility “(p. 234). In Burvill’s view, performance is the medium to embody and
expedite an empathetic relational response. In my work as a teacher I emphasize the difference
between ethics and morals. I believe that ethics are a set of guidelines we understand socially,
and morals are the ethics we choose to ingest, embody and (try to) live by in our hearts.
Levinias’ focus on the empathetic response from one human to another is a simple and in my
mind beautiful moral doctrine, which is very hard to accomplish on a daily basis as we live and
work in this complicated world.
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There are basic, ethical guidelines for fieldwork and social engagement. For instance,
when Madison (2012) implores ethnographers to “act morally and to contribute to the quality of
life” (p. 166) she is calling on scholars to do the right thing in relations to the people and
communities they encounter. When I teach this concept I call it “Do No Harm.”
Thompson (1988) is an inspiring colleague who had the courage to tell of his failures in
one global experience. Thompson worked in an African prison camp for young men and through
Applied Theater work, he encouraged the boys to engage in a stronger expression of self-esteem
to combat the extreme oppression and mistreatment they experienced in the camp. After he left
Africa, the boys continued to carry themselves with a newfound confidence acquired as a direct
result of Thompson’s theatrical tutelage. Local men who were offended and threatened by the
boy’s sense of self-esteem attributed it to rebelliousness. Thompson writes, “In October 2002
several hundred people attacked the Bindunawewa rehabilitation camp—out of 80 detainees—29
were killed—burnt alive or killed with machetes and many more injured” (p. 171). His
willingness to reveal his own struggles with cultural competency, allow for an honest discussion
about what it really means to do no harm. So many stories of failures in the field are untold since
artists consider themselves at risk of losing credibility and losing work, therefore lack of critical
scholarship about global theater work. The lessons of field workers like James Thompson give
those of us in the field an ethical framework and a cautionary example with which to judge our
own work and be aware of the dangers of cross cultural assumptions. His story is a warning to all
cultural workers to be aware of existing dynamics within a given community before inspiring
change (Prentki, 2008).
As a result of his willingness to share his experience many students (including my own)
have been exposed to the important lesson he offers. To theater practitioners who work outside
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their own cultures Thompson (1988) warns, “Theater is implicated in the ethical struggles of the
zones in which it exists” (p. 168). In my workshops on Performance and Peacebuilding I quote
Thompson consistently. His humility and honesty teach the next generation of cultural workers
cultural competence. Do No Harm is the credo with which every performer, researcher, and
cultural worker must live and work.
In her work with groups in Vancouver, Culhane (2011) engaged in a project called
Performing Consent: An Experiment in Experimental Performance Ethnography. One research
goal was to discover new alternative processes for acquiring informed consent from subjects in
the urban community at risk in which she was working. Culhane stated, “The foundational ethics
review requirements are antithetical to Performative Ethnography’s performative principle that
meaning emerges in the performance of storytelling” (p 259). The ethics involved in finding a
new form of consent within the process of performative ethnography, required a conversation
between two bodies of thought (traditional research and performative experiments) and those
complex negotiations happened within the researchers as they engaged in a vibrant ethical and
exciting project in an area that sorely needed attention.
Culhane (2011) claimed, “Downtown Eastside Vancouver was once called a health
Emergency Zone” (p. 260). Not only were intravenous drug users suffering from a very high rate
of HIV/AIDS, but the “Research funding has steadily increased while public funding of social
and health services has decreased” (p. 260).
Culhane (2011) and her team, using improvisation and the work of Boal and Keith
Johnstone, offered exercises and storytelling prompts which developed into performances. The
community gatherings that ensued around the process of building the performance included
special meals prepared and eaten by the group. According to Culhane the result of the
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experiment was fruitful in that the participants “Did put on a final performance” and the
participants did give final consent to “extraction of surplus value” (p. 269). Though Culhane and
her team succeeded in “creating experiences of ethical engagement” that may in fact “have the
potential to be politically productive,” she makes the disclaimer: “A project is not a revolution”
(p. 269). Culhane ends her text with the bold act of turning her focus toward the reader, giving
him/her the last word in assessment. She ends by asking: “What do you think?” My answer: It
sounds like a revolution to me. It is a limited revolution, surely, and one that cannot promise
large change. But isn’t some inspiration towards action better than none at all? Can’t a project be
the beginning of a movement? Isn’t revolution a work in progress?
Perhaps my relationship to the word “revolution” is skewed by a kind of romantic
yearning for idealism in the old-fashioned anarchist sense of the word. A personal story I will
recount later in this chapter will shed a confessional light on my personal definition of
revolution. I fully admit to an idealism that is neither practical nor scientific. For me, it is a
choice in a way of living to see the possibility of peace and justice despite evidence to the
contrary. If we reach towards a utopian dream of liberty and equality, is it possible to wake up a
newly energized drive towards passionate action? Is that what the Occupy movement in New
York City was about or the first few months of the Spanish Civil War in Barcelona? Does
writing about revolution in a longing poetic non-academic way undercut the possibility of real
change? Is there any room for utopianism within scholarship? Is my idealism, which stems from
the mind of a privileged Caucasian person, an insult to the gritty reality of oppression, poverty,
racism, and violence in the world that demand real, bloody, and unromantic revolutions? Does
romanticism destroy beneficial activism? What role does theater have in the process of useful
societal change? Does idealism weaken performance?
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Madison (1999) stated, “Performance and activism are mutually constitutive because
performance demands that we pay attention to the deep particularity” (p. 224). I wonder if we
shouldn’t pay attention to the “deep particularity” within each act of activism as well, in order to
make sure we are acting in concert with the event, matching the offering with the need.
Kazubowski-Houston (2010) states:
As my research objectives unconsciously shifted during my year in the field, my
theoretical assumptions were also challenged” and who allow their own work experiences
to teach them…in my future ethnographic and artistic journey I will be more cautious
about, and more conscious of, the contents of the baggage I carry. (p. 179)
There are scholars who risk all for truth by their willingness to challenge themselves.
They also challenge the Academy by asking questions as Madison (1999) does “As Academics
do we overestimate our importance and our influence?” “Are our efforts more about frivolity
than freedom?” Those are scholar-practitioners who believe in art as a change agent and
scholarship as a means of getting the word out and who ultimately believe that good art serves.
Thompson (1988) stated, “the more theater meets the challenges imposed by exclusion,
discrimination, poverty and violence…the happier I will become” (p. 179).
According to Kershaw (1992), mainstream theater critics and historians have failed to
recognize “the nature and extent of the socio-cultural impact of alternative and community
theater” (p. 42).
Julian Beck (2004), the iconic leader of The Living Theater states:
There is a misery of the body and a misery of the mind, and if the stars, whenever we
looked at them, poured nectar into our mouths, and the grass became bread, men would
still be sad. We live in a system that manufactures sorrow, spilling it out of its mill, the
waters of sorrow, ocean, storm, and we drown down, dead, too soon. Theater is like a
boat, it is only so big, but uprising is the reversal of the system, and revolution is the
turning of the tides. (p. 24)
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Change can be born out of fury, but the imaginative state that theater and drama therapy
bring people to offers more choices and opens people to new possibilities. The tyranny of the
past can interfere with the ability to pay attention to new and different situations (Van der Kolk,
1996), and we as theater artists and drama therapists can work to bring light to the potential not
just heat to the flame. Freedom for both inner and outer tyranny comes from an ability to play.
As the great theater teacher Viola Spolin (1963) said, “Authoritarianism must be constantly
scourged if the total personality is to emerge as a working unit” (p. 6). A passive powerlessness,
which undercuts resistance, can lead to the experience of feeling inadequate and impotent
(Kegan & Lahey, 2009). So, we play and work and imagine, and out of all that exploration,
change is born.
In one of my first plays Love, Anarchy and Other Affairs (Miles & Litwak, 1987) a
fictional version of the Russian Anarchist Emma Goldman states:
I believe in the spark, a light in the dark. History is nothing but eternal reoccurrence;
people are still tearing each other apart after all these years, while we fools go on
believing. In life, Liberty. The American people. Awakening. Emancipation. Liberation.
Dreams. Ideals. Anarchy. I believe in the absence of government. In people running
their own lives. Children not deprived. Of love. Free love. And the freedom of dreaming
and making dreams live. The pleasure to give a warm hand to the next man.
Fortified with courage and will. Pulling each other up the hill. I believe in anarchism. The
new world. Women and men. Beginning again. I believe in patriotism of the soul. Our
role in the liberation of mankind. I believe in the spiritual, political, economic, revolution
of life. Strife. I believe in doing whatever it takes to make it happen! (p. 26)
Applied Theater is a field unto itself but since it figures into the work that is most
specifically related to my own, and since AT scholarship goes hand in hand with much of the
writing on performance ethnography, I include some of the teachings here. Applications of
theater can be educational, social, and community based (for example, schools, prisons,
hospitals, museums, care homes), or theater can be applied to specific demographics including
people living in zones of violent conflict. Applied Theater can be a tool for justice and human
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rights, peace building and conflict transformation. Shaughnessy (2012) defines Applied Theater
as “theater, which operates outside of ‘main-stage’ and ‘main- stream’ traditions in a range of
‘non-traditional’ settings” (p. 7). The author claims that Applied Theater has “a utilitarian
purpose” and “an active engagement with its audience who are generally constituted as
participants” (p. 7).
Thompson (1988) wondered if adding the word “applied” force theater into “the company
of the sciences of practical use?” (p. 174). His concern is that Applied Theater will not be seen as
art but as one of the “ivory tower abstracts” despite the fact that Applied Theater was originally
developed “out of a strong need to take theater to the people” (p. xvii). Dennis (2003) used
Theater of the Oppressed techniques in schools to counter bullying. By applying theater to the
immediate and serious problems of the community, Dennis was able to discover some blocks to
healing, including the fact that the teachers never saw themselves as oppressors, although in the
students’ perception the teachers were a big part of the problem. These discoveries were made
because the theater exercises encouraged expression and enabled participants, through role-play,
to identify real thoughts and feelings, as well as develop ideas for social change.
The Garden: Arts-Based Research
The search for form requires more than anything else, the maneuvering of self,
sometimes putting the self forward, sometimes holding the self back, sometimes
testifying, sometimes sticking to the facts, sometimes using fiction to tell the truth...As I
work my way, the self is always there, demanding its negotiation. (Pelias, 2004, p. 72)
Arts-based research, according to Barone and Eisner (2012), is a methodology that
extends beyond “the limiting constraints of dis-cursive communication” (p. 1). This is a
scholarship that encourages connections between audience (reader) and author, by providing
“open spaces for dialogue” (p. 2). Arts-based research widens and deepens our perception of a
given subject through the provocation and the subtlety that an artistic perspective provides. It can
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capture meanings that measurements cannot. Arts-based research is an interactive process,
allowing the creator and the perceiver to communicate through the expressive qualities of art.
This is one of the ways in which arts-based research contributes to human understanding (Barone
& Eisner, 2012).
Arts-based research provokes empathy rather than assuring empirical proof. The veracity
in this methodology is human rather than mathematical, poetic rather than didactic. In traditional
research there are few ambiguities, Arts-based research embraces ambiguity, leans into it, in
order to find a kind of truth that eludes the facts.
Despite the inherent freedom present in expressive communication, arts-based research is
also concerned with validity. Truth in all scholarship is essential, even if the research in
non-scientific. Pelias (2004) outlines two kinds of truth, “the first believes in ‘is,’ it finds comfort
in the equation. The second, as any poet knows lets ‘is’ stand until a better verb can be found, it
finds joy in fracturing ‘to be.’ The first is useful in building bridges; the second for building
people” (p. 8).
As an artist/scholar, arts-based research for me is a welcoming doorway into the
Academy. Many scholars like myself who perceive the world via the paradigm of artistic
expression have no other way into scholarship than through methodology that allows for our
particular type of observation. Some researchers do not understand how research can be
non-scientific (Pelias, 2004). But scientific and traditional methods of research can be alienating
to those of us who experience life with creative-intellectual insight. We have ideas, theories, and
projects that can benefit others, but we need to use our own voices to articulate them. Pelias
(2004) claims that some critical arguments “tied tighter than a syllogism” lack a necessary
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fluidity. He looks for scholarly investigation that is less rigid and resists “judgments that name
everything but what matters” (p. 2).
Art-based research is one of the best methodologies I have found to represent the
knowledge and experience representative of a diverse humanity. To approach the topics with
which I am engaged: theater as a vehicle for change, history as a vehicle for theater, poetry as a
means of expressing history, and performance as potential peace builder in conflict zones,
arts-based research is the key to unlocking the complexity of the bricolage. Not that arts-based
research should replace traditional forms of research, but in my work it is certainly necessary.
The validity of arts-based research (Barone & Eisner, 2012) can be tested with “structural
corroboration,” a process that involves the gathering of many pieces of evidence into a
“compelling whole,” and by “referential adequacy” which determines whether the analysis is
convincing and “the story rings true” (p. 148). These authors posit that validity of the scholarship
is determined by critically gauging the incisiveness, concision, coherence, and generativity of a
piece of arts-based research. The process of this determination comes from carefully analyzing
whether what is being written is keenly scripted with pithy economy and purpose. It is not an
easy process to test validity and truth without the factual rootedness of scientific evidence.
Arts-based research requires a depth of concentration and yearning for truth that requires both
keen attention to detail and a soul searching rigorous self-criticism. Arts-based scholarship
(Barone & Eisner, 2012) makes an effort to explore an approach to research that is “rooted in
aesthetic considerations” (p. 2).
Poetry as Arts-Based Research
Poetry is an imaginative expression of ideas and experience communicated through
meaning, and sound. Poetry is a vehicle for precise human communication through the artful
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design of words. Amy Lowell states, “In poetry a new cadence means a new idea” and her goal
in writing is to produce “poetry that is hard and clear, never blurred or indefinite” (Reed, 2003,
p. 356). Poets think poetically, and occupy the land of rhythm and metaphor. Reed (2003)
includes the artistic manifestos of many poets. Cervantes describes herself as “a poet, who yearns
to dance on rooftops,” whose home is a “tower of words” (as cited in Reed, 2003, p. 200). There
are many scholarly possibilities incorporating a poet’s use of original language and her/his
passion for words. Poetry empowers the poet to speak emotions candidly even desire, even rage.
Sylvia Plath speaks her fury in Lady Lazarus, “Out of the aches, I rise with my red hair /And I
eat men like air” (Reed, 2003, p. 319).
Pelias (2004) believes that all poetry is “language about language” (p. 2). Scholars use
poetry in their research; in the social sciences scholars use poetry to report from the field,
creating metaphors to explain measurements. Poetic narratives encourage scholars to engage in a
deep inquiry of ethics, social justice, psychology and so many other subjects through the use of
engaged aesthetics (Faulkner, 2010). Poetry rebels against hegemony with nontraditional texts
that can bring new insights to academic research. It is an imaginative expression of experience,
allowing the heart to lead the mind through the use of sound and rhythm (Horn, 1993).
Richardson (1994), an advocate of poetry in research, states: “If a goal of ethnography is to retell
‘lived experience’ to make another world accessible to the reader, then I submit that the…poem,
and particularly a series of … poems … comes closer to achieving that goal than do other forms
of ethnographic writing” (p. 8).
Poetry has often been used as a vehicle for social commentary and political opinion. Do
art and politics mix? Henry Hart (Reed, 2003) as far back as 1935 believed that, “The
revolutionary spirit is penetrating the ranks of the creative writers” (p. 359). The first aspect of
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poetic politics is for the poet to situate her/himself. Reed (2003) quotes Hobson, who writes,
“My ancestors were Shamans. But I am not my ancestors. I am a shaman to a tribe recently
come. A tribe with fear of the Other” (p. 414). The awareness of self in relation to society allows
the poet to comment sometimes brutally on her/his own perspective. Reed includes Obenzinger’s
poem about his own disconnection to tribe at a family holiday gathering, “I sip my wine. The
white tablecloth is a vast Jordan” he then proclaims “This Passover or the next I will never be in
Jerusalem” (p. 235).
In Ancient Cordoba, poetry was the major means of communication, politically,
religiously, and socially. Later in this chapter I will combine arts-based research with historical
methodology, as I look more closely at the use of poetry in medieval Spain.
Theater as Arts-Based Research
Pelias (2004) states, “Performance is a method that not only shows the complications in
one’s story, one’s life, and one’s daily experiences, but it allows for critique, analysis, and
expression of differing perspectives, lenses, and emotional paths” (p. 7). The performer exhibits
vulnerability on stage that (if truthfully and authentically expressed) evokes empathy in the
audience. In my experience of performance, the empathy of the audience opens their minds and
increases their ability to hear information they may otherwise have resisted. Disseminating
research material through performance is a useful method for inspiring true listening and thus
comprehension. In live performance the audience shares space and time with the performer. In
good theater that shared experience can be a meaningful and primal relationship. Artaud (1958)
defines the theater as a visceral and almost primitive experience.
The theater, which is in no thing, but makes use of everything—gestures, sounds, words,
screams, light, darkness—rediscovers itself at precisely the point where the mind requires
a language to express its manifestations.... To break through language in order to touch
life is to create or recreate the theater. (p. 12)
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Schechner (1985), a theater director and performance studies scholar, identified the seven
phases of performance as training, workshop, rehearsal, warm up, performance, cool-down, and
aftermath. In my research I mirrored his seven phases with seven stages of implementation.
Vision: like actor training the creative leader must gather his/her resources and be ready
to offer substantial professional tools to the stakeholders. I worked to come up with a blueprint
for the work based on my skills.
Planning: akin to the workshop phase in performance, during the planning stage in my
rehearsal/research process I tested certain ideas, theories and practices in dialogue with my
advisor until a practical action plan and timeline was completed.
Travel: similar to the rehearsal phase in performance, my travel from New York to Iraq,
Lebanon, Egypt, Israel and Palestine was a preparation for the performance.
Writing and Building: comparable to the warm up phase in performance, my research
process includes writing research chapters, puppet building, teaching workshops, gathering data,
and writing the play.
Performance: like Shechner’s Performance phase, I imagine my performance will be the
high point of the process. The presentation of the play that is a result of all my research,
including travel and rehearsal and creation will be where the rubber met the road. I had to be
100% fully present, fully flexible, and strong.
Assessment: the cool down phase for me will be post-show discussions and feedback
from the audience. Community building is possible through talkbacks or panel discussions.
Ongoing connection: the aftermath phase of performance is the ongoing relationship
between artists and audience. Especially utilized in community-based theater, this work brings
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about changes related to the themes of the performance often through workshops, and interviews
long after the performance itself.
Performative Writing
Performance is a verb and a noun, an act and an aesthetic form. Writing is also a verb and
a noun, an action and a form. The methodology of performative writing brings performance,
writing, form and action together so that art and scholarship give birth to a hybrid means to
perceive knowledge in a new way. Performative writing, states Pelias (2014), brings a complex
view to scholarship incorporating “contemporary and oppositional logics” to resist “a coherent
theory of performance” with attention to aesthetics and meaning so that “each word carries an
ideological kick.” However, Academy fear not, performative writing is not a “wrecking ball” but
merely a “hairline fraction” to traditional academic form (p. 7).
Performative writing is a form of scholarly expression that enables the researcher to paint
meaning with words. Performative writing pushes the envelope of scholarly expression while
contributing to the body of research. If the Academy can tolerate the experimental form,
performative writing can benefit the canon of literature by opening new vistas to research
methodology. “Performative writing features lived experience” (Pelias, 2014, p. 13). This
methodology is based on the interaction with humanity, so although books and articles and
traditional research methods are vitally important, performative writing offers an additional
connection to the researcher her/himself and her/his subjects. “Performative writing rests upon
the belief that the world is not given, but constructed, composed of multiple realities” (p. 13).
This methodology is inclusive rather than exclusive and embraces the breadth of language and
experience that is more true to a diversity of researchers than one academic language that
everyone must learn, master and adopt. “Performative writing often evokes identification and
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empathetic responses” (p. 15). Due to the openness of form and the personal nature of expression
performative writing inspires a connection between reader and author. Whether or not the content
of a piece of writing is personal, the researcher’s choice of the design of the words on the page
reveals something intimate about the writer. “Performative writing turns the personal into
the political and the political into the personal” (p. 15). The very nature of performative writing
allows a picture of social justice to emerge as statements form in the poetic spaces between
scholarly thoughts. “Performative writing participates in relational and scholarly contexts” (p.
15). In this methodology, a researcher must be true to scholarship and all that entails, from
proper citation, to innovative theory and original thought while creating a close relationship with
both content and audience, as the reader is naturally drawn into the researcher’s creative and
intellectual process. Inspired by scholars like Madison, Spry and Pelias I began to experiment
with performative writing. I divided the words into three columns: Verbs, nouns, and adjectives,
and allowed the text to unfold.
The Research
Questions
Purpose.
Tests
Validity
Of method.
Posits
Ethical
Hypothesis and
Solution
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Formulates
Scholarly
Discourse
Quotes
Citations
(Which) serve
To prove
Empirically
(That) the theories
Hold.
(All) this evidence
Is ingested
Disseminated
Reviewed (and)
Truth
Overrules
“Success”
In commitment
To the philosophy of risk;
The experiment:
Performative praxis
Is empowered
To gather
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Data
In any way possible
As long as it
Does no harm.
(In) the research process
She
Sings
Dances.
Performance Ethnography,
Which becomes

something of its own universe.
Art has its own
Ethical
Engagement,

Being

True (both to the)
Content and the form.
The artist-scholar has

To be

Attentively

Attuned
To facts
And fiction.
PERFORMATIVE WRITING
Evokes

(within) the Researcher
A calling
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To make

Beautiful
A concept
A methodology (In which)
The design of words

Effects

EverythingThe sentences

Pierce

The page
(With) precise
And careful
Revolution
The Researcher

Listens
Devises
Shapes
Meaningful
Artful
Scholarship
Authentic
To others (because)
It is

True
To HER.
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Garden Paths: Theater Companies Changing the World
When building paths in the garden of art, activism, and scholarship between paradigms of
expression, I seek practitioners who blend aesthetic and action and theory to create theater work
that connects the crops. Three theater companies come to mind: Jana Sanskriti in India,
Yuchikani in Peru, and El Teatro Campesino in California. These are just three examples of the
many theater companies that are building bridges between modalities to bring art and activism
together.
Jana Sanskriti. Jana Sanskriti’s practice of Theater of the Oppressed differs from most
of the other Theater of the Oppressed practices I have witnessed, both in terms of aesthetics and
impact. During the month I spent with Jana Sanskriti, I was struck by the strong relationship
between the larger social system(s) (the village, the state, and the country) and the internal
system within in the company itself. Every art and training form that the company engaged in
has the larger social system(s) in mind. Every artistic project is built for the greater good of the
larger community. Theater of the Oppressed is both a theory and a methodology, which supports
theater as community work for social justice, yet not all TO companies are effective within their
communities nor are they artistically strong. Jana Sanskriti with Sanjoy Ganguly at the helm
embodies every element of Boal’s philosophies about theater as a means of liberation from
oppression, then takes the theory miles further through his commitment to collective
responsibility and artistic excellence.
In the village of Badu where the company is based, all members live and work
collectively. They are simultaneously devoted to aesthetics and action, to beautiful images and
revolutionary social change. The company is dedicated to absolute democracy; everything is
discussed fairly and equally, every member is a valued stakeholder in the shared dream. In the
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TO tradition, Sanjoy refers to everyone (student, actor, guru, citizen) as “friend.” He encourages
people to engage with “friends,” and talks about like-minded individuals whether he knows them
or not as “my friend” and when dividing groups for theater exercises always directs participants
to “find friends” to work with. This use of language builds a collective willingness to join forces
wholeheartedly in the process of discussion and creative work. The equality engendered by such
language encourages one of the most collaborative environments within which I have had the
pleasure to work. Boal told us “Every human being is an artist.” Under the guidance of Sanjoy
Ganguly, each friend is encouraged to be the best artists he/she can be, and is inspired to be the
best possible human being.
In the Theater of the Oppressed, specifically in Forum Theater, the theory and practice of
dramatic expression is used to directly affect social change. The issues dealt with in Forum
Theater include social justice and oppression, gender bias, poverty, and civil rights. The success
of the form is based on the ability of the arts, especially the theater, to incite change. The artists
that are committed to leading arts as activism are not only enriching the public but are healing
themselves.
Jana Sanskriti is a rare example of a theater company that respects the master (Boal), has
assimilated his teachings, and then made the form completely their own. Sanjoy keeps TO
essential and alive for his community. Jana Sanskriti, through its theatrical interventions, seeks to
stop oppressed people from thinking that they are inferior, weak, and incapable of action or
analytical thought. Since 1991, Jana has spread the practice of Forum Theater to remote villages
of the Sunderban in West Bengal. With 20 theater teams active in rural Bengal, Jana Sanskriti
believes that every individual is essentially intellectual, and that the biggest form of violation of
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human rights is not to create democratic space for the people to think, using theater to establish
dialogue.
Jana Sanskriti has passed their theatrical tools, techniques, and performances to the
poorest of the poor in tribal communities and rural areas. Their work deals with a range of issues
that are particularly relevant to the communities they reach, including domestic violence,
exploitation by contractors, undemocratic culture, political corruption, lack of primary education,
etc. Jana Sanskriti’s Forum Theater work is performed before audiences who are facing the
problem portrayed in the play.
The Golden Girl, one of their most well-known and most performed plays (performed
about 3,000 times by 27 groups), is about women’s condition in rural areas. The play denounces
the dowry system. Usually a youth group or NGO invites the company to a village. They perform
The Golden Girl every month for three months. The play is done in each village two times as a
Forum Theater session. The first time it is done as a conventional play, the second time exactly
as the first except the spectators are told they can interrupt at any time and go onstage to replace
the oppressed protagonist and try to bring about a better solution.
Theater is not only a medium for truth telling through narrative, but is also a mighty tool
for broadcasting a message. In the work of Jana Sanskriti, voices are heard, people are seen,
messages are conveyed, and lives are changed. In conversations with actors and activists, which
I have participated in, I have heard Sanjoy speak of making Theater OF the Oppressed, not
Theater FOR the Oppressed. Theater, in Sanjoy’s mind, is not a charity act that middle class
actors offer to “help” the poor, it is instead a vital tool for honoring the dignity of those
struggling to release themselves from oppression, potentially just as transformative for actors as
for audience. In collectivist societies, according to Sanjoy Ganguly in one of his public talks in
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Badu during my 2012 visit; compromise is a fact of life. He said, “If the room is crowded, you
move over so more can squeeze inside.” In the West, some people experience selfless
concession as degrading, as if taking in the needs of the group removes a certain space for
individualistic liberty and power. Yet in the Forum Theater community in Badu, India, I found a
balance of freedom and collectivism that brought agency to the individual as well as the group.
“We are a collective society” declared Sanjoy in one of our personal conversations, “We are a
Theater of the Oppressed village, a family of the oppressed. This statement deeply affected my
research; I began to focus on the ensemble experiences that my audiences, students, and fellow
artists desired, avoided, built, and missed. In my research I became more interested in how
people were affected by theatre than the theatre itself and in my practice I became more
fascinated by their responses than my achievements.
Yuyachkani. This theater company brings stunning heart to the stage while focusing on
the direct impact the art will have on the community. Their work is visually beautiful while
being message driven and rich in story and character and emotion. A story that a theater
company member told (Cohen, 2011) is indicative of the power of art. After one of Yuyachkani,
performances in Peru in preparation for the TRC the audience was deeply moved. The piece
dealt directly and poetically with the disappearance and death of many people and everyone in
the audience had a personal experience with the events. He said that when the play was over the
audience would not leave. They stood still and silently. Augusto told them “The show is over.
You can go.” But they stayed put. Finally a woman came over to Augusto and stood in front of
him. He handed her a flower that had been a prop in the show. Then the entire audience lined up
behind her. He handed out all of the flowers and when those were gone he handed out the
candles that had been used in the play and when he ran out of those he handed them leaves or
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rocks from the ground around the outdoor stage. As soon as they had a small symbol, a piece of
the play, they were able to leave. It was clear to Augusto that each audience member needed to
take part of the play home. For this audience the impact of the performance was profound.
El Teatro Campesino. El Teatro Campesino states on their website:
It is our mission to create a popular art with a 21st century tools that presents a more just
and accurate account of human history, while encouraging the young women and men of
a new generation to take control of their own destiny through creative discipline, vibrant
education, economic independence, and artistic excellence.
(http://www.elteatrocampesino.com/)
El Teatro Campesino is a theater company founded nearly 50 years ago by Luis Valdez
to be the cultural wing of the United Farm Workers. The original actors were all farmworkers,
who performed events inspired by the lives of their audience. The earliest performances
happened on flatbed trucks in the fields of Central California.
The work of El Teatro Campesino is both immediate and timeless. The plays are
simultaneously mundane and transcendent, religious and secular, personal and political. They
inhabit a small town, are directed toward a specific demographic, but their talent and
commitment are so deep that the work has wide translation for anyone who ventures to see it.
The aesthetics are glorious while simple, the politics are clear and forceful without being
pedantic and the spiritual imagery is specific (a combination of Catholic, Mayan, and Shamanic)
dramas but somehow hugely inclusive. Merging Commedia Dell’Arte, Spanish religious dramas,
Mexican folk humor, Aztec and Maya sacred ritual, the company found their voice.
Inspired by the training I did with El Teatro Campesino back in the late 1970s, I worked
to apply my theater to education and community service. Moved by their performance risks and
their collaborative ethics I set out on my early career looking for that same depth and beauty. In
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their small theater or in the local church the performances of El Teatro Campesino represented
for me, and for many others, a path from art to service and from brain to heart.
Can performance ethnography, history, and poetry effect personal and social change? As
research methodologies do these approaches help build a practice of change? Confronting the
necessity of action research and fieldwork, I am aware of the entrenched resistance to change in
the world, and am forced to look at my own resistance. Kegan and Lahey (2009) state:
“Resistance to change does not reflect opposition, nor is it merely a result of inertia. Instead,
even as they hold a sincere commitment to change, many people are unwittingly applying
productive energy toward a hidden competing commitment” (p. 85).
In conflict zones and especially in the Middle East, those committed to making change
are caught between historical rage and the vision of a brighter future. Due to these competing
commitments, freedom and coexistence seem incompatible. The struggle between wanting
change and discovering our competing commitments that work directly against the change is key
to feeling stuck in a pattern of oppression.
The Patch of Land Beneath My Feet: Performance Ethnography
Performative autoethnography developed as a core method of performative research
within the field. As described by Burvill (2008), performative autoethnography serves two very
different purposes: performative cultural politics and embodied scholarship. Embodied
scholarship in my definition is the useful practice of physically and emotionally engaging with
ideas and theories to bring them to life. If performance and/or performative research reach either
of these goals, to serve as a catalyst for cultural exploration/awareness or to teach with a fuller
and more alive voice, then I applaud the field and Burvill’s description of its purpose(s).
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In Performing Theory/Embodied Writing Madison (2013) delves into the tricky territory
that lies on the border of performance art and scholarship. She weighs the importance of more
traditional form with experiment and risk taking. Her inventive performative style, which flows
throughout, is intriguing and poetic and very well juxtaposed again a backdrop of arts-based
qualitative research.
The challenge of discovery
Is palpable and
Exciting and
Clearly indicative of a form of art/art scholarship that requires
Free thought
And holistic debate,
Thus inspiring
Change.
In Tami Spry’s article on performing autoethnography (2001) she, like Madison, merges
content and form by writing performatively while describing the form itself. Spry defends
performative autoethnography as a scholarly method of inquiry. She defends the potential of
personal/political/professional “emunctory scholarship,” discussing “the convergence of the
“autobiographic impulse “and the “ethnographic moment” (p. 119). Spry demonstrates the
merging of movement, art, theory, and self-critical discourse and offers evaluative standards for
the methodology.
Spry (2001) defines the methodology as “critically reflective”, the results of which are “a
narrative of the researcher’s engagement with others in sociocultural contexts” (p. 711). In this
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merging of performance and scholarship the personal is political, language is transformative and
embodied, and aesthetic craft is balanced with heuristic knowledge and truth.
Spry (2001) weaves performative autoethnographic and theoretical prose to both support
and defend a form of scholarship that, although popular in the field of performance studies, is still
outside the mainstream methodologies recognized by a large part of the Academy. She recounts
her own personal struggles (namely, her bout with anorexia and eating disorders as a
young woman). She is able to simultaneously elevate the material into a beautiful text as well a
rigorous theoretical discussion. Spry continually reminds us throughout the article that embodied
scholarship means moving between the mental and physical selves to balance emotion,
intellect, ideas, and art. She states, “The performance of auto ethnography corporally manifests
the dialogical praxis of critical theory and the performing body” (p. 718). The personal and social
change aspects of performative auto ethnography seem to rest in the fearless selfexamination and the equalizing nature of the presentation. Spry claims that critically reflecting on
her life and work has made her feel “power with rather than power over herself and others”
(p. 721). To truly find “power with” instead of “power over” is not only challenging for a scholar
developing ideas from the hallowed heights of academic insight, but is also difficult for a
performer who presents her/himself in front of an audience to exhibit mastery. Finding the
humble stance of service within the rigor of scholarship and the beauty of performance is one of
my ultimate goals.
Autobiographical Performance
Discovering the difference between performative autoethnography and autobiographical
performance is a subjective quest. In the early days of the Experimental Theater Wing, we
students of performance were coached in autobiographical performance as a foundational skill.
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Spaulding Gray, one of my teachers, was a model of an actor/writer with a career devoted to
autobiographical expression. His autobiographical play Rumstick Road, directed by his then
partner Liz LaCompte, was one of the seminal theater experiences in my early professional life.
Gray told the story of his mother’s suicide and was widely criticized in the press for subjecting
his family to emotional hardship by destroying their privacy for the purposes of his own
therapeutic confession. As his student and a practitioner of performative autobiography, I was
traumatized by the criticism and as a result I was terrified from then on to make a performance
piece about myself. But now, in reflection, after years of teaching and performing, I think that
when one is making art, if a lie or an unspoken truth exists it diminishes the work. So if an artist
is rigorously honest about his/her relationship to the work, any process of performance is selfreflective and personal, and therefore autobiographical. However, despite the importance of
inherent autobiography and artistic and ethnographic transparency, the artist must consider
whether content of his/her material can have a greater impact than his/her own satisfaction with
showcasing talent or confessing personal history.
Langellier (2004) listed three models of inquiry: reference, textualization, and functions
of narrative as essential for performative auto ethnography. She claims, “Personal narrative has
become a privileged site of performance.” Performance as a political act is a more challenging
act. Langellier states that activism in performance grounds the “possibility for action, agency and
resistance in the liminality of performance.” She defines performance as a medium with “three
qualities” that specify text-context relations: “it is framed, reflexive and emergent” (p. 312).
Heddon (2008) explains that the methodology of autobiographical performance has
historically been tied to feminist praxis, consciousness raising, and cultural awakening.
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Autobiographical and political performance practice was interconnected. However, according to
Heddon, testimonial times gave way to confessional times.
I believe that this shift toward the confessional caused solo performance to become a
vehicle for every narcissist with a childhood story and enough money to rent a black box. I
agree with Langellier (2004) that personal narrative can become a site of privilege and with
Heddon in the difference between testimony and confession. My position is that performance
must be useful. When it is neither framed, reflexive, nor emergent, when it does not consider its
impact (the possibility for action, agency and resistance), when personal performance/theater is
not necessary to its artists or audiences, then we are wasting the form. If our process is truthful
and we are (a) engaging in truthful and self-reflective research, (b) asking questions regarding
service/impact and answering truthfully, and (c) assuring the art that result from the process is a
truthful mirror of the original goals or new ones, I believe that the power of autobiographical
performance/performative autoethnography can be immeasurably effective.
There are many forms of autoethnography. Rap is one form of critically reflective writing
that is auto ethnographic. In Eminem’s seminal song “Lose Yourself,” the author reveals his own
fallibility:
His palms are sweaty, knees weak, arms are heavy
There's vomit on his sweater already, mom's spaghetti
He's nervous, but on the surface he looks calm and ready to drop bombs,
But he keeps on forgetting what he wrote down,
His humbling experience lends itself to a social commentary:
...All the pain inside amplified by the fact
That I can't get by with my 9 to 5
And I can't provide the right type of life for my family
Cause man, these goddamn food stamps don't buy diapers.
The author’s words reflect the passion that not only pull him through crisis, but which he
offers up to his audience as a solution, a credo, and a chant:
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You better lose yourself in the music, the moment
You own it; you better never let it go
You only get one shot, do not miss your chance to blow
This opportunity comes once in a lifetime yo.
(Mathers as cited in Liebler, 2010, pp. 76–77).
For Spry (2001), autoethnography is a self-narrative that assesses the relationship of self
to others in social contexts. By engaging so deeply with self-narrative, these artist-scholars have
enhanced their research. They have at times profoundly contributed to the knowledge of their
audiences. Performative auto ethnography has the unique power of being able to offer insight to
individuals and communities by simultaneously delving into the province of the brain and the
territory of the heart. Pelias (2004) describes one process of artistic scholarship as an
autobiographical quest “that uses the data of everyday life, real and imagined to articulate a self”
(p. 68). Autoethnography demands that the researcher honors the precision and clarity of detailed
observation while climbing up the steep hills and down the deep valleys of the soul.
The purpose
Of this (my) auto/ethnography
Is to find
If I have
THE STUFF
To make

the research

SING!

Is my experience
Is my knowledge
Is my methodology
Concomitant
With scholarship that matters?

out
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Is my theory
Is my intelligence
Is my heart
Equal to

Can this work

the task?

Be
Useful?

Ancient Ground: History as Methodology
Historical method comprises the techniques and guidelines by which historians use
primary sources and other evidence, to research and then to write histories Historiography
(Ferro, 1984) refers to both the study of the methodology of historians and the development of
history as a discipline, and also to a body of historical work on a particular subject. Furay and
Salevouris (1988) define historiography as the study of the way history has been and is written.
Here I am looking at a specific period of history. By gathering research on this period, I am
building a truthful base for a fictional response.
In my historical plays I work very hard to be accurate in my research and to take any
interpretation or deviation seriously, only adding plot points or characters, where there were
none so I am filling in gaps in historical truth with imagined truth in order to drive a dramatic
moment forward. According to Dennis (2003) “to write history means to quote history which
means to rip the historical object out of context” (p. 75). So no matter the accuracy with which I
research my subject, poetic license is inevitable.
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The relations between Jews and Arabs in 10th and 11th century were not without strain.
But the period was an improvement for the Jews who had been harshly excluded from general
society by numerous laws enacted by Christian councils. With the victory of the Muslims,
although there were still many restrictions upon them, the Jews enjoyed more freedom and
creative productivity than they experienced under Christian law. The Golden Age produced
major poets, philosophers, and scientists.
Montville (2011) describes the profound moral and practical human engagement of Jews
and Muslims in medieval Spain. He states that the recounting of the history of this time is
important, so that people might imagine peace as possible, not least because of the remarkable
precedent of the medieval Mediterranean. Brenner (2010) describes the epic that later observers
would call the “Iberian golden age” in Al-Andalusia. Montville stresses the uniqueness of the
Hebrew language in the 10th and 11th centuries. Judaism came to be seen as the unique history of
the Jewish people and Arabs perceived the Jewish God as the God of the philosophers, while
Jews were known as the people of the book The Jews themselves saw their God as the God of
the Jewish people and their ancestors, Abraham, Isaac, and Jacob. The most religious Semitic
texts were not written in Hebrew but in Arabic, or Judeo-Arabic, which is Arabic written in
Hebrew letters.
Gerber (1992) mentions Ha Levi’s famous line: “My heart is in the East and I am at the
edge of the West,” suggesting that with these words Ha Levi sums up the inner conflict within
Jews who found a home in an Arab world but also yearned for their lost homeland. Poets like
Abraham bin Ezra, Moshe bin Ezra, Dunash bin Labrat, and Ibn Zaydu worked together to merge
their languages and cultures and to create poems that last until today. These poems were read out
loud in private and public settings. Poetry was an art of performance as well as literary skill. Art
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permeated society. Contemporary artists who are also social activists, seeking peace in conflict
zones, might treasure the example of this historic period when poetry was a major part of the
daily traffic of human life.
At this time claims of the superiority of the Arabic language were never divorced from
claims about the superiority of Islam. Jews began to explore the special qualities of Hebrew,
engaging in the same verbal pyrotechnics as their Arab counterparts. Jews felt inspired to prove
that Hebrew was as supple and marvelous and defined a tool as Arabic. The emerging Jewish
literature was the product of new Jewish social class as Jews were allowed to participate in
poetic competitions. Verbal jousting competitions in Hebrew and Arabic were popular (Brenner,
2010). Poetry sessions would accompany leisurely meals at parties, recited by the poet
sometimes spontaneously, and would be read or sung to the accompaniment of a lute, while a
charming male or female youth served goblets of wine throughout the evening's entertainment.
Sometimes the sensual atmosphere of the salon itself becomes the main subject of the poems. In
this atmosphere where Arabs embellished and explored geometric designs, the Hebrew script
also became an art form.
When paper was introduced into the Islamic world, in the 8th century by Chinese
merchants, books became available. Paper reached Spain by the 10th century, and the appearance
in Spain of Jewish classics helped the local community to assert its religious and cultural
independence. One could acquire the text of the Talmud locally.
A breakthrough in Hebrew poetry occurred as a result of the professional rivalry between
gifted poets. In their venomous exchanges they daringly introduced Arabic rhymes and meter
into Hebrew, creating a poetic revolution and close affinity between the Hebrew and Arabic
languages. Language has always been a bridge between peoples. Hip-hop meets scripture. East
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meets west. Imagination meets reality. Ancient civilization meets the modern world. Throughout
history the arts have enabled human beings to reach across chasms of cultural, religious, and
linguistic difference. Through creativity, invention, and discovery human beings have been able
to grasp seemingly impossible levels of mutual understanding. Through the act of cultural
exchange, our species has sometimes achieved grace. The transformative power of art has proven
over the centuries to be a conduit for tolerance and responsible ethical conduct. The act of
expression as an act of connection allows humanity to learn and to celebrate aspects of each
other’s history that would otherwise be lost. Art is exploration, and poetry with its forensic and
rigorous use of language, is a bold explorer.
Poetry in Arabic (Adonis, 1990) is traditionally grouped in a diwan or collection of
poems, which can be arranged by poet, tribe, topic, or the name of the compiler such as the
Asma'iyyat of al-Asma'i. Most poems did not have titles and they were usually named from their
first lines. Sometimes they were arranged alphabetically by their rhymes. A large proportion of
all Arabic poetry is written using the monorhyme, Qasidah. This is simply the same rhyme used
on every line of a poem. While this may seem a poor rhyme scheme for people used to Western
literature, it makes sense in a language like Arabic, which has only three vowels, which can be
either long or short.
Traditional Arabic poetry intersperses long and short vowels, whereas Hebrew
distinguishes between the quality of the vowel in terms of resonance and depth and tone verses
the length. Adonis (1990) outlines the various forms of ancient Arabic poetry. Small dots were
the earliest indications of the case endings to guide people to the correct pronunciation and the
correct meaning of the Koran. Arab poets of this era considered poetry and music as belonging to
the same genre, governed by composition, meter, and pauses. However, an essential difference
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separates them: poetry is an arrangement of words according to their meanings ordered in a
rhythmic structure and taking the rules of grammar into account, while music attempts to adapt
rhythmic speech to its measures, and transmits it as sounds in harmonious relationships both
quantitatively and qualitatively, according to its own methods of composition. When it came to
meter, a poet had to choose among a dozen possible patterns, each consisting of a rigidly adhered
to alteration of long and short syllables. The meter known as the allegro, short-long-long-long,
short-long-long-long, short long-long, a single sequence of which made up the half-lines or
hemistiches into which each of the poem’s full lines divided.
An important aspect of poetry during this time was the art of active listening, and the link
between the poetry and the audience. Poetry was judged according to how far it could arouse a
state of musical delight or ecstasy and the poetics was founded on what could be called aesthetics
of listening, so the poetry became a variety of declamatory speech able to affect people in its own
particular manner.
Poetry (Hoffman & Cole, 2011) was often improvised in readings and performances.
Wine was a favorite topic for improvisation among Arabs by Islamic prohibitions against the
consumption of alcohol. So to the Jews picked up the theme and embellished it. Expanding on
the color of the wine or the beauties of the crystal goblet in which it was served. Poets in the
Golden Age had a remarkable facility for moving between the secular and the religious.
Jewish themes of exile and redemption were central to the new poetry. The poetry of the
Golden Age also exemplified a materialistic way of life that allowed for the coexistence of
religious and worldly impulses. Some Jews were frankly confused by the clashes of these values.
Assimilation, sometimes to the form of intellectual floundering and social breakdown,
and voluntary conversions from Judaism were not uncommon. At times they were rationalized as
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occurring after immersion in the study of Arabic history or exposure to the Quran that even those
Jewish intellectuals who did not convert found the arguments and discussions that they heard in
the exclusive salons of Islamic society challenging and confusing.
In the Cairo Genizah (Glickman, 2011) a collection of medieval Jewish and Arab papers,
reveal proof that Jews, during the early centuries of Islam, enjoyed religious and artistic liberty.
Many laws restricted Jews, they were made to pay a poll tax and to wear discriminatory belts and
shoes announcing their race. In was through the expression of language that true freedom came.
Jews in the region spoke Hebrew, Aramaic, Persian, Greek, and a colloquial Arabic that
scholars called neo-Arabic. Jewish poets began to accept the secular themes within Arabic poetry
such as love, wine, women, and young men (homo-erotica,) and these themes found a new place
in Hebrew poetry. The combination of languages was not the only way cultures were merging.
Ha Levi, perhaps the most famous Jewish poet from the Golden Age, made extensive use
of Sufism in his work. According to Lobel (2006), HaLevi’s language and arguments had Islamic
content. His themes are woven together—diverse strands of medieval Islamic culture in a unique
and unprecedented way (Halkin, 2010).
Until the massacre of the Jews in Granada in 1066, La Convivencia was a time of
tolerance, curiosity, creativity, and relative peace between Muslims and Jews (Karabell, 2008).
Man’s wisdom is at the tip of his pen
His intelligence is in his writing.
His pen can raise a man to the rank
That the scepter accords to a king
(Samuel Ha Nagid, www.jewishvirtuallibrary.org)
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The following scene is imagined, based on research but in the spirit of this paper’s
subject, the story is embellished with poetic license. The setting is a large hall in central
Cordoba, circa 1150. There are two groups of poets present, both dressed in causal finery. One
group is made up of Jews the other of Muslims. The co-mingled crowd is laughing and speaking
together excitedly, waiting for the event to begin. The event is a weekly poetry contest open to
Hebrew and Arabic speakers alike. The poets will perform their poems to music, with
movement, sometimes with character and costume, culminating in an evening of spoken word as
close to modern-day performance art as was possible in medieval Spain. As the poets sit together
in a room of glorious acoustics and architectural magnificence, waiting for their names to be
called, the language of their congenial and slightly nervous chatter is a hybrid of Judeo-Arabic.
Like Africa’s Pigeon English or Southern California’s Spanglish, Judeo-Arabic is an
invented language only those in this particular community have the capacity to write, speak, and
understand. More than a mixture of Hebrew and Arabic, it is a combination of vowels, breaths,
accents, and consonants and colloquialism that has grown up in this exceptional time and place
as a necessary channel of heightened communication. The poets, who share the goals of literary
excellence, want to win the upcoming poetry contest, but they also want to inspire and challenge
each other’s creativity, and steal each other’s ideas.
An outsider would hardly be able to tell these men apart by the subtleties of dress and
demeanor. The Jews wear a belt that is required by Muslim law, and the two sets of poets each
have specific religious garments such as scarves and head coverings. But even if the hats are
dissimilar they are alike enough in cloth and size to give any outside observer a sense of the
unity of style. An observer from the distant future would hardly be able to tell the difference.
Only the poets and the onlookers in the great hall would know the substantive variances in the
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two groups of poets, and would know the scope of the chasm between them. Widely divergent
religions separate these artists. Laws, rights, and social status all add to the gap between their life
experiences. The Muslims are the ruling class in this part of Spain; the Jews are servants and
have far less freedom and privileges. But in this poetic setting all men are equal in opportunity.
The artistic focus of the night prevails, and everyone is united in his goal: May the best poem
win! Yes, while we imagine this scene we can also envision the shadows. Is there a difference
between a subjected Jew winning against a ruling Muslim, and a Muslim winning against a
subjected Jew? This question leads to an even more worrisome one: does the idealization of
harmonious community mask conflict? Perhaps so, but let me remind myself of the specific
purpose of this study: to look at what worked about this period of history in terms of the
Arab-Jewish relationship in contrast to what know is not working today. I examine the positive
aspects of the period and imagine an ancient co-existence into art. I am not interested in
embellishing the peace, or ignoring the injustice that undoubtedly existed. I only want to be
curious about the cultural exchange that occurred to discover potential tools for current use.
Back to our scene: There are women present. The Arab women may have poems in the
contest but Jewish women do not. The performance of poetry is relegated to men. But women
watch with educated interest, literary opinion, and a true sense of artistic excellence. Some of
them may be secret poets themselves. Let’s imagine that one of the women on the sidelines of
this poetry contest is the Jewish wife of a famous Jewish poet. She is in fact the wife of the poet
that was the controversial instigator of the Judeo-Arabic cultural poetic integration.
The judges enter. Made up of Arabic-speaking Muslims and Hebrew-speaking Jews, the
panel of judges is also dressed in finery and chatting warmly together as they enter the hall. They
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sit in a long row, Jews and Muslims side by side ready to judge the poems on the merit of their
quality regardless of their language and their source.
The rap begins. The poets rise and one by one group-by-group, they astonish the hall with
passion. The poems are about God, the Bible, the Qur’an, faith, death, glory, but they are also
about love, sex, wine, food, horses, flowers, and friendship. The judges are enthralled. They give
point for passion for use of words and vowel sounds and for form and content, even the judges
that don’t speak the language with which the poem is being spoken are able to judge the heart and
the quality of the meter and the sound, of the commitment to its execution, they can sense the
art as well as the energy, the craft as well as the connection to the material. The Jews and
Muslims gathered together in this poetic battle, fight for the top prize with mutual respect and a
sense of awe for the field of this particular war, art as a weapon of peace insures an unusual
result: this is a war everyone wins. Those with the prizes are applauded and carried around on
other’s shoulders, followed by cheering. Those who don’t win one of the nightly prizes are
inspired by the poetic gymnastics and encouraged/challenged to go back home and create an
even more insightful, complex, artful poem for next time. This coexistence is vibrant; art makes
not only tolerance possible, but also curiosity and a kind of awe. Poetry becomes a tool for
peace, and as intellects are stimulated through aesthetic aspiration, a community comes together,
not just in harmony but also in beautiful dissonance that serves poetic peace.
In our imagined scene in Cordoba, the tradition of poetry and spoken word create a
common goal: beauty and a common context, name, creative effort. This ancient tradition,
dating back hundreds of years, offers lessons for the present day. First of all, wars may begin
with action but are maintained and escalated by language. The Tower Of Babel is a biblical myth
of global dysfunction due to the lack of ability to communicate. In the modern day Middle East
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confusion is the stuff of words and in the West misinformation is disseminated through the
mouths of misunderstanding journalists. Even if our imagined scene of poetic peace may seem
far-fetched, it makes sense that poetry has such power. Language itself can instigate war and
inspire peace.
By learning the history of my own people as well as the history of my ancestor’s
enemies, I am able to glean information about how peaceful leadership was successful in the
distant past. These models of creative bravery can serve as inspiration and guidance for
contemporary and future peace builders. Through the engagement in this case study, we have
come to the conclusion that only through acquiring knowledge about history and experimenting
artfully with language and communicating expressively through art will we find the skillful
means to lead peace and creative the positive changes in society that will result in a new era of
co-existence.
Stepping From the Earth Into the Fire
I was challenged to embed the theories and research in my script. It was one of the
hardest assignments I've ever had. Through the work, I am understanding in a deeper way than
ever before how important language is to me and how I am aware of the way it is slipping away
from us in current Western culture with cell phone text message abbreviations, and the lessening
of poetic speech, letter writing, and deep community dialogue and live theater.
I read many books and articles about performative ethnography and the related methods
in the fields of performance studies and anthropology. I also read documents about research and
performance in the field of arts and social justice as they related to the methodology I was
studying. One method of research was to keep an ethnographic journal. I did so and it is chock
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full of discoveries, sketches, notes on reading, and ideas for further research. With the sketches
and the monologues in hand I then built a puppet.

Figure 3.7. Field journal entry, rehearsal process. Photograph by Jessica Litwak.
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I will outline the details of my creative progression in Chapter Five, after sharing the
results of my writing practice in Chapter Four: the script of My Heart is in the East. Here I will
briefly outline the writing process. Based on research about La Convivencia, I explored the
possibility of peace and justice between cultures through the use of poetry and performance. The
performance is a duet and includes large puppets. By exploring the poetic performances of
ancient Andalusia as well as the contemporary conflicts between Arabs and Jews, Women and
Men, East and West that I experienced firsthand in my field work, I wrote a play combining
history and contemporary experience. In an effort to discover the ways performance can be an
instrument of coexistence and social change, and enacting and embodying both history and the
present world, I explored aspects of peace and justice through dramatic, political, and scholarly
eyes. The writing process was intensive. I attempted to strike a balance between historical
accuracy and dramatic action, between a theory of poetic peace building and the need for a good
dramatic structure to have conflict. In the historical piece there is relatively little ethnic conflict,
but still gender conflict. I asked myself if the tension between the man and the woman negated
the premise of historical peace.
My goal is to make a play based on research about Jewish Muslim relations in present
and past contexts and to use it to inspire conversations. The purpose of both the action of the
performance and the event of the dialogue is to look at how I use theatre as a vehicle for social
and personal change. The conversations are just as important as the art.
But the art needs to have its own goals, which includes writing a play that it poetic, pithy,
meaningful, and entertaining, in order to translate theory and historical research into poetry,
imagery, story, and character voices. Another goal is to combine ethnographic field work (the
expression of historical and contemporary moments of art, peace, and justice) through text,
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movement, and imagery and to explore character in new ways by incorporating puppets into
performance, by making a puppet during the performance, and by destroying a puppet in the
performance.
The post performance dialogue will center on various issues including history, peace,
justice, men and women, and performance as a change agent. In the post show discussions I plan
to describe the process of puppet building. I will use the conversations to discover the effect of
the performance on audience members, and to engage in post-show conversations about the
issues raised: pace, justice, freedom, history, gender, and art. The dialogue will raise rich
theoretical discussions about politics and art. I have many questions myself. I wonder about the
quality of the play. If it’s good theatre will it be good theory? If it’s full of theory will it be good
theatre? I wonder about the efficacy of the work. If it’s entertaining will it be meaningful? Will
my story resonate for others? The experiment begins.
After taking off on the flight of my research, diving into the waters of the literature and
trekking across the fields of methodology, I am finally ready to step into the flames of creative
power: the theater itself.
O For A Muse Of Fire…
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Dear Audience
You watch us from the brave dark
Can we offer you a murder or a lark?
A revolution or a love affair?
A girl in a tower with long flowing hair?
What can I give you Brother? Sister?
What can I shout , what can I whisper?
Some song?
A long story of pride
A wide
Desert sky over refugee
Bedouin tribes?
A frozen fairy
A hairy beast turned prince
A spinster with a hobby
Of burying bodies?
War stories with recorded guns
Victims stunned
Perpetrators placated
Until the last scene- then shot?
Hot… sex in an office
With a novice
And a fellow parental
Abusing a power differential?
What do you want from us tonight?
A fight?
A fire? To excite, inspire?
That ain’t what the flyer
Said, it read: “DOCU-DRAMA HISTORICAL
POETICAL FICTION DEPICTING
AN ANCIENT PLACE OF PEACE”
But grease my palm with gold
And I will give you any bold soap opera:
A damsel dressed in harmony
A miser of parsimony
A villain who tells deadly lies
A hero with courageous thighs…
OR, if you will just
Trust us, Sister. BrotherThis play may
Help you
Heal
Each other.
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ACT TWO: The Play’s The Thing*
*The play’s the thing
Wherein I’ll catch the conscience of the king.
Hamlet, Act 2, Scene 2
My Heart Is in the East
Set: A desk with books piled high in a precarious stack. Beside the desk is a
an unfolded newspaper, and a roll of masking tape. Upstage there is a velvet
curtain concealing a museum exhibit. Three puppet stands hold 10 large
puppets. A gun and a shovel hang from one wall.
The play is a duet performed by two actors who take on multiple roles. The
multiple characters with clearly differentiated voices flow in and out of the
two main characters: Miri and Abu. Abu and Aviva have Ancient JudeaArabic accents, Grave Digger sounds contemporary Western Spoken Word
Poet. The slashes / indicate overlaps. The dual dialogue is choral. The
citations are fictitious.
Female Actor
Miri
Aviva
Puppets: Svetlana, Aviva, Alia, Jewish Grandmother and
Granddaughter
Actor Two (Male):
Abu
Abu becomes Grave Digger Akram and Actor
Puppets: Scholar, Hassan, Mais, Akram, Fidya, Young
Man, Arab Mother and Son
As the audience enters music and a series of slides play in a loop. Images of
Ancient Cordoba, Images of Occupied Palestine, Images of Israel, Images of
Iraq. As the lights dim the final slide appears:
My heart is in the East
But the rest of me far in the WestYehuda Halevi (1090)
Lights up on a Researcher (MIRI) sitting at a desk checking references in piles
of books. She picks up a book, as she does so the curtains behind her open on
the Museum exhibit: There sits an Ancient Poet (ABU) in a replica of a room
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from Medieval Cordoba, Andalusia. He is wearing long white robes and a
turban - the dress of a prominent man. He is frozen in tableaux, scribing a
poem. Miri looks out, but as if she is staring at this scene behind her.
Suddenly a paper airplane sails in. It hits the pile of books and they cascade
down on The Researcher's head. Lights shift, the curtain sweeps shut. From
underneath the pile of books she reaches for the paper airplane. Unfolds it.
Reads:
MIRI
Iraq.
She climbs out from under the books. She crumples the paper airplane. She
bunches sheets of newspaper around the crumpled ball and builds a puppet
head around it.
MIRI
The invitation comes on a Tuesday afternoon. Akram, an Iraqi scholar wants
me to judge a Theatre Competition in Basra, to teach workshops in acting, and
puppet building- he has read about my brightly colored puppet heads made of
newspaper that can say things that flesh heads can't, incite justice without
inciting fury. So few U.S. Artists will go to Iraq these days- his voice is so
passionate, and I am drawn inShe stops.
MIRI
Wait. Can I say that? Can I tell this story?
Abu enters.
ABU
You have to tell / the
MIRI
I have to tell the / whole story
ABU
Whole story.
MIRI
I can't finish my book / until I do.
ABU
You can't gain entrance into the other world until you do.
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MIRI
I have to be / careful
ABU
You will have to protect the guilty, embellish the innocent.

MIRI
Change/some things
ABU
Change/names
MIRI
Change names/ or
ABU
No names at all.
MIRI
My name is Miri. I was named for my grandmother Miriam.
ABU
My Grandmother's name was Mariyam.
MIRI
His name is Abu al-Husain / al-Ajiri
ABU
Just Abu.
MIRI
He isn't really here/ He's from a thousand years ago.
ABU
Of course I am here / I am as much here as you.
MIRI
There are some details of the story I can't give you.
ABU
Some parts /of the story will be
MIRI
Some parts will be truth in / fiction
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ABU
Fiction in truth.
MIRI
For your safety and / my own

ABU
And her own.
MIRI
Some parts might be / hard to do.
ABU
Hard to hear.
MIRI
Sorry.
ABU
She begins.
She doesn't know how to begin.
ABU
The visa / for Iraq, has to be quickly…
MIRI
The visa for Iraq has to be quickly arranged. I have 24 hours to decide. I must
be on a plane by Saturday. Akram pleads: "The Occupation killed everything
in my country. Once there was support for the Arts. Now we have to work
hard to bring it back. Miriam, Will you come?" Should I go? Online I am
advised against it.
ABU
"The Department of State warns U.S. Citizens against all travel to Iraq! Given
the ongoing security conditions travel within Iraq remains / dangerous."
MIRI
But I remember a desperate protest the night before George W. Bush gave the
order to bomb Baghdad. On the Los Angeles streets with my children waving
signs at traffic - hoping to bring some last minute sense to the power machine
in Washington, cars honking at us, patriots spitting. At approximately 5:30 am
Iraqi time the bombs begin to fall. Back at home we watch them exploding on
television- small bursts of green light.
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ABU
Are you free from desire, are you selfless and brave?
MIRI
Am I hunting for sainthood before hitting the grave?
ABU
These questions confound you, you get little sleep.
MIRI
I worry, I wonder, what do I believe?
ABU
What do you believe?
MIRI
My mother taught me to fight for justice at all costs. She gave our rent money
to the homeless, my party shoes to the welfare kids next door. VIVA LA
HUELGA! WE SHALL OVERCOME! Would she be proud of me going to
conflict zones where violence has cut a sharp gash into every morning and a
deep trench into every night? Do I have the courage / to try?
ABU
Courage? Generosity?
MIRI
The Call from above? Am I reaching for peace-?
ABU
Or are you looking for love?
MIRI
Love. Right. / That part.
ABU
That part.
MIRI
Phone.
She reaches up to Abu who throws her a cellphone. Lights shift.
MIRI (into the phone)
I LOVE you. I can't wait to see you. I am made a chicken. Listen. I've been
invited to Iraq- What? Wait. What?
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ABU
When your heart is broken you want to kill/ someone.
MIRI (into the phone)
So you're not coming?
ABU
You might also want to roll over on yourself and lay face down in the mud
until your breath / stops.
MIRI (into the phone)
Not tonight? Or not ever?
ABU
Or escape into Books. Articles. Ice Cream. Vodka / Books.
MIRI (into the phone)
What do you mean friends? I don't want to be friends.
ABU
But usually at some stage you want to see someone bleeding.
MIRI (into the phone)
What do you mean "Too much Tzuris"?
ABU
All war comes from the broken heart.
MIRI (into the phone)
Who is Natalie?
ABU
Syria's heart is broken, Palestine's heart is broken. Iraq's/heart
MIRI (into the phone)
Oh my God.
ABU
African slaves got their hearts lynched, the Jews got their hearts gassed, The
American Indians were pierced through their hearts by the arrows of /
colonialismMIRI (into the phone)
You are breaking my heart.
ABU
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The old man in 5F had a heart broken by regret, the teenager in 4C gets her
heart broken every other afternoon, but a woman scornedMIRI (into the phone)
I HATE YOU!
ABU
Is an explosive device.
She throws the phone.
ABU
Your ego's a mess, your confidence shattered.
MIRI
My Mother taught me to duck the incoming blows; sometimes I am too dumb
to miss the hit.
ABU
Might as well risk your life for something that matters.
She looks at him for a moment.
MIRI
You'll have to play the opposition. So that we test the limits of our hypothesis.
He nods. She hands him the Scholar Puppet.
MIRI
I go eastABU
Across time, space, deserts/the red sea
MIRI
Across Central Park to the Metropolitan Museum of Art, upstairs - second
floor, third hallway - The Islamic Wing.
Light shift. The Museum. She stands in front of the closed curtain of the exhibit.
MIRI
I stand in the doorway of an ancient room, a replica of a room in Medieval
Spain. The period is known as La Convivencia. The coexistence. When poetry
made peace possible between Muslims and Jews. This room is my, my hope,
my last chance, the subject of my book. My sanctuary (to audience) Do you
have a sanctuary?
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She touches the curtain. Museum Guard's voice over a microphone:
MUSEUM GUARD
Do not touch the exhibit.
She yanks her hand back.
MIRI
In this room where ancient poets sang, calligraphy lines the walls: Arabic
letters in gold. The voices of the ancient poets are inscribed on every surface. I
can hear them. They speak in Arabic and Hebrew and just for me in Modern
English a language not yet born. I want to dive into that world.
She leans over the partition, half her body behind the curtain, in the room.
Museum Guard's voice over a microphone:
MUSEUM GUARD
BACK AWAY FROM THE EXHIBIT.
She backs up.
MIRI
The ancient poets drank wine. They wrote poems with black ink on paper that
came freshly minted from China.
Abu operates Scholar Puppet who speaks with a British accent.
SCHOLAR PUPPET
Truth is the opposite of imagination, and always starts off as a lie. (Codley,
2005) You are imagining things!
She flinches, but carries on.
MIRI
The candles flicker, the incense is musky. OK. There might not actually be
incense. I may be imagining things.
SCHOLAR PUPPET
A room is not a thesis. A dream is not a theory. Poetry is not summation.
Scholarship is grounded in reality. Be careful, be thorough, be exact (Cunliffe,
A.L., 2011).
MIRI
I am careful, Sir. I am exact. I am trying/ to
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SCHOLAR PUPPET
Trying to what? Write a book? A poem? A puppet show? It gets more far
fetched. "Know your reasons for research, don't waste the Academy's time
with abstract musing" (Littlehall, 2007).

MIRI
I have found a perfect period of history, when Peace was inspired by art. A
moment of history that is largely forgottenSCHOLAR PUPPET
Where is your empirical evidence? "The significance of research is unified by
the researcher's fundamental question- his ambition is to determine the
relationship between phenomena" (Morgan & Smirich 14(4) 647-673). You
have no entry point.
MIRI
I do have an entry point! The Cairo Genizah was a holy graveyard for
medieval Jewish texts. The team of scholars reached fragment T-S NS 143.46
and deciphered its unusual contents - one half of a farewell poem written by
Dunash bin Labrat- the first Jewish poet to incorporate Arabic rhythms into
his poems - it was written to his wife: "Will her love remember his graceful
doe, Her only son in her arms as he parted?" Then the scholars uncovered the
other half of the fragment. "Would he settle now in the land of Spain, if its
prince gave him half his kingdom?" The second half of the page had a barely
legible, heading. To everyone's astonishment, the poem was entitled "A Letter
from Dunash's Wife." The poem was not written by Dunash! It was written by
his wife to him. It was the single example of a Jewish woman's poetry in the
entire Cairo GenizahSCHOLAR PUPPET
No one can discern text on an antique moldy paper fragment with absolute
certainty. (Herbert G., 1917)
MIRI
We can imagine that woman here in this very room.
SCHOLAR PUPPET
True scholarship does not indulge in romance about imaginary people in a
museum! (Me, 2015).
MIRI
My mother told me I would never crack the Academy, never be as smart as
my father.
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Abu puts down the Scholar Puppet.
MIRI
I want to go into the room. I need to go back there.

ABU
Not yet.
MIRI
What am I waiting for?
He hands her the Aviva puppet.
ABU
This is Aviva.
Miri holds her.
ABU
Speak.
She speaks softly as Aviva.
AVIVA PUPPET
We touched peace in this room.
ABU
Her voice was more powerful than that.
She makes Aviva's voice louder:
AVIVA PUPPET
In this room we reached across borders.
ABU
She was stronger than that; she was taller, more...
MIRI
What?
ABU
Real.
AVIVA PUPPET
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IN THIS ROOM, WE CHANGED THE WORLD!
Abu picks up the Scholar Puppet
SCHOLARPUPPET
No female changed anything until 1492 (Daskin, 1947).
AVIVA PUPPET
I am from the ancient past. Despite your 17 books and articles on my century,
I know more about history than you ever will. I live there.
SCHOLAR PUPPET
She should go to the wall and face the heritage she chose.
AVIVA PUPPET
We don't choose our heritage it is gifted / to us.
SCHOLAR PUPPET
She should go to / the wall.
AVIVA PUPPET
She should go to Iraq.
SCHOLAR PUPPET
Iraq is a distraction from/ Chapter 4.
AVIVA PUPPET
Go to Iraq, Miri. Do field work. Be a bridge to peace. Take him with you. The
human puppet.
Miri takes the puppets away. She hands him the shovel.
ABU
What am I?
She adjusts his appearance: tilts his turban, smears dirt on his face, hands him
the gun.
MIRI
Grave Digger. Mercenary. 21st Century. Iraq.
He holds the gun in one hand and the shovel in the other.
ABU
21st Century mercenary gravedigger. The perfect travel companion?
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MIRI
It's what they need.
ABU
Humanitarian Aid: Water, Blankets, Grave Diggers?

MIRI
I'll be digging for the data.
ABU
I'll be digging for the dead.
MIRI
You'll be in your reality I'll be in mine. But I'll know you're there.
She claps. Abu shifts his stance and speaks as a contemporary street poet, in
rhyme.
GRAVE DIGGER
Yo Baby. Lead the way. Show me some corpses. Make my day.
She looks at him. He shrugs, grins. Lights shift.
MIRI
I am at Gate C 63 in the International Terminal at JFK.
GRAVE DIGGER
The spiral of hatred that inspires most war is in every headline, is at every
door
MIRI
I am waiting to board a plane to Paris. If Paris were my final destination this
would be a different story. A romance, perhaps. But I am only going to Paris
to change planes.
GRAVE DIGGER
It can grab us and strike us at one moment's click
And survival statistics would make you all sick
Brain matter, bloodshed, arms, legs, empty eyes
There's nothing romantic in human demise.
MIRI
At the Basra airport I meet my translator and two armed bodyguards in shiny
suits. They look more Italian Mafioso than Arab soldier. I see the bulges of
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guns in their pockets. I meet my Iraqi Host Akram. He is beautiful, deep eyes,
strong arms. In urgent whispers he tells me to conceal my citizenship by not
speaking English in public. The risk of kidnapping is high, and he tells me that
my kidnapping would be for him, extremely inconvenient.
GRAVE DIGGER
Two sides
To every gory
Story
MIRI
He motions
for me to cover my female curves with my shawl and my hair with a
headscarf.
He cautions me most of all always and without question To hide the fact that I
am Jewish.
GRAVE DIGGER
Two sides
To glory
Two sides
To war
Two sides.
Tonight
along my street,
Two more bodiesnew dead meat
Two lives.
One from
each side.
They look about the same age
Two small reports on some newspaper page
They weren't brothers
They shot each otherBoom! Fell in the line
At the same time.
From two sides.
Now these two are ready for worms
But I don't squirm.
Ain't no souls I gotta save
I'm just in the business
Of digging graves.
MIRI
We travel in bulletproof vehicles to my hotel.
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GRAVE DIGGER
The Dead.
Shed
Some respect, Man
MIRI
Every few blocks the car stops, the driver turns on the inside light.
And a man with a rifle or a pistol or a machine gun, sometimes wearing a
mask, leans into the car, asks for identification, the driver shows his ID,
mumbles a nervous salutation, and we are waved through.
GRAVE DIGGER
The Sacred is damned
This war is a scam.
Waste of life.
Strife
Makes everything grey.
No day
Is spared the
dread dark
dance of death.
The mess.
Of lead.
And leather.
Of stormy weather.
MIRI
The Roads are filled with tanks and lined with billboards with photographs of
martyrs and wanted men. Akram says that when the wanted men are caught
and killed their pictures are crossed off with a black spray painted X.
GRAVE DIGGER
Look! He bled out:
His heart scooped from his chest. The rest
Of him is over there. Some hair.
A shoe.
A blue
Piece of shirt.
The worst
Day his mother will know.
One Mom is just 10 minutes from this shooting spree
The other 7,000 miles away in the land of the free.
Two sons. Equal. Dead.
This war is a sore Edge.
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MIRI
Akram is younger than me, but has seen people shot right in front of him. He
had to leave home in the middle of the night and hide for a year in exile. No
one knows who is in charge since Saadam, who is manning the checkpoints:
police or rebels, Shia, or Sunni, rageful or indifferent. There are so many guns
in Iraq that they begin to look like toys.
GRAVE DIGGER
Between this world
and the other one.
The better one,
The nether one,
The shit show,
The limbo,
The up
the down,
the in
the out,
The over.
MIRI
"This is a bad checkpoint," he says, "cover your head, and look down". I don't
know what is "bad" about this particular checkpoint. None of them seem
"good" to me. The gunman gestures at me. I want to tell him I am only here to
make puppets out of newspaper. He takes my passport and walks way. My
bodyguard pulls out his gun and follows. I wonder if I will ever make it back
to New York. Then the bodyguard is running back towards to car "Yellah,
Yellah!" the driver hits the accelerator, the bodyguard jumps into the moving
car, my passport in hand and we speed off to the next checkpoint. Hopefully
it's not a "bad" one.
GRAVE DIGGER
They tell me "get them in the ground by sundown."
Cover them with stone.
No coffins from here are going home.
No tears, no poems, no love, no lust,
Just ashes to ashes and dust to dust.
MIRI
Dust is everywhere, on the streets of Basra. Dust that blows in from the desert,
dust from the perpetual construction that will never be finished, the city is
filled with half built bridges- jutting out, bridges leading nowhere
GRAVE DIGGER
My land
Was the Garden of Eden.
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Fertile crescent of the world.
One of the seven pearls
My land
Has a glorious past
For the last
8,000 years Until
your nation
Wracked our civilization
With occupation
Raided our country, counted your spoils
And floated to victory on a wave of oil.
MY LAND
Dry on the surface, but below the rock
Lies the curse and the blessing of our Sweet Iraq.
The sacred blood for which you duel
Your bank of war, Iraqi fuel.
MY LAND
Is a desert plain, 8 inches of rain
Per year, but don't you fear
We are soaking wet beneath the soil
Who needs rain when you got oil?
Who needs Eden when you got Exxon?
Who needs fertility- fruit, trees, grass
When you got fields and fields of fucking gas?
My LAND.
My poor land.
MIRI
In the hotel hallway after my bodyguard leaves me for the night, I go to the
water fountain in the hall. A man appears out of nowhere. He approaches me
quickly before I can open the door to my room. He grabs me with one hand
and shoves me into the wall. With his other hand he clutches my neck in a
stranglehold. He stops my breath. He leans his mouth to my ear and whispers
one word: "America"
GRAVE DIGGER
America and Iraq
Dog and cat
Night and day
Wrong way, my way
No way
To understand
The chasm between our lands
We all eat, shit, bleed, sleep
But hatred runs too long too deep
No hunger, no blood, no names deceased
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Will make us hear the sounds of peace.
No smiles. No handshakes. No treaties. No truth.
Just eye for eye. And tooth for tooth.
MIRI
The first thing you do is make the puppet's brain. You find a secret or an
image or a memory or a poem, which becomes the core of the brain. As
newspaper and masking tape form the head around it and a face emerges, the
stories come. In my class at Basra University there is one women and 17 men.
She picks up ALIA puppet.
ALIA
My brother beat me because I flirted with a boy outside the mosque. My
virginity is like glass, if it breaks it is not my honor that is ruined, it is me.
MIRI
That sentence is the brain of her puppet. The students pair up and make short
plays. In her play a Male Puppet beats her: "You are a whore!" He bashes her
until the girl and her puppet are on the floor, torn newspaper, tears. She stays
there on the floor for a while. I ask the students if they want to figure out a
different ending. They have different ideas
MIRI
She should
kick him. She should
run away and hide.
She should
do what he says.
She should
stop making him mad
She should
kill him.
She should
pray
to Allah
to save her.
GRAVE DIGGER
I once loved a lady with long legs
and soft breasts
Her brother found out
and he beat her to death
I was not the right man for this woman to marry
No longer a virgin,
she was better off buried
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If I had been Sunni, Shia, Christian, or Rich
Would she lie rotting in the family ditch?
On Fridays I bring a flower to put on her grave...
If I can find one.
ALIA PUPPET
The woman should kiss him on the forehead and her forgiveness will make
him ashamed of himself and he will crawl out with his head bowed.

MIRI
They act out her new version of the story and love trumps rage.
GRAVE DIGGER
"Love trumps rage?"
MIRI
Are you talking to me?
GRAVE DIGGER
Damn right I'm talkin' to you.
MIRI
You are supposed to be in your own reality.
GRAVE DIGGER
Nothing trumps rage, Baby... 'specially not love.
She turns back to the audience.
MIRI
Another workshop I teach is for women in a community center. An older
woman comes in last.
FIDYA PUPPET
Ladies! I am pregnant! I know, I know Habibti, it's hard to believe, You look
at me and you think she's too old- way past childbearing years. But Ladies
Allah wants me to give my husband a baby boy. You know I lost the last nine,
but not this one! My husband is going to marry a second wife - this girl- so
young, so pretty- breaks my heart. I gave him just one daughter nineteen years
ago, If I give him a son, maybe he won't take the new wife, Inshallah. But
Lady Teacher, I have to leave the class before lunch to see the doctor. I can
feel him inside me. My boy.
MIRI
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She returns to the workshop just after lunch.
FIDYA PUPPET
My baby is dead!
MIRI
The other women all begin shouting at once. I bring them into a circle. I ask
Fidya to come into the center. I ask each woman to say one supportive thing.
Every single woman says a variation of the same thought: Inshallah you give
your husband a son. God willing you can make for your husband a baby boy.
Inshallah God saves that baby for your husband. Not one of the women say: I
hope you are OK. Eat some lunch. Take care of yourself. Thank God you have
a daughter. Cherish her. Inshallah your husband is kind to you. The woman
weeps harder in the center of the circle, clutching her belly, rocking back and
forth, tears streaming.
FIDYA PUPPET
I hate my body - I hate my life, I hate my body / I hate my life
MIRI
I want to scream at the women but it isn't my business. This is not my culture.
Not my place to rail with western feminist vigor against "gender power
dynamics". I ask the women to write poems to put inside the brains of
puppets. The pregnant woman writes about the day when her daughter was
lost for three hours during a bombing. She makes a puppet of her daughter. In
her play the other women's puppets join into the story bobbing up and down
with bright and crooked faces. I ask Fidya what she will do when she leaves
the workshop.
FIDYA PUPPET
First thing? I am going to call my daughter.
MIRI
After the workshop, I call my daughter too.
GRAVE DIGGER
I call my daughter too.
MIRI
You have a daughter?
GRAVE DIGGER
Family is family wherever your bed
You want them alive, you don't want them dead
If you've shamed your mother,
Betrayed your brother,
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Left home in a rage, Turned a new page,
You still don't want to wake up one day
To open the letter where the authorities say:
Sorry for your loss, Motherfucker.
She turns back to the audience.
MIRI
While I am in Basra, Barak Obama is re-elected to the presidency. When I
come to the Theatre the next morning everyone greets me with one word:
"Obama!" A famous actress from Bagdad shakes my hand as if it were some
personal victory. She is so beloved in Iraq that every theatre student who
enters bends down on one knee and touches her foot. They don't trust my
president, I try to explain why he is better than the other guy. I get a text
message with excerpts from his acceptance speech. My America loving
translator asks me to read it aloud. Akram spits. "Western hypocrisy!" I burst
into tears. I am sorry. I say. I am so sorry for what my country did to your
country. The actress puts her hand on my arm. "But we love you, Habibti.
You are not a bomb."
GRAVE DIGGER
You are making a big mistake.
MIRI
Stop talking to me.
GRAVE DIGGER
You can't fall in love with these people. They will murder you in your sleep.
MIRI
You have no heart.
GRAVE DIGGER
You gave me a shovel and a gun. If there's no heart it's your fault.
MIRI
I can change that.
GRAVE DIGGER
Too late, I'm printed.
MIRI
I can tear the pages.
GRAVE DIGGER
You'd miss me.
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MIRI
I brought you to Iraq for a specific reason.
GRAVE DIGGER
To protect your research from sentimental oversight?
MIRI
WellGRAVE DIGGER
You brought me here for company. Cause you got your heart broked. And
you needed a Dude to replace the Dude that broked it.
MIRI
I brought you here for entertainment.
GRAVE DIGGER
Rhythm and rhyme?
MIRI
I thought you were going to be amusing, add wit.
GRAVE DIGGER
What use is a witty Grave Digger?
MIRI
More useful than a witless one.
GRAVE DIGGER
Do good do gooder western lady syn drome sin drone dropping your liberal
intentions with infinitesimal dimensions on our heads- but we're still deadThis ain't no safari Baby- This shit is real life, this shit /is She turns back to the audience.
MIRI
We are on a boat. The performers and the judges. A river cruise on the Tigris
River. We are on the very top deck where the young theatre companies have
gathered to take in the view: Saddam's abandoned yacht and palace, the
submerged wrecks along the river, the landscape of palm trees, oil fields
burning, the desert. The Egyptian company of actors begins dancing and
chanting regional folk songs. They are rowdy and proud, waving the Egyptian
flag up and down to the music. They bring the women into the center- we are
a rebellion. We jump and sway, we rock the boat. Suddenly, on the other end
of the deck a group of Iraqi actors began their own chants and dances. A call
and response between the two countries emerges. Competitive, fierce, a
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musical battle. "IRAQ!" "EGYPT!" "EGYPT!" "IRAQ!" Akram is dancing
near me, not touching.
The Grave Digger makes the noise of a police siren, interrupting her.
MIRI
A police boat following us. The music must have alerted the militia. Akram
says the police boat is there because there is one American on board. Me.
The Grave Digger gets louder with the siren she stomps harder
MIRI
The movement is glorious - all I can do is dance. An elderly professor from
The Sudan falls down with glee. I reach down to pick him up Akram pushes
me away "Haram" he whispers. But the professor grasps my arms anyway and
shouts to me over the music: "This is the only way we will unite the worldwith art!"
Lights shift. The Grave Digger whispers fiercely in her ear.
GRAVE DIGGER
That Iraqi guy wants you to sneak a bottle of wine into your hotel room.
MIRI
You are not my conscience.
GRAVE DIGGER
Then you better write yourself one.
MIRI
We are going to work on the book together. Combine our research. He's
interested in the ancient interaction between / our peoples.
GRAVE DIGGER
He's interested in your / ass.
MIRI
He has a PhD from Europe. He is steeped in the stories of Gilgamesh and
Mohammed and the rich history of Iraq. A Muslim man and a Jewish woman
working together on a book about peace is powerful.
GRAVE DIGGER
I see what's going on Baby.
MIRI
Nothing is going on. He's 20 years younger than me.
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GRAVE DIGGER
Lust trumps math.
MIRI
Shut up!
GRAVE DIGGER
When War is near, go steal a beer.
Then grab a person not yet dead
And push her swiftly into bed.
Death will come, no time to think,
Need one last girl and one last drink.
Lick her thighs, and kiss her breasts
Pleasure her hard in the minutes left.
And when it's done tell her: "Depart!"
Cover your ears to her breaking heart.
As she protests, with fervent crying,
Say: "Love you, Baby!"
She knows you're lying.
MIRI
The Grave Digger's lines are cut. From now on he is silent.
GRAVE DIGGER
You are marginalizing me!
MIRI
Marginalizing you? I wrote you.
GRAVE DIGGER
What gave you the right to write me?
MIRI
I am a bridge to peace. I am a bridge.
GRAVE DIGGER
Look around you, Girl. All the bridges here are broken.
She turns to the audience.
MIRI
I do smuggle wine into my hotel room. Do you want to hear this part?
GRAVE DIGGER
It's about sex, / folks.
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MIRI
No, it's / not.
GRAVE DIGGER
In a war zone / 6,000 miles from her home
MIRI
6,000 miles from her home/ in semi darkness
GRAVE DIGGER
In a hotel room secured by armed guards, at the center of a storm of
international fury/ as the oil fields burn,
MIRI
As the oil fields burn, and the voices of protest are locked away, and the sky
is brown with dust, / and the artists are fighting for resurgence
GRAVE DIGGER
And the artists are fighting for resurgence, as the censored news blares a
limited freedom of information, as injustice persists, and pride/and suspicion
MIRI
And suspicion.
As huge amounts of cash slip from palm to palm,
as children throw stones at stray cats by a river of garbage,
as hunger prevails while downstairs in the hotel restaurant plates of food are
scraped into pails of refuse,
as the bright eyes of the women shine over covered faces,
and men hug each other, and people laugh,
and ancient tensions are re-kindled,
as a world away a president is re-elected,
and bombs go off in the north
and the globe reels from posttraumatic stress that stretches back past the
towers, past Al Qaeda, past Mohammed and Innana and Sumeria back all the
way to the first exploding atom that birthed the cells of human war/
Here in this tiny place,
GRAVE DIGGER
Here in this tiny place,
as all that swirls around her,
in the middle of/ everything and nothing,
MIRI
Everything and nothing
in this invisible,
replicated,
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yet never before seen room
that could be Verona, or Hades, or Hiroshima,/
the women relents
GRAVE DIGGER
the women relents. And allows the man to reach up and stroke her hair.
MIRI
She watches as he unbuttons the white shell buttons on her polka dot blouse.
Wow, he says.
He has seen people shot right in front of him.
Now he sees her.
His fingers burn her skin.
She takes his thick black hair in her fists, and
kisses him with the weight of both their civilizations,
the way women have kissed men for centuries,
the way no woman has kissed before.
She kisses him beyond age and beyond culture, her story so far from his own.
He whispers- This is the only way we will unite the world- with sex!
Afterwards they tell stories from childhood, as lovers do, him waiting in razor
straight motionless lines for Saddam's inspection, her lifting her drunken
mother from the pavement. They comfort each other in liminal hotel bed
space as if it were a floating planet. They know nothing can happen for them
in time or space outside of this hotel room.
Nowhere and no one can ever witness or nurture this connection.
Hands cannot be held in cafes or movie theatres, families cannot be met or
birthdays celebrated
But in this bed, full of blood and fire she feels
Alive.
He will shower and return to the world and the God and the women and the
path that is allowed him.
She will gather herself and fly back to the free world and take up where she
left off,
And no one, not even the hotel staff cleaning up the illegal wine bottle and the
soiled sheets will ever imagine what has occurred between them.
Like the uncertainty principle only the observers will be able to prove its
existence.
But it will flower in her,
and cause her to devote a large part of her work and life to the enrichment and
salvation of his country.
His country that was ravaged by hers.
Like Lavinia was ravaged in Titus Andronicus, like she was ravaged here
tonight, willingly, by him.
This sex is not faceless, or nameless.
It is political and religious and important.
It will shift in some small-unseen way, the fabric of international peace.
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It is Resonant, and
Shattering,
And Brave.
Beat. Grave Digger applauds slowly.
MIRI
There are 9 checkpoints on the way to the airport. At 4 of them I receive a full
body search. At one checkpoint 5 miles from the airport my bodyguards leave
me, and my translator who salutes me American style. I say goodbye to
Akram. The Sudanese theatre company is taking the same flight back to
Dubai. The elderly professor sits next to me on the plane. "We knew you were
Jewish" he says out of nowhere. "It's your nose that gives you away." He is
headed home to Khartoum, to a religious war where his family's future is
uncertain, but when the plane lifts off Iraqi soil he clutches my arm and cries:
"We are free!" In his country, he tells me, at least a woman is allowed to pick
an old man up if he falls. In the Dubai, airport I take off my headscarf, buy a
glass of champagne and drink it out in the open. The more I drink the wiser I
become. I come up with solutions for all the problems- war-peace, manwoman, East- West, America-Iraq. When I board the plane I have a list of
resolutions to pass on to the State Department. By the time I land at JFK, I
have forgotten what they were.
Lights shift.
MIRI
Back in New York in the cab from the airport, My heart is still in the east. I go
straight to the museum. Upstairs to the second floor and down the third
hallway - the Islamic Wing. My room.
She leans into the exhibit. A voice over a Microphone:
MUSEUM GUARD
STEP AWAY, LADY. DON'T TOUCH THE EXHIBIT!
MIRI
I want to go back there. (She asks audience) If you could go back to a time in
history where would you go?
Abu takes the Scholar Puppet.
SCHOLAR PUPPET
DID you ACCOMPLISH nothing in Iraq?
MIRI
I accomplished things.
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SCHOLAR PUPPET
Rational accomplishments?
MIRI
Relational accomplishments.
SCHOLAR PUPPET
Research is not therapy, it is not a narcissistic display of emotion (Pelias,
2009)!
MIRI
Pelias was mocking the rigidity of the academy. You've taken his words out of
context.
SCHOLAR PUPPET
You never change things by fighting the existing reality. To change
something, build a new model that makes the existing model obsolete (Fuller,
1932).
MIRI
Outsiders challenge the academy only to become the new academy (Reed,
2003) I have decided to write the book with an Iraqi Scholar. We are going to
work across 6,000 miles via Skype.
SCHOLAR PUPPET
Does HE reference HIS research? Is HE is a real scholar? Does HE succeed?
According to the Zeigarnik effect some people are drawn to uncompleted
tasks, the flaw is present in a person's cognition (Van Bergen, 1968).
MIRI
One of the great things about books is sometimes there are some fantastic
pictures (George W Bush, 2000).
SCHOLAR PUPPET
Are you a scholar or a smart ass? Grow up. Plans are more useful than ideas
(Minow, 2003).
MIRI
The lack of ideas can cause disease (Vonnegut, 2005).
SCHOLAR PUPPET
Science and technology are crucial to the health of any democracy (Nussbaum
p. 11-13).
MIRI
We seem to be forgetting about the soul (Nussbaum p. 11-13).
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SCHOLAR PUPPET
There are four kinds of corruption: fear, desire, spite, and ignorance (Suu,
2009).
MIRI
I just came here to look at my room.
SCHOLAR PUPPET
The notion that each person can internalize the costs of their own actions is
misleading (Young, 2010). It's time you talk about the wall.
MIRI
The Poetic Revolution in Medieval Spain must be recounted. So we can learn
how imagine peace... (Carson, 1998).
SCHOLAR PUPPET
Realistically speaking, the ongoing conflict between Arabs and Jews is
untenable and insoluble (Horris, 2014).
MIRI
La Convivencia means "Living together in harmony."
SCHOLAR PUPPET
Let's not get carried away.
MIRI
Why not? Why shouldn't we get carried away? Who says true scholarship
shouldn't ignite deep feeling?
SCHOLAR PUPPET
No one will ever take you seriously!
She picks up the Aviva Puppet.
AVIVA PUPPET
Don't listen/ to him.
SCHOLAR PUPPET
You should talk about being a Jew. Or not being a Jew. You should be talking
about the wall. Go to /the wall.
AVIVA PUPPET
Go where your heart takes you.
SCHOLAR PUPPET
What good will HER HEART do The Academy?
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AVIVA PUPPET
What good WILL the academy do HER HEART?
SCHOLAR PUPPET
THE ACADEMY DOES NOT EXIST FOR HER HEART.
AVIVA PUPPET
HER HEART DOES NOT EXIST FOR THE ACADEMY.
SCHOLAR PUPPET
WITHOUT THE ACADEMY SHE HAS NOTHING!
Miri puts the Aviva puppet down.
MIRI
OK. I want to go into the room now.
Abu puts the Scholar Puppet down.
ABU
Not yet.
MIRI
Please. I need to get out of the 21st century. Present tense is not my expertise.
A paper airplane sails in. Miri opens the airplane.
MIRI
Beirut.
Lights shift.
GRAVE DIGGER
JFK- Frankfurt. Frankfurt to Beirut. Protect yourself, Baby. This Danger?
Ain't cute.
MIRI
This danger. We are meeting in Beirut because it's the safest place to work. He
can't get a visa to the west, and now Iraq- The Skype sessions have gotten
complicated. The research skewed by his frequent requests for me to take off
my shirt. I nag him about pages. He wants to show me how he is learning to
play the guitar. I want to accomplish rational things. He is pressured by a life I
can never experience. He has seen friends shot in front of him. I have raised
children alone in Suburbia. He wants to dictate his stories and have me type
them. We've got to work faster. I insist on separate hotel rooms when we get
to Beirut. We do not understand each other... A colleague sends me a book
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called "How To Talk To Arab Men." People suggest that I cancel the trip. But
the book must be written. This collaboration is essential. Isn't it? An Egyptian
woman is sitting next to me on the plane. Usually on long trips I try to avoid
chitchat.
Abu picks up the Mais Puppet.
MAIS PUPPET
I think I might have cancer.
MIRI
OY.
MAIS PUPPET
My mother died of cancer.
MIRI
So did mine.
MAIS PUPPET
How did you honor her?
MIRI
Bob Dylan and a fifth of gin.
MAIS PUPPET
The week my mother died the uprising exploded around us. Her death was the
worst thing in the world for me. But one morning I just went down to Tahrir
Square and the revolution saved my life. We have a saying in my country:
when the mother dies, the motherland takes over. I would do anything for
Egypt. For the pyramids that are embedded in our cells, the music deep in the
lobes of our brains, the rage in our upraised fists. The Goddess Isis. The
sacred alligator. The Nile. I'm Egyptian, Lady. What's your superpower?
MIRI
For the rest of the flight, I think about her down to the square to change the
world. I wish I had a motherland. I wish I had a superpower. When I get to
Beirut, Akram is pretty pissed off.
She looks at the Grave Digger.
MIRI
Be Him.
GRAVE DIGGER
I don't want to be him.
MIRI
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I have to do this part.
GRAVE DIGGER
No you don't.
MIRI
The whole story, remember?
GRAVE DIGGER
Do it alone.
She grabs his shovel sticks it up the back of his shirt operating him like a
puppet.
MIRI
He walks in front of me on the streets, very fast through the crowds. BE HIM.
He resists. She is rough. He goes limp.
MIRI
"Hurry up". Say it.
Lights shift. The Grave Digger becomes Akram. He walks quickly. She follows
him.
AKRAM
Hurry up!
MIRI
Can you please slow down?
AKRAM
No.
MIRI
Where are we going?
AKRAM
None of your business. I'll tell you when I'm ready.
MIRI
Why are you walking so far in front of me?
AKRAM
Is something wrong with you?
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MIRI
No.
AKRAM
Then be quiet and walk.
MIRI
I want to go back to the hotel. We stop in front of a liquor store
AKRAM
Buy some vodka.
MIRI
He is free to drink here.
AKRAM
HURRY UP.
MIRI
I lock the door to my hotel room. There is a knock. I don't want to answer it.
He knocks harder. For international peace, I open the door... He comes into
my room in his robe. What are you doing?
AKRAM
I need to use the computer. E-mail my brother.
MIRI
He turns on my computer to a porn site - women getting it up the ass
AKRAM
I want to have a threesome with two western women but the women have to
be young - not old like you
MIRI
I don't know how far cultural diplomacy is supposed to go, but I don't think
it's my job to arrange this. I slam the computer shut.
He grabs her by the hair, shoves her against the wall. He pounds against her
from behind.
AKRAM
Do you like this?
MIRI
No.
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AKRAM
You want me to stop?
MIRI
You are hurting me!
AKRAM
Good, you bossy Western bitch!
He throws her on the ground. The Grave Digger shakes off Akram and sits with
his head buried in his arms. Acting this out has disturbed him.

MIRI
I lay there long into the night, my tights around my knees. My mother would
say this was my fault. All I can think about are the Eastern European girls. He
told me that every year, thousands of young women are lured to Beirut to work
in super nightclubs in the basements of hotels, young pale girls dance in
their underwear all night long. But during their "lunch break" from 1 PM to 7
PM the girls are prostitutes. I find a Lebanese newspaper on the dresser. From
my suitcase I take out the masking tape. Svetlana.
She works on the puppet head as she speaks.
SVETLANA
Jad call me over- he sits on yellow couch
The one he calls "gold"
in the basement of this hotel in Lebanon, Beirut.
"Svetlana man waiting outside!"
Jad is Owner of this
super
night
club
Jad is stale cigarette smoke and
Girl perfume.
Jad is lying.
All around him
Mirrors
smeared and cracked
all around him,
girls
torn and broken
but lipstick always bright.
Girls kissing his cheek.
Girls handing him money.
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Girls missing their mothers.
The NOTE BOOK is next to Jad
one by one we sign our names
Svetlana Lina Raina Anca
We are from Russia, Poland or like me Ukraine.
Imported by Jad
General Security grant "artist visa"
Any woman who is "dancer" For super nightclub is signing her visa "artist",
She approved by Directorate of General Security.
Her passport is take away until contract is over.
Jad tell us we going to work Lebanon Disco job make money be free. I think
here I can be painter, listen music, eat three times every day.
It was at my Aunt's friend's house, When Jad's men comes.
They touching me on my breasts under my dress.
I see on the other side of room, an open window. God please make me fly!
Then I run to the open window
And jump. Three floors to the sidewalk.
I woke up in Beirut with fractured legs and seven men waiting to fuck me.
Now I walk with limp. But Jad say some men prefer that. I hate when
someone choose me. I feel like I'm a soup can in market. When I was a little
girl I always wanted to grow up to be an artist. But now I find out- Artist just
another word for prostitute.
MIRI
I can't go on.
SVETLANA
You'll go on. Svetlana fucked in the ass every day of life. Get up. Stiff your
lip.
Miri stands. She sees the Grave Digger huddled in the corner.
MIRI
Look, I'm sorry I made you do that.
He ignores her. She turns to the audience.
MIRI
Sorry.
She turns back to the Grave Digger.
MIRI
Say something.
GRAVE DIGGER
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All of my corpses make a final appeal
With the personal items their pockets reveal.
Things they carried: the prayer beads, the cash.
The memories cherished - the photographs.
MIRI
What are the things you remember?
He takes a small photo out of his pocket. He hands it to her.
GRAVE DIGGER
Mama and me. Hot tea.
Late September rain trying to kill snails with my train.
She chides
"Careful child not so wild That train is not a tank a tank is not an answer.
Go peaceful boy - don't commit murder with your toy
Even a snail has a right to live
Give
More time to your homework: readLead us to a better time,
Do your rhymesTurn the clock
Back to sacred days of old Iraq.
These are the things I remember:
Her eyes turning red at the list of dead
Every day an uncle or cousin or friend
Seemed to meet his bloody end.
Don't go to war Son she'd say every day don't fight, write.
Don't kill - fill
Your head with poems
Make your own world. Kiss girls.
Don't make your life a prison
Now rest my boy and listen...
He picks up Arab Mother and Son Puppets.
ARAB MOTHER (singing)
Yalla tnam Rima, yalla yijeeha elnoum
Miri picks up Jewish Mother and Daughter puppets.
JEWISH MOTHER (singing)
Oseh shalom bimromav ARAB MOTHER (simultaneous)
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Yalla tnam Rima,
yalla yijeeha elnoum
Rima elhinda'a
Sha'ra aswad we mna'a
Willi yehibbek bibusek
Willi baghadek shu bitla'a
Yall tnam.........yalla tnam
JEWISH MOTHER (simultaneous)
Oseh shalom bimromav
Hu ya'aseh shalom aleinu
V'al kol Yisrael
V'al kol V'imru, amen.
Oseh shalom,
Oseh shalom
V'al kol Yisrael
He throws down the puppets, hoists his gun and fires interrupting the lullaby.

GRAVE DIGGER
Mama (He fires) Mama (He fires) Mama (He fires) Maaaammmaaa!
These are the things I remember:
The police came.
Night made the sky the color of her hair.
She was never not ever not never coming home.
Bullet through the evening mist.
Had to add Mama to the list.
She was my sun.
So I picked up this shovel and this gun.
I got no souls no more to save.
I'm just in the business of digging graves.
Pause. Miri turns to audience.
MIRI
Do you miss your mother?
The Grave Digger looks up at her.
MIRI
Christmas Eve. 1968. Martin Luther King died that year, Bobby Kennedy died
and they decided to cheer up the country by flying around the moon on
Christmas Eve. I was excited because they were going to broadcast a message
from space. But my mother was having a party and the T.V. was off.
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Everyone was tripping on Acid. She said the space flight was CAPITALISTREPUBLICAN-BULLSHIT- how can they spend money on the moon when
there is injustice and poverty and Vietnam? I pretended to be in Cape
Canaveral on a head set. I turned on the radio really loud to cover the sounds
of the party "TAKE ANOTHER LITTLE PIECE OF MY HEART NOW
BABY!"- "From THE COMMANDER AND crew of Apollo 8, God bless all
of you on the good Earth." My mother slapped me across the face and
knocked the radio to the floor. "GROW UP YOU BOSSY BRAT!".I went to
my bedroom. I wanted to see the moon near where the astronauts were. I
leaned out the window but I couldn't see anything through the fog. (she hums
the Jewish lullaby) Then I knew. It wasn't the moon I was after. All I really
wanted in the whole wide world was my mother. I decided to wait for her. I
decided to never grow up.
Pause.
MIRI
I need you.

GRAVE DIGGER
You don't need / me.
MIRI
I need a friend.
GRAVE DIGGER
Ain't no artist, no activist, no scholar, I'm
a mercenary Digger, pure blue collar. I
bury the hater, I bury the lover.
You got corpse, Baby, I got shovel.
MIRI
I gave you a mother and a backstory, I can give you a different job.
GRAVE DIGGER
That would ruin the fucking story.
MIRI
Watch your language!
GRAVE DIGGER
You watch my language!
MIRI
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OK.
GRAVE DIGGER
You gonna talk about that Wall?
A paper airplane sails in. She unfolds it. Reads silently. Looks at the Grave
Digger. Lights shift.
MIRI
All my life I have wanted and not wanted to go to the place my Grandparents
called The Promised Land. IPause: She gets stuck.
GRAVE DIGGER
Ironically when she first/ travels to Israel
MIRI
When I first travel to Israel I am on my way to Palestine. To teach and
perform in the Jenin refugee camp. I have aPause: She gets stuck.
GRAVE DIGGER
She has a brand new/passport
MIRI
I have a brand new second passport, issued at a steep price by the U.S.
Government for "special circumstances". My regular one, stamped with Iraq,
Lebanon, Egypt, may cause problems here, also once Israel stamps my
passport those other countries won't want me back. So, although I am
traveling without a superpower, I am armed with a virgin passport for The
Holy Land.
Pause: She gets stuck.
GRAVE DIGGER
When she lands/ in Tel Aviv
MIRI
When I land in Tel Aviv, the lady at the border patrol asks me why I've come
to Israel - Do I tell her I have come to combat the occupation- with something
so dangerous I've had to sneak it on the plane: a weapon of peace and
freedom: the theatre? I tell her I am on holiday.
Abu picks up the Young Man puppet
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MIRI
We build puppets all over the West Bank and the stories keep coming The
night the Israeli army took my father When the Israeli army took my son The
day the Israeli army took my husband my brother- My first workshop is in the
refugee camp.
YOUNG MAN PUPPET
All I can say is, if I had met you five years ago I would have killed you.
Because when the Israeli army came to arrest me, my 8 year-old sister
answered the door. They shot her in the face. But now I am older and I know
not all Jews would kill your sister.
MIRI
He had just been released from an Israeli prison. But he can't remember
anything about the cell where he lived for 18 months. Do you remember
anything at all?
YOUNG MAN PUPPET
One thing, An insect. A black beetle. I trapped him under a plastic jar and kept
him there to be my friend. I talked to him for nearly a week before he died. I
even shared crumbs from my bread with him. But he didn't make it. I've never
told anyone this. I ... Named him... Ali.
MIRI
Let's try something. You want to try something?
Let's imagine. OK? Let's Imagine you are the bug. He moves slowly down
the corridor of his imagination until he is inside the beetle. What do you see as
Ali?
YOUNG MAN PUPPET
A crack in the wall... bars on the window...grey mattress, the hole in the floor,
the man, my friend. Oh God...
MIRI
Are you OK?
YOUNG MAN PUPPET
Yes... whatever happens….it's better to see.
Grave Digger puts down Young Man Puppet.
MIRI
I work with a Palestinian actor in Haifa. His director has shot at close range by
a masked gunman right in front of the theatre in broad daylight. The director
had saved this actor from the rubble made by Israeli bombs in the refugee
camp where he grew up. He got the actor to walk on stilts and play Hamlet.
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The actor says whenever he's on stage he can still hear the director giving him
notes.
GRAVE DIGGER
I hear them all, every word, every ghost,
The youngest voices haunt me the most.
The one that dies crying alone in the night
The one that dies lying to the face of his wife
I hear every hope dripping on, every loss
The souls leaking out as their limbs gather moss
I hear these guys in their new dirt bed
As I'll hear each of you, my dear future dead.
MIRI
The night I meet the actor he tries to kiss me.
She takes the Grave Digger's shovel and he becomes the Actor.
ACTOR
I love you
MIRI
No you don't

ACTOR
I like you a lot.
MIRI
There is something I should tell you.
Actor
You are married?
MIRI
No.
ACTOR
You are a Lesbian?
MIRI
Not usually.
ACTOR
You're not Jewish.
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MIRI
I am.
Pause. He considers.
ACTOR
When flag waving is outlawed by the Israeli government, Palestinian youth
carry watermelons and smash them on the ground. A broken watermelon is
red and black and green-The colors of the Palestinian flag.
MIRI
Wow.
ACTOR
I am saying sometimes we have to improvise. You're sexy. I will overlook the
rest. Wednesday morning be at the Jallemeh checkpoint outside of Jenin.
Walk across the checkpoint, meet me on the other side. I will take you to the
sea.
MIRI
After weeks in the desert, I am longing for the sea. In Palestine it is a constant
dream. Most Palestinians in the West Bank have never been to the sea. Some
can see it from their homes, but they aren't allowed to travel to the Israeli
beach. A woman I met spent every Sunday sneaking Palestinian woman
through the checkpoints to swim at the seashore. She said it was hard to get
them back at the end of the day, they had touched the sea for the first time. On
Wednesday when I get to the checkpoint to meet the Actor - the walk through
has been closed. I text my friend on the other side.
ACTOR
It could take all day for those assholes to open the checkpoint.
MIRI
The soldiers tell him he is allowed to drive through to pick me up. He drives
about 100 feet to where I am standing. I get into the car. We head to the gate.
They stop us.
ACTOR
Tell them you are American.
MIRI
I wave my new clean Passport in the soldier's face "I am an American Jew!"
She laughs at me. She is about 19 or 20, the same age as my daughter. "Get
out of the car, Lady." She opens the door, pulls me out by one arm. They
make us empty the car and put everything into a grocery cart, - they search our
belongings. A long tube is inserted into the car- gas is pumped in, a method
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for finding explosives. The young woman soldier starts searching me roughly.
"What are you doing?" "I'd do this to my own mother. If she was with him"
"THEN Your Mother must be very ashamed / of you!"
ACTOR
Oh shit.
MIRI
In my little checkpoint cell, my imagination takes off- just because it is
forbidden, I begin to fancy us - the Palestinian actor and me- as brave crosscultural allies - lovers for peace. Then I hear the Grave Digger's voice in my
head: Maybe that Dude who broke your heart on the phone / Is driving you
away from your research at home / Maybe this hunger for lust, love and pain/
is distracting your focus from Medieval Spain…
She stands. Lights shift. She hands the Grave Digger back his shovel. He stops
playing the Actor.
MIRI
That's enough of that.
GRAVE DIGGER
Eventually you will require an appropriate place to put your love.
MIRI
I have you.
GRAVE DIGGER
I am a figment. Besides I thought you wanted to edit me out.
MIRI
You've grown on me.
GRAVE DIGGER
Talk about the wall.
MIRI
The Israeli- West Bank Wall is built along the green line. When completed it
will be 430 miles long. The Israeli's call it a Security Barrier. Tohmat Ha
Hafrada. The Palestinian's call it Jidar al-fasl al-'unsuri: the wall of apartheid.
We walk from the village of Beit Jala to the village of Battir. We practise
theatre in prehistoric caves along the trail. We meet up with an agricultural
activist who teaches us about /Battir.
The Grave Digger picks up the Hassan Puppet
HASSAN PUPPET
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Battir is built on steep slopes the gardens nourished by underground springs.
Grapes, olives, figs, apricots, pears, peaches, vegetables. We are entreating
UNESCO to protect this land. The Separation Wall will cut through farms.
Wipe out trees, irrigation systems. The wall will cause irreversible/
destruction.
MIRI
Destruction.
He puts the puppet down. Lights shift.
GRAVE DIGGER
In my line of work, with the long days of quiet
I wonder while digging why life is so violent
Why women and men hate, maim and slaughter
When all that they want is love, meat and water
Without the leaders of power and greed
That lead us to fight for the things we don't need
People at root are basically good
At least digging graves, that's what I've understood.
MIRI
That's Nice.
GRAVE DIGGER
"Nice?"
MIRI
Humane. Beneficent. Kind.
GRAVE DIGGER
What use is a kind Grave Digger?
MIRI
More useful than an unkind one.
GRAVE DIGGER
The wall.
Pause.
GRAVE DIGGER
The wall is a surprise.
MIRI
The Wall is a surprise. It's surprise because it isn't.
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Because you've heard about it since you were a girl.
Because it's an icon and a sermon and a cliché.
You make your journey there because you have to, it's your heritage.
And you cover your arms and you write the secret note and stuff it in the
cracks and you walk backwards away from it in respect.
It's just bricks. It's just a wall.
And walls make you angry. Especially in Israel.
And this wall is maddening because the women are sequestered on one side.
Away from the Torah and the tallit, and the bar mitzvah boys. The mothers
and sisters and aunts stand on chairs and look longingly, hungrily over the
partition.
Just a wall with cracks filled with prayers.
Light stones with trees growing through crevices.
But still it surprises you.
When you try to get into the breathtakingly beautiful mosaic golden dome of
the mount, the man outside says "No. Just for Muslims"
You go back to the wall. Your wall.
The wall you somehow inherited.
Because your grandparents were Jewish. Because you are. You chose to be.
Since you were little. It's how you raised your children.
You go to shul, right? On the occasional Friday night.
You cry when the rabbi sings. You fast on the holiday.
You throw bread in the river. You doven, atone.
But here you are conflicted.
You teach a workshop in Tel Aviv and it hits you as you address the room full
of students, that every single one of them is Jewish. That thought surprisingly
fills you with strange comfort.
And when you cross over to the other side your friends in Palestine call Israel
"48", and tell you if you believe in them you won't go back.
You don't quite understand why but it pains you.
How you can feel two things at once? You aren't supposed to love Israel. You
have seen the violence for yourselfThe Settlers when they can't kill Palestinians kill olive trees. But still you go
to Yad Vashem.
You look at the box car. And the children's memorial. Where the names of
dead children are read in endless succession To the light of one million
candles.
So simple. So dumbfounding. So true.
GRAVE DIGGER
Both sides
You wanna cry for
Both sides
You gonna buy
Guns for
Both sides
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They expire
Both sides
They are liars
Both sides
They have kids
Both Sides
They are kids
Both Sides
You watch them bleeding
Both sides
Speeding
Towards death
Both sides
Ain't no dreaming, just scheming, leaning
Towards dark,
No spark
Of hope to cope with dopes
Who sit in offices, point guns at maps:
THERE, kill that, Spill that,
Grill that hill, Bill
With your Mohammed, your Moses, your Christ
Your Improvised Explosive Device
Far Wide...
Both Sides.
Lights shift.
MIRI
I make it through checkpoints and airport security with a puppet head under
one arm. In the cab on the way from JFK I hear myself crying. The taxi driver
offers me a tissue. Shukran, I say. He smiles. An Arab immigrant, he thinks I
am being friendly. Actually, I just forgot where I was. Museum. Second Floor.
Islamic Wing. Incense.
She leans even further in. Voice over a microphone:
MUSEUM GUARD
BACK UP LADY OR I'LL CALL SECURITY!
She backs off a bit.
MIRI
I need to go in thereAbu enters behind her, with Scholar Puppet.
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SCHOLAR PUPPET
WHAT ARE YOUR FINDINGS?
MIRI
Shit!
SCHOLAR PUPPET
Your findings are shit?
MIRI
My findings changed my life.
SCHOLAR PUPPET
Evidence?
She taps on her heart.
SCHOLAR PUPPET
Absurdity! What about the Iraqi Scholar? What does he think?
MIRI
Actually, I am going to write the book by myself.
SCHOLAR PUPPET
Why?
MIRI
He wasn’t….collaborating.
SCHOLAR PUPPET
You have failed! FAILED!
MIRI
I HAVE NOT FAILED! I AM ENOUGH! I AM SMART! AND THIS IS MY
STORY, ASSHOLE!
Miri punches the Scholar Puppet until his head breaks.
ABU
Whoa.
MIRI
I'm ready! Let's get out of here! Let's escape this shit hole of a modern world.
Mass greed, injustice, arrogance, endangered animals, loss of humanity,
Scarred Land. Let's go back - back there- into our own deep history. We've
earned it, right? Let's go. Into this ancient room. Back past fascism, genocide,
television, frozen food, the industrial revolution, plague. Back. One thousand
years. September 10th, 1015*. Come. Come with me...
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She dives behind the curtain into the exhibit of the ancient room. A loud alarm goes off. The
Grave Digger waits a few moments, then finally, dives in after her. Blackout. Sounds of ancient
voices speaking in Hebrew and Arabic.
*Use with the exact date: 1,000 years from the performance.
She dives behind the curtain into the exhibit of the ancient room. A loud alarm goes off. The
Grave Digger waits a few moments, then finally, dives in after her.
Blackout. Sounds of ancient voices speaking in Hebrew and Arabic.
*Use with the exact date: 1,000 years from the performance.
ACT TWO
The curtain has been pulled back and the space transformed - we are inside the exhibit in the
museum: a room in Ancient Cordoba, Andalusia one thousand years ago. ABU is alone in the
room, writing or trying to write. AVIVA enters dressed in the ancient garb of a Jewish serving
woman, carrying a tea pot. He hides in the shadows watching as she cleans the room while
composing the lines of a poem.

AVIVA
Wine party full swing.
Poets fling
Homonyms, capturing rhymes
Poems about women, poems about wine
Outsmarting the bold,
Out-braving the lofty.
Then CRASH
Sudden cold
Scattered Shattered
Shards of gold
Glass
The mood is dashed
The lively crowd
Stunned to silence
As the old man points to the source of
Violence
One among them
Broken, unspoken
On the floor
As liquid billows
A dark red flood
Glazing golden pillows
His blood?
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His Tears?
His Wine?
He moansThe shock?
The cut?
His mind?
The Poet cries,
Eyes on fire
As candle flames
Held to his nose
Expose
The trembling rhythm
Twisted half smile fleeting
Beating
Up then down then up
The grip of some small hope still wet
On open lips
That cannot forget
The pain
Of the
Forbidden woman
He just left
Bleeding
In the rain.
Abu steps out of the shadows. Not seeing, Aviva backs into him - she turns, sees
him, screams. He puts his hand over mouth. They stare at each other. He
releases her. She bows, quickly brings a bowl and water, kneels. He sits in front
of her. She pours water over his hands.
ABU
What was that?
AVIVA
Sir?
ABU
You heard me.
AVIVA
It was nothing.
ABU
It was not nothing, It was indeed something.
AVIVA
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You speak Hebrew.
ABU
You speak Arabic.
AVIVA
Of course I speak Arabic.
ABU
But you are not Muslim.
AVIVA
No.
ABU
And you are not Christian.
AVIVA
No, Sir.
ABU
Let me see your feet.
She pulls up her long skirt revealing shoes of two different colors. He nods. She
drops her hem.
ABU
I hate that law.
AVIVA
You are not alone.
ABU
Clown shoes to keep you in your place.
AVIVA
We rise above our shoes.
He chuckles.
ABU
I have seen you before.
AVIVA
No you haven't.
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ABU
You look familiar to me.
AVIVA
We all look the same.
ABU
Who all look the same? All Jews? All Serving women? All poets?
AVIVA
I am not a poet.
ABU
I must say I have never heard a woman utter anything like that strange meter I
just overheard. But let's not pretend it didn't happen.
AVIVA
Tea, Sir?
She serves him tea.
ABU
Was that story in your poem from your own life?
AVIVA
What?
ABU
That love affair - the blood and the rain?
AVIVA
I don't know what/ you mean.
ABU
Are you the forbidden woman?
AVIVA
Would you like some bread with your tea?

ABU
Are you married?
AVIVA
Or cake?
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ABU
I asked you a question.
AVIVA
Yes.
ABU
Children?
AVIVA
A son.
ABU
Where are your husband and your son?
AVIVA
My son is at work. My husband is...
ABU
Where?
AVIVA
Away.
ABU
Away?
AVIVA
It's a long story.
ABU
He abandoned his wife and child?
AVIVA
No. There was... trouble.
ABU
Did he kill one of your jealous lovers?

AVIVA
No.
ABU
Is he in prison?
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AVIVA
No. He was sent away.
ABU
Why?
Silence.
ABU
Who sent him away?
AVIVA
He fought with the Courtier Rabbi.
ABU
This sounds familiar.
AVIVA
No it doesn't.
ABU
Where was he sent?
AVIVA
Back to the East. Al-Basra.
ABU
What was the reason for the quarrel?
AVIVA
It is not easy to explain.
ABU
I know this story.
AVIVA
No you don't.

ABU
Is your husband a poet?
She busies herself with the tea.
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ABU
Speak!
AVIVA
What will you be reading tonight?
ABU
You are avoiding my questions!
AVIVA
Is it one of your older poems or something new?
ABU
You know who I am?
AVIVA
Of course.
ABU
Something new.
AVIVA
What's it about?
ABU
A man.
AVIVA
May I hear it?
ABU
Not ready. Hear it upstairs.
AVIVA
I won't be going upstairs.
ABU
The Jews don't allow their women into the hall?

AVIVA
I am allowed.
ABU
But you don't like it up there?
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She doesn't answer.
ABU
I can guess the reason.
AVIVA
No you can't.
ABU
Arabic women read their poems in public why not Jewish women? Aishah
bint Ahmad is famous for speaking a poem to a man who made her an
unwelcome marriage proposal.
AVIVA
"I am a lioness, and will not sanction the use of my body for anyone it will be
me who calls consent, I would turn a deaf ear to most dogs, and how many a
lion I have turned down!"
ABU
You know the poem. Now you know the man.
AVIVA
She wrote that about you?
ABU
She did.
AVIVA
You loved her?
ABU
She is a great writer.
AVIVA
You asked her to marry you.
ABU
She wanted my kisses, not to be my wife.

AVIVA
Do you have a wife?
ABU
I have three wives, but not a poet among them.
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AVIVA
She broke your heart.
ABU
She broke my pride.
AVIVA
What did you do?
ABU
I answered her. In a poem
AVIVA
Oh! Yes! I think I know it! Speak it! Please.
ABU
She came unveiled in the night.
Illuminated by her face,
Night put aside its shadowy
Veils as well.
Each one of her glances
Could cause hearts to turn over.
But I clung to the divine precept
That condemns lust and reined in/
The capricious horses of my passion
AVIVA
The capricious horses of my passion
So that my instinct
Would not rebel against chastity.
And so I passed the night with her
Like a thirsty little camel
Whose muzzle keeps it from nursing.
ABU
You do know it.
AVIVA
It's poetic revenge.
ABU
All Poetry is inspired by fury.
AVIVA
Or hope. Or dream. Or story.
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ABU
How would you know Mrs. Not-A-Poet?
AVIVA
I listen.
ABU
To whom?
AVIVA
To every man who is lucky enough to join the contest.
ABU
How? When you won't go into the hall.
She goes to a corner of the room and pulls down an air vent in the ceiling,
suddenly voices fill the room. Arabic and Hebrew, a crowd talking at once.
Laughter. Applause.
AVIVA
They sound like they are ready to begin.
ABU
Yes.
AVIVA
Shouldn’t you go up?
ABU
There is time.
She closes the vent. Voices stop.
ABU
Your husband was here every week before his exile. That's where I have seen
you, right? You are Bin Isaac's wife.
AVIVA
You are percipient, Sir.
ABU
You are recalcitrant, Woman.
AVIVA
Forgive me. Recalcitrance was not my objective.
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ABU
Am I right? About your husband?
AVIVA
My husband, like you, is a famous poet.
ABU
Your husband is a Jewish poet. Fame is relative.
AVIVA
He is renowned in our circles.
ABU
And watched carefully in ours.
AVIVA
You learn from him.
ABU
He steals from me.
AVIVA
How could he? He composes as a Jew.
ABU
With Arabic rhythms.
AVIVA
Hebrew letters.
ABU
Arabic vowels.
AVIVA
Jewish poems about Jewish issues.
ABU
Read in Muslim rooms in the Muslim world.

AVIVA
You don't like him.
ABU
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I admire him. He took a risk. He merged our languages and our styles. That is
how he angered the Rabbis. Right? That's why he was sent away. Isn't it? He
was an champion of amnesty and assimilation.
AVIVA
Is. If...is.
ABU
Your husband... is... a controversial instigator of poetic integration.
AVIVA
That is quite a distinction.
ABU
It's what our scholars say about him.
AVIVA
Then he is famous in your world as well.
ABU
And here you are Mrs. Wife-Of-A-Famous-Poet below the great contest hall
serving tea. Seems unfair, does it not?
She pours tea. He watches her.
ABU
And do you also believe in creative complicity?
AVIVA
If there is equal power and equal voice.
ABU
Are you a revolutionary?
AVIVA
Of sorts.
ABU
Will you bring about equality with uprising and bloodshed?
AVIVA
Of course not.
ABU
How then?
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AVIVA
There is only one way to change the world.
AVU
With Love?
AVIVA
No. Poetry.
AVU
"Will his love forget the gentle touch at midnight or the sharp thrust of life?
The tiny boy, her one child, held tightly at her breast
Her husband takes a golden ring with a yellow stone that once belonged to his
father from his second finger/ and places it on her third..."
AVIVA
and places it on her third. She unclasps her grandmother's silver bracelet from
her wrist and fastens it on his.
They are almost broken, it will happen, now in moments.
Disjoined sundered/ Would he stay there on that shore with his beloved, safely
in Spain,

ABU
Would he stay there on that shore with his beloved, safely in SpainAVIVA
If the king would grant him rights of freedom?
ABU
Your poem.
AVIVA
My husbands.
ABU
He reads it. You wrote it.
AVIVA
Nothing I claim.

ABU
But you must claim it, if it is yours.
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AVIVA
It isn't.
ABU
Of course. I see now. Obviously, it's not. The masculine elements in the poem
are obvious. It was clearly written by a man. The symmetry, the form, the
images of King and Country. No woman could be so bold, so steadily
rhythmic, so comprehensive or analytical. No woman could have written such
a poem.
AVIVA
That's ridiculous! Women are much more capable than men of writing such a
poem! We know the symmetry of birth and death, the cycles of the moon,
rhythm is born in us! Our world view is all-embracing, there is no man as
comprehensive as a woman. Analytical? We daily analyze ingredients for
stew, medicines for fevers, the symptoms of a coming war, the best ways to
hide the children. You couldn't walk three steps without us. We write the
poetry of your lives!
He laughs.
AVIVA
You tricked me.
ABU
You are a poet, Madame.

AVIVA
I am not.
ABU
A secret poet.
AVIVA
No.
ABU
Your private style is much different from the one you use when you write for
your husband.
AVIVA
I don'tABU
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Tell me the truth me now, or I will shout upstairs to the Rabbis that a
lascivious Jewess has been reaching up my robes. ARE YOU A POET? Yes
or no?
AVIVA
YES!
ABU
So why do you hide it? Ah. Are you afraid?
AVIVA
Yes.
ABU
Of getting caught?
AVIVA
Yes.
ABU
Bad things would happen to you?
AVIVA
To me, to my husband. Our culture forbids women to beABU
Creative?
AVIVA
Outspoken!
ABU
When you are a poet the urge to make poems cannot be stopped. We are a
strange breed.
AVIVA
Getting caught is not all I am afraid of.
ABU
What else?
AVIVA
I am afraid of not being good.
ABU
That is a ridiculous fear.
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AVIVA
You have it.
ABU
What do you mean?
She points to the paper in his hands.
AVIVA
Your paper. The harsh black stokes of ink- words have been crossed out and
written over again and again. This is not the scribe of a confident man.
ABU
All Poets rewrite.
AVIVA
Of course. But not so violently.
ABU
It is only a passing moment of uncertainty.
AVIVA
How long a moment has it been?
ABU
I don't know.
AVIVA
Of course you know.
ABU
Is this an inquisition?
AVIVA
When did you lose your trust?
ABU
It just happened.
AVIVA
Suddenly?
ABU
Slowly. It crept up. One day I wrote a line and questioned it. The next day I
doubted two lines. The third day I disputed the whole poem. I lost my flow.
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AVIVA
This has happened to my husband. You are scared of something.
ABU
I AM SCARED OF NOTHING!
AVIVA
I can keep your secret. If you can keep mine. I understand that no one can
know.
ABU
No one.
AVIVA
You are a celebrated poet and your people count on you for prolific fecundity.
They say of you: With his speech he could tear the sea to tatters.
ABU
I should tear this paper to tatters.
AVIVA
Is that the poem you are reading tonight?
ABU
I am not sure I will read anything tonight.
AVIVA
Read it to me.
ABU
I can't.
AVIVA
I don't care how it sounds, just put the words into the room.
ABU
It's notAVIVA
Ready. I know.
ABU
To whom would I be reading?
AVIVA
Aviva.
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ABU
Aviva... Would you like to know my name?
AVIVA
I know your name.
ABU
The name my brothers call me?
She nods.
ABU
Abu.
AVIVA
Abu. Read.
ABU
He stood still like a doe in winter...
He shakes his head.
AVIVA
Go on.
ABU
It's no good.
AVIVA
I don't care. Just read.
ABU
One leg curled up wounded and useless...
AVIVA
Abu. Keep going.
ABU
I cannot.
AVIVA
Let me.
She reaches for it. He pulls it away. He reads.
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ABU
He stood still like a doe in winter
One leg curled up wounded and useless
He stood high above the craggy hill
One arm gone
He stood , his black hair matted with battle
One eye closed.
He stood bravely, a stone fountain lion.
One life draining from his veins.
His fading heart lifted to heaven.
One hand reaching.
Up to his God who was waiting to take him to the kingdom.
One more son.
AVIVA
Is he your …?
ABU
Brother. He deserves better than this terrible poem.
AVIVA
It's not terrible. Let's work with it.
ABU
No.
AVIVA
Tell me his story.
ABU
What story were you telling before? Did the poet kill a woman in the rain?
AVIVA
All love ends in death.
ABU
Not necessarily.
AVIVA
Love dies or people die.
ABU
She was bleeding.
AVIVA
Hearts bleed.
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ABU
What was the odd meter you were using? Where is it from?
AVIVA
From my body.
ABU
What do you mean?
AVIVA
Comes into here.
Touches her ear.
It lodges here.
Touches her head.
This tells me if it’s right.
Touches her stomach.
And if it's right, I speak it.
ABU
Do you have many poems?
AVIVA
Can I touch your paper?
He offers it.
AVIVA
I have never written on paper. It is so light.
ABU
There are Jewish texts on paper.
AVIVA
The Rabbis have some. Ever since it came from China the holy men have
coveted the stock.
ABU
But we make paper in Cordoba now.
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AVIVA
It's too expensive.
ABU
Do you write on parchment?
AVIVA
Parchment is too big to hide.
ABU
On what do you write?
She taps her head.
ABU
You never pen anything?
AVIVA
I cannot risk it.
ABU
You must write them down for him. I've seen him reading.
AVIVA
I dictate, he writes.
ABU
If your husband is such a great poet why does his wife compose his poems?
AVIVA
It is my pleasure. And his gift. It is the only way I get my poems into the air.
ABU
So. It's a good marriage. Except that he used you and left you and you are
serving tea eavesdropping on real poetry while hiding form your own.
AVIV
Stop speaking about what you don't understand!
ABU
Forgive me.
AVIVA
Tell me about your brother.
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ABU
I had five brothers. Now four.
AVIVA
I have four brothers too. We grew up in the countryside. I was supposed to
stay in the kitchen but they needed an extra boy to carry water, herd geese,
gather fruit.
ABU
I gathered fruit in our garden. We had a huge fountain. A lion made of marble.
AVIVA
We had a fountain made of tiny rocks.
ABU
We had an orange tree from China.
AVIVA
We had a pear tree.
ABU
My mother had the cook bake pears with cardamom.
AVIVA
My mother baked rice with saffron. Lamb with dates / and Mint
ABU
And Mint.
AVIVA
I sucked on a rag soaked with mint and milk
ABU
I had milk dripped into my mouth from a Ram's horn
AVIVA
They washed my tongue with water every morning
ABU
Me too, so my words would be pure
AVIVA
They spread honey on my lips
ABU
Me too, so my appetite would be strong
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AVIVA
They swaddled my limbs in tight linen every night
ABU
So they would grow straight
AVIVA
My mother had ten children
ABU
Mine twelve
AVIVA
Five made it nearly to one year.
ABU
Six of us survived childhood.
AVIVA
Four brothers. And me.
ABU
Five boys. But nowAVIVA
Tell me about him.
ABU
I don't want to talk about him.
Pause.
AVIVA
Then tell me about poetry.
ABU
What is there about poetry that you don't already know?
AVIVA
The forms of Arab poems. I know there is a MadihABU
Madih, a eulogy, Hija, an insult poem, Ritha, an elegy, Ghazal, a love poem,
Tardiyyah, hunt poetry, Hamasa, war poetry, Zajal, a shout.
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AVIVA
So complicated.
ABU
Not really. In nearly every style of poem, Arabic poetry is just a
communication between long and short vowels. Try this: short-long-longlong, short-long-long-long, short long-long
AVIVA
When I may see,
His late grace rain,
On my sky
Sad night cries waste
In great sweet heat
Love, no hope.
ABU
"Love no hope"?
AVIVA
I was thinking about the vowels. Hebrew poetry focuses on the quality of the
vowel- resonance and depth of vowel verses length. Deep. Light. Deep. Light.
Deep.
ABU
She dances below the broken window
Of my ashy heart.
I catch sight of bright soft eyes
As the angel skips
Down the road
Of my lonely soul.
AVIVA
"Lonely soul"?
ABU
I am off my game.
AVIVA
I love this one of yours:
"The goblets were heavy
When they were brought to us
But filled with fine wine They
became so light
They were on the point of flying away
With all their contents
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Just as our bodies are lightened
By spirits."
What form is that?
ABU
Khamriyyah, a wine poem.
AVIVA
Did you write it for a wine party?
ABU
Yes.
AVIVA
Tell me about the wine parties!
He laughs.
Abu
You are suddenly very / enthusiastic AVIVA
You Arabs always write about wine because Islam forbids it. That way you
get to drink without / drinking.
ABU
Wine poems are an art form not a drinking game. There are two kinds of wine
poems the first is a description of the wine - the color the taste, the beauty of
the crystal goblet... The second type of wine poem is an exposition of the
feelings the poet has when / drunk.
AVIVA
Do one!
ABU
Life of riot ...
dissipation and wantonness
O joy I am a real profligate!
Drunkenness! Oh, drunkenness!
What care we for proper conduct?
DRINK, Brothers, DRINK!
My proud soul would be content with nothing but the Forbidden.
She laughs, claps her hands.
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AVIVA
What are they like? The wine parties?
ABU
Why are you so interested in wine parties?
AVIVA
Wine parties are the center of poetic life. And I am not allowed to go. Please!
ABU
The men sit in groups. Jews here. Muslims here. The Saki enters. A young
man, boy really, very attractive, manly but in his youth and dress almost
feminine. He taunts the players into competition, pouring wine. Slyly
challenging: " Is anyone here able to offer me a homonym?" The men
scramble and push to be first. He chooses one to begin and then twists the
game again and again announcing "Now a poem on this sword" " That bowl"
"The springtime" "a woman's leg" "a canal"
AVIVA
A canal?
ABU
Anything that enters his pretty mischievous head. But there is never an
evening without wine poems.
AVIVA
Let me try one. A Khamriyyah.
ABU
OK. Here are the rules: First, I give you a spontaneous poem about wine and
then you have to compose one of your own using the very same words but in
your own manner.
AVIVA
Go!
Pause. He thinks. Then stands up and dives in.
ABU
Wine grapes of smoke and mountain flower.
Thick dark rich red ripe grapes pressed to fluid
Pass the lips of ancient lands
Slip down the tunnel of thirst to belly fire where,
Dancing, The liquid floods the blood
Until the mind,
Gently drowning in sweetness , laughter, delicious cool begins to dance
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Ah blood! Ah Grapes! Ah sweetness!
Ah smoke and mountain flower!
He offers her the floor.
AVIVA
The grapes taste like delicious smoke and dark blue mountain flowers.
The wine pours down, passing through eager ancient lips
Slippery liquid rich red ripe falls into the heart of he who drinks.
His belly ready to embrace the dancing fire of sweet music flowing now
through the river system of the blood until his mind is full and sodden
Drowning in sweet smoky liquid mountain flowers.
ABU
That's what you would write?
AVIVA
That's what I would write.
ABU
As him.
AVIVA
For him.
ABU
What would you write as you, for you?
She moves to the poetry as
if in a trance.
AVIVA
Oh Ripe Fruit
Oh Smoke
Oh Mountain Flower
Oh Lips pouring
Oh Tunnel slipping
Oh Belly burning
Oh fire dancing
Up and down rivered veins of blood
Oh liquid
Flooding the borders of the mind
Drip drop drip
Whoosh
Torrents
Gush spurt overflow
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I drown
Laughing
Slipping burning dancing
Free
Delicious
Delicate
Death.
Oh let me die some more!
ABU
Wow. You must have been drunk at least once to compose that.
AVIVA
I have only had sacred wine at special holidays.
ABU
The taste pleases you.
AVIVA
As it pleases God.
ABU
Does it please God to make your head light and your stomach warm?
AVIVA
It must.
ABU
I think men who say they are drinking to please God are either liars or fools.
AVIVA
Am I a liar or a fool?
ABU
You are certainly no fool.
AVIVA
Liar then?
ABU
Until you sing your poems in public you will always be covering the truth.
AVIVA
Covering the truth is different from lying.
ABU
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How?
AVIVA
Lying is when you tell a story that you don't believe. For instance the holy
men who pour wine down their throats and then write poems of abstinence.
ABU
We live in a world of paradox.
AVIVA
We live in two worlds.
ABU
This one.
AVIVA
And the other one.
ABU
The heavenly one
AVIVA
Where Qu'ran
ABU
Torah
AVIVA
Allah
ABU
Adonai
AVIVA
Faith
ABU
Spirit
AVIVA
Fill our hearts
ABU
Men are Devout, and Clean and / Godly.
AVIVA
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Women are shrouded treasures of sacred light.
ABU
Call to /prayer.
AVIVA
Candles lighted.
ABU
Forehead lowered to /foundation.
AVIVA
Arms raised to firmament.
ABU
There is no God but/ God.
AVIVA
God is one.
ABU
I learned Hebrew to read your Holy Bible.
AVIVA
You've read Torah?
ABU
I was fascinated.
AVIVA
By what?
ABU
By the fact that we are not so different. Your stories are much the same as
ours. You have Jonah and the whale. We have Yunis and the whale.
AVIVA
I have read the Qu'ran.
ABU
And what did you think?
AVIVA
It is very beautiful. I wanted to teach it to my son along with Torah studies.
We teach our children that reading the holy book is the greatest blessing in
life. In our world Torah comes before everything.
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ABU
We teach our children to read Arabic Poetry, then arithmetic and only after
they have mastered those two do we teach them Qu'ran.
AVIVA
You have children?
ABU
Three.
AVIVA
One from each wife?
ABU
All from the first. The other two are quite young.
AVIVA
God help you.
ABU
God dwells with me forever, exalted.
AVIVA
I'd give everything I own for that harp that lifts it's song to God/ tonight

ABU
As the moon cuts like circle on his dark robe, written in /gold.
AVIVA
Who fathoms the mystery is shaken with/ fear
ABU
Oh Lord.
AVIVA
Extend your mercy across/ me.
ABU
I'm weary from calling to you all night with a faithful/ heart
AVIVA
Like a dreamer trusting a reader with a /dream
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ABU
Thank you Lord.
AVIVA
And he thanks the lord who made him a man and not a woman
ABU
He immediately forsakes his Lord for her dark hair.
AVIVA
She knows she is a lowly servant, he, a prince of poems.
ABU
His loins become liquid with her glance.
AVIVA
She looks away
ABU
His throat feels thick
AVIVA
Her cheeks red
ABU
Lips

AVIVA
Teeth
ABU
Hands, BreastsAVIVA
Ears
ABU
Scrape me some honey from your hive. I'll have mine from your tongue..
AVIVA
And sin before the living God?
ABU
Go ahead- The sin's on me.
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AVIVA
I am a fawn who hunts with her lashes.
ABU
Whenever you speak my hair stands up.
AVIVA
Your beauty cuts into my limbs.
ABU
My love is like
AVIVA
Perfumed
ABU
Mangoes
AVIVA
Bird Wings
ABU
Raven in flight
AVIVA
Sunlight at dawn

ABU
Fire at sundown
AVIVA
My love
ABU
Comes
AVIVA
Arms outstretched
ABU
Bare
AVIVA
Open
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ABU
Ready
He moves closer.
ABU
I'd like to write a poem about you.
AVIVA
Me?
ABU
I'd write about the secret poet who pens the greatest poems under her
husband's name.
He comes close their lips almost touch, in the nick of time she pulls away.
AVIVA
"Is there anyone among you who can compose a homonym?"
ABU
On what, Madame Aviva?
She looks around and picks up the teapot.
AVIVA
Tea!
ABU
She looked to the left
Where the teapot was left
With the hand on her right
She bowed to serve him the way that was right
And when up she rose
Her cheeks were blushed rose
And he knew her.
AVIVA
He "knew" her?
ABU
Begin and end with Feet.
AVIVA
Feet
Dressed as clowns
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Eyes filled with tears
She hates those shoes,
They oppress her day and night
She dreams that a giant wave
Sweeps away her shoes
And she kicks in the
Cold salt water
Her happy
Feet.
He shakes his head.
AVIVA
Contradictions on a pear!
ABU
She swallows the soft meat of a hard pear
Sour words fall out of her sweet lips.
She has the eyes of a doe and the heart of a lion.
The wine goblet in her hand gleams like fire and feels like ice.
Her eyes are dry as rock and wet as the ocean.
The taste of rough truth and smooth syrup mingle in my sharp muddled mind
Effortless expression, the most difficult words I have ever not said.
She applauds.
ABU
Rhyme! Pillow.
AVIVA
He lay his head on her feather ... Bed In
the fading light he slept like the dead
He dreamt of war in far off lands
As she used her strong and lovely hands
To smooth the danger from his brow
She wanted to calm him, and she didn't know how
His lips twitched, his eyes squeezed tight
Far from her arms, far from the light
She imagined his fears as her tears washed his face with salt
It was never his fault
That so many had died by his sword
He was a noble Lord
Whose duty to defend
He couldn't unbend
Even for her love
As the sun up above
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Sank into the west
She protected his nest
In one hour she'd wake him
And the soldiers would take him
Out of her doors
And back to the wars.
So like the branch of a willow
She bowed her head to his ... Pillow.
ABU
Took you long enough.
AVIVA
Free Verse! Horses!
During the next exchanges we hear recorded voices echoing and overlapping
and simultaneous with their words the woman's voice in Hebrew and man's in
Arabic.
ABU
Four bristling thorny flanks steaming with magnificent fury- power, height,
nose flaring feet kicking, stamping
AVIVA
Mane flowing, gracefully leaping over fallen trees
ABU
Kicking, stamping!

AVIVA
Leaping, flowing!
ABU
The stallion throws his rider from his back onto the dirt.
AVIVA
Gallops off.
ABU
Alone.
AVIVA
Stars!
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ABU
There is no moon tonight, yet the heavens are bright with stars
AVIVA
Pin drops of fire
ABU
Her eyes are his starlight
AVIVA
His eyes are her warning
ABU
Mirrors
AVIVA
Windows
ABU
Her lips are his windows. He opens her with his finger. Then tongue.
AVIVA
He thinks she is afraid.
But he's wrong.
She wants what she wants.
She is
Hungry
Heathen
Glowing like an everlasting flame,
It makes her an animal.
Doe. Snake. Falcon.
She could take him in her beak
Crush the juice out of his heart.
ABU
She could kiss him everywhere until he died of love.
Then swallow him whole.
But she lets him live so he can drink her.
It feels so strong.
She could drown her ancient beginnings in his mouth.
No mortal this woman, she cares not for scruples or decorum.
She is a musky lioness
Drunk on blood and yes! She loves it.
She is the only female in the city of Cordoba like this.
AVIVA
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He thinks she is afraid.
But knows nothing.
He makes good use of her, her soft breasts and curves, he loses himself inside
her.
Then he locks her in a cave so no one will ever know the way she makes him
tremble. He covers the entrance with huge stones until he
can no longer smell her thick smoke.
He thinks she must be frightened.
But he is blind now.
Deep inside the cave she is still burning.
She will always be blazing.
She is the Hidden Fire of the world.
ABU
We are so alike... You could be one of my wives.
AVIVA
No I couldn't.
ABU
You are an incredible woman.
AVIVA
I am a Jewish woman. Perhaps that is an exotic conquest for you. But you've
got three women at home. I know all about a man's desire ABU
No! You have it wrong, Aviva. Between us it is different, it isAVIVA
What, "Love"?
ABU
No. Poetry.
AVIVA
OhABU
I have not had such a poetic exchange in my life- not at the contest, not at a
wine party- believe me you are not my conquest or my muse, you are my
partner. Forces are closing in that want our peoples torn apart. We poets are
the last advocates for peace. We have to keep writing with and for each other.
It's the only way.
AVIVA
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I know.
ABU
Aviva. You must speak your poems. Nothing is more important.
AVIVA
It's impossible.

ABU
I have an idea.
AVIVA
What?
ABU
Take this off.
He removes her head scarf.
AVIVA
Don't!
ABU
Trust me. I will cover your head in Muslim cloth and you will go to the hall
and recite your own poems. In Arabic. As a man. You will win every prize.
AVIVA
You want me to play for your side?

ABU
I want you to speak your poems in public.
He takes off his turban. He puts it on her head. He takes off his robe. She
removes her shawl. He takes off her skirt. She takes off his outer shirt. He puts
his robes on her. She puts her skirt on him. And her shawl. He kneels before her
and removes her shoes. She He takes his pen and paints a mustache on her face.
The laugh hard. He is a woman, now, she a man. They dance. She leads, while
they dance we hear a recording of their voices over music:
AVIVA(recorded voice)
Our traditions will be forbidden. / Our books and synagogues will be burned.
Our property confiscated.
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ABU (recorded voice)
Our traditions will be forbidden. Our books and mosques will be destroyed.
Our property confiscated.
AVIVA (recorded voice)
His people will be persecuted in Burma, China, India, Bosnia, and the Central
African / Republic.
ABU (recorded voice)
Her people will be expelled from Carthage, Italy, Alexandria, Byzantium and /
France
AVIVA(recorded voice)
In 1099 both our peoples will be slaughtered by Crusaders who murder nearly
every citizen of Jerusalem until they are wading ankle deep in blood.
ABU and AVIVA (recorded
voices)
1492
AVIVA (recorded voice)
Muslims and Jews will be evicted from Spain
ABU (recorded voice)
Weapons will be constructed beyond our wildest imagination.
AVIVA (recorded voice)
Bombs will fall.
ABU (Recorded Voice)
Europe. New York. Iraq. Afghanistan. Syria.

AVIVA(recorded voice)
Gaza.
ABU (recorded voice)
Anti-Semitism will rise in the East.
AVIVA (recorded voice)
Fear of Muslims in the West.
ABU (recorded voice)
We become rooted to our condition.
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AVIVA (recorded voice)
One day someone will build a replica of a / room.
ABU (recorded voice)
Our room.
AVIVA (recorded voice)
A woman will be drawn to this ancient checkpoint/ of the heart.
ABU (recorded voice)
And tell the story of what happened here / 6,000 miles
AVIVA(recorded voice)
6,000 miles and 1,000 years from our small sweet pause in the ongoing wars.
Recorded Voices off. Aviva stops dancing.
AVIVA
No.
ABU
No?
AVIVA
If I dress in your clothes and read my poems as a man, how will I free the
voices of the women? You have made me want to speak my poems aloudgiven me a fire for public speech I never knew I had. You are beautiful. I see
the fullness of your soul in the redness of your lip. But not even your deep
eyes, perfect hands, unprejudiced heart can change the way I use my words. I
am the wife of a poet, and the daughter of a poet, but you are right Abu, I am a
poet. A lover of nouns, mistress of verbs, Queen of syntax, Empress of
metaphor. I take words out of my pocket- scripture, profanity. I throw them
up, let them land on my shoulder. I can spit a sequence of vowels into a cup
and it pours out like rich wine. Maybe I won't get to the contest. Maybe it will
be my granddaughters or their granddaughters. But I promise you. My poems
will someday be heard in a female voice. And if I ever get the chance to speak
my own poems in public it will As myself. A woman. A Jew.
She takes his clothes off as he removes her clothes. She slowly puts her own
clothes back on. He puts on his own clothes.
ABU
Dancing with you, something came dislodged from the dust of my heart - I
know why I have not been able to finish this poem.
She stops dressing and sits beside him.
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ABU
When I became famous, I never saw my brothers. My youngest brother
missed me terribly. He followed me everywhere. To wine parties, to the
contest. He annoyed me. I pushed him away. I was a big wheel and I didn't
want him cramping my style. He died three months ago - struck down in a
street fight when he was defending me after I lost a contest. I haven't been
able to write anything since we buried him. I didn't realize the weight of it. I
see his face.
AVIVA
Write for him.
ABU
I do.
AVIVA
Read for him tonight.
ABU
This poem is not good enough.
AVIVA
Then make up a new one.
ABU
I could do it in your style.
AVIVA
On the spot.
ABU
Without paper.

AVIVA
You may not win.
ABU
I don't care. Will you come upstairs and listen?
AVIVA
Yes.
ABU
Will you stand where I can see you?
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AVIVA
I will be in the back. But you will know I'm there.
ABU
I have never done this. Perhaps it is not safe/ for me
AVIVA
Abu. We are the revolution. Your Arabic melodies have helped us lift Hebrew
from the grip of the holy men and into the mouths of the people: Love, justice,
passion, homonyms, wine. Together, in this time and place, our peoples have
inspired each other to beauty. They will remember us.
ABU
Tonight I will read not only for my brother. It will also be for you.

AVIVA
Shukran.
ABU
Toda.
AVIVA
Ma sa-lama.
ABU
Shalom.
He exits. She cleans the room, retrieves her shoes, picks up his poem and his
pen. She writes on paper for the first time:
AVIVA
Wine party full swing....
Lights shift. She changes back to Miri. A paper airplane sails all the way across
the stage. Lights up on her desk. The books neatly stacked, the finished puppet
head. She turns to the audience.
MIRI
And so here ends our strange love story
Abu enters.
ABU
Without solution, without glory
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MIRI
Deep at sea in a school of sharks
Instead of answers, more question marks.
ABU
Man versus woman, Arab versus Jew
East versus West, Red versus Blue
MIRI
But maybe. May. Be. There's a ray of light
In this dark cold world where it's mostly night.
ABU
From a slight weak glint in a half blind eye,
Looms a slight bright slice in the shadowed sky.
MIRI
And through the gap we can clearly see two flocks of birds with their wings
spread free.
ABU
One covey predator, one flight prey, there will be blood by end of day
ABU and MIRI
OR
MIRI
The field on which these birds alight
ABU
Won't be the scene of a gory fight
MIRI
Perhaps the Gods that favor geese
ABU
Will prevail on these birds for peace
MIRI
Perhaps the lamb curls up with lion
ABU
And Mecca fastens hands with Zion
MIRI
Perhaps the hound won't bite the fox
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ABU
And we'll make friends with paradox.
ABU AND MIRI
BUT
MIRI
It's your decision, your choice, dear friends:
How does this story reach its end?
You must act fast to choose which track
And solve the riddle before the lights go black:
In our vast lost choir what deeds win through?
And faced with war...
What will you do?
Blackout. End of Play.
The following images contain some of the puppets created for the play and used
in performances.
See supplemental file: Puppets - MP4 Video
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ACT THREE: Post Show Discussion
Engaging With Paradox
This chapter is a reflexive synthesis and an analysis of the process of researching and
creating My Heart Is in the East. New data is also introduced in this chapter. The play is the
primary data, which is offered in the fourth chapter. In this chapter, I introduce the readers to
audience responses to the play and to the chronological development of the source material.
The Chronology of a Process
To explore my research question: “How do I use theater as a vehicle for personal and
social change? “ I implemented theatre as a medium and history as a model. From the very outset
I knew I wanted to create a piece of socially engaged theatre as source material. The first thing I
needed to discover was the appropriate story to tell. When I chose the piece of history that
seemed to me to be the perfect vehicle: the beautiful, paradoxical, and artistic coexistence that
occurred in Ancient Andalucía a thousand years ago, I knew I had the seed for my play. After
defining the historical subject, I devoted myself to the research, gathering and reading literature.
As I began to read about the history of Muslim- Jewish relations, I simultaneously took to the
field traveling to Iraq, Lebanon, Egypt, Jordan, Israel and Palestine. This extensive travel in the
Middle East during a one-year period enabled me to experience the ethnography of some of the
contemporary Arab-Jewish relationships directly. My progression along the research path
included journals, sketches, puppet making and performance. The contemporary story evolved
along with the historic one. I wrote the play, rehearsed it, and had a series of public readings,
however, the progression was far less linear then it sounds.
I had no idea how much rich contradiction I would confront in the process of doing this
work. Almost every step of development for My Heart Is in the East contained an element of
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paradox. Initially I was vexed by the conflicting components of my research practices on the
page and in the field, which seemed to stir more inner conflict than they resolved, and raise more
questions than they answered. Eventually I learned to tolerate the paradox and then ultimately to
welcome embrace, and engage with it.
In this chapter I will look at paradox as an experience, a discovery and a choice as I
outline the process, the findings and the implications for practice. I will document the
chronological creative process; analyze both audience responses and my own experienced
revelations. Finally I will explore the implications of the research experience for my ongoing
practice.
The Literature
I researched many forms of literature, but most of my reading fell into two basic
categories: historical literature and performance literature. My research included literature from
the field of Performance Studies, articles and books about performance ethnography and
performative writing, as well as some of the works dealing with drama therapy and theatre as
activism. The scholars Madison (1999), Spry (2001), and Culhane (2011) gave me permission
and freedom to play with form, find my own scholarly-artist voice, and my pathway from
performance to the Academy. Other scholars who have been a stimulus for me in building
practice methods include Fox (1994) who developed Playback as a form of theatre that serves
communities, Moreno (1987) who introduced dramatic role play to the psychotherapeutic process
Psychodrama and Boal (1995) who created Theatre of The Oppressed, which uses
theatre to shift society towards justice through participatory performance. I have trained in these
three modalities and continue to incorporate many of the theories and exercises into the H.E.A.T.
Collective work. These authors helped me understand how to view art as a vehicle for assistance
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and change. Pelias (2014) woke me up to the practice of performative writing, which enables the
researcher to paint meaning with words.
Despite the fact that most sources fell inside the categories of history and performance,
my two favorite books did not fit into either category but dealt directly with peace and justice.
Lederach (2005) gave me the inspiration to see conflict transformation as a creative act, and
paradox as a practice. Paradox holds together “seemingly contradictory truths in order to locate a
greater truth” (p. 36). I also loved the book Courageous Resistance by Thalhammer (2007) In
this book case studies are the foundation for reflective theory and social mandate. The stories the
contributors tell about people who have chosen to risk their lives and/or work to take action for
and against policy, lead to questions. The contributors welcome the questions that arise: What
makes someone act courageously and someone else not? What qualities and circumstances need
to be present to make courageous resistance possible? In their attempt to answer these questions,
more stories are revealed, including those of people who chose evil instead of good, apathy
instead of action, or to be bystanders instead of allies in the face of crisis. With the inclusiveness
of the light and dark, the good and the bad, the clear and the unclear, these authors maintained an
authentic presence of open mindedness that lead to theories about change. Seeing courage as a
choice, the “process of choosing to be courageous” (Thalhammer, 2007, p. 152) seems like an
accessible action for even the ordinary human being. I was inspired by the authors’ outline of the
“six steps to transforming ourselves” (p. 170). Their reflections and self guidelines, which
included bonding, practicing empathy, practicing care, diversifying, networking and practicing
skills (Thalhammer, 2007) instilled me with the requisite courage I needed to approach my own
artistic and auto-ethnographic process.
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H.E.A.T. in the Literature
The theory of H.E.A.T. is that four modalities (healing, education, activism and theater)
need to be accessed, taught, and disseminated with equal emphasis, if not simultaneously then
within close succession of each other. In Western Culture, in the more linear format of the
well-made play, stories are told straightforwardly with the prime focus being on the resolution of
conflict, at least this is what I was taught in one of the top graduate playwriting programs in the
United States. I was not encouraged to build collage and immerse myself in paradox, but to
discover tension between characters and work to resolve it. .
Many of the books and articles I read and discussed in Chapter Two illuminated my
thinking, yet I found myself continually looking for inclusivity and a hybridity that brought
contradictory elements of theory and practice together. Garcia (2008) describes the difference
between therapeutic and educational agendas. She simultaneously outlines the importance of
both. “Sociodrama is primarily an educational modality while psychodrama is a therapeutic
modality…each is concerned with human development…both the educator and the therapist
want people to grow and change-education and therapy both offer people opportunity to interact”
(p. 6). She goes on to state that therapy assists a person to “restore and reintegrate” while the
educator is “not focused on a person's intrapsychic and interactional wounds” but rather the
educator aids in n “a global way through communication, inspiration and transmission of
information” (p. 7). These distinctions are important but why cannot an educator heal and a
healer educate? Why can’t an activist heal and a healer engage in activism?
Salas (2005) states, “Our professional work is fueled by an underlying, often elusive
conviction that we can help, that hearing and tending to the troubled ones is a way, perhaps the
only way, to heal a troubled world” (p. 160). Playback is a form of practice that focuses on
hearing the stories
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of individuals. If hearing leads to healing, can all theatre be a valuable vessel for hearing? And
what comes after the hearing? Is it the job of theatre to tend to the “troubled ones”?
Within the theater industry, from the vantage point of prevalent theatre criticism, the
judgment of the art is usually more significant in scope than the judgment of the service that art
provides. In the theatrical marketplace the healing or educational effects of a work of art are
usually not measured with the same interest as either the artistic merits or the celebrity presence.
Theatre as service is typically funded by a different arena of donors than commercial or Avant
Guard theatre, and this type of work tends to exist in its own sphere of audience appreciation.
According to the HEAT concept, work is judged by its dual force as art and service; the
excellence of the work is equally balanced with its usefulness as a work that will benefit
individuals and communities.
I find that performance theory when described by some theorists like Madison, Spry, or
Culhane is well balanced between the discernment of the usefulness and the assessment of its
intellectual and artistic attributes. The thought occurred to me: is this because they are female
scholars? I have met and studied with some of the great male scholars and practitioners in my
field, and I am deeply appreciative of their work, yet during my research female writers often
hold a more resonant view of the work for me. Is this a preference to female voices in
scholarship or am I simply responding to the style and tone of the particular writers? Are women
better at embracing a holistic view in the face of contradictory elements of theory and practice?
Or am I harboring some buried sexism heretofore unknown to me? This notion startled and
puzzled me as both an artist and a scholar. Then I realized that some of the female writers were
just as exclusive and compartmentalized as the men.
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The Feminine Principle
While grappling with my dilemma about male and female authors, I recalled some the
teachings of another great male educator Chogyam Trungpa Rinpoche regarding the feminine
principle. The feminine principle in Buddhism as I recalled it was similar to the Shekinah in
Kabbalistic Judaism, generally described as the feminine face of G-d. The feminine principle
according to Tibetan Buddhism (Gross, 1984) contains “a discriminating awareness wisdom
(prajna)” (p. 186). The feminine principle is concerned with transcending duality towards a
holistic worldview. The practice of chanting the prajanparamtias is the “mother of all Buddhist
practice”, and “safeguards against the development of ego’s impulses” (p. 186). In this spiritual
practice, practitioners seek balance, “action depends on space” and “foreground depends on
background” (p. 187). The aspect of the mother is a function, which shapes decisions, actions
and perceptions. “She is the key to wholeness” through which the practitioner is able to “access
hidden parts of himself” (p. 187). The idea of mother as an action word, and an energy force to
engage with the complexity of paradox is a peace-building concept. The feminine principle is
neither male nor female, it is a state of being, seeing and behaving that exists inside all women
and all men (Trungpa, 1999).
As a longtime student of Jungian psychology I am well aware of the notion of the Anima
(Jung, 1964) which represents the female side of human persona and the darker side of nature,
the unconscious, the moon, the feeling self. I have worked with this awareness as a drama
therapist and a theatre artist looking at the conflict and the balance between feminine and
masculine elements within both men and women- this is not a gender issue, this is the act of
digging deep into the human subconscious to achieve an awareness and greater understanding of
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the individual. The goal in a Jungian therapeutic process is to achieve balance between the
Anima and the Animus (her male counterpart).
In my ritual practice I look for balance between the feminine and the masculine. Having
studied various Goddess traditions (notably Asian, West African, European and Sumerian) At the
core of my rituals there is a unifying principle of safe and free creative discourse. The rituals are
feminist in content and hybrid in form. The hybridity is a result of combining Native American,
Jewish, African, Buddhist and Goddess traditions, myths, songs and practices. These are the
practices I’ve studied and engaged in throughout my adult life, and they form a sacred bricolage,
which aims to balance feminine and masculine energies for health
Within the data itself, there are several examples of feminine principle. For instance, in
the play, I look at the merging and trading of genders as a way of invoking the Feminine
Principle. When Abu and Aviva trade clothes and dance together, she is able to make some
“masculine principle” decisions about her life and he finds the sensitivity within himself to recall
and then be able to recount the story of his brother. He is able to make the connection between
his feelings about his brother and his own writer’s block.
He takes off his turban. He puts it on her head. He takes off his robe. She removes her
shawl. He takes off her skirt. She takes off his outer shirt. He puts his robes on her. She
puts her skirt on him. And her shawl. He kneels before her and removes her shoes. He
takes his pen and paints a mustache on her face. He is a woman, now, she a man. They
dance. She leads.
The process of research leads me to the conclusion that in order to achieve a theatrical
scholarship that incites and maintains true change, a shift in my own thinking needs to occur.
Throughout history various scholars and practitioners have written about the concept of inclusion
of ideas through paradoxical embrace. Rank (1936) explores the very core of human paradox,
discussing the contrast between knowing and experiencing, “consciousness as an instrument of
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knowledge turned toward the inside seeks truth that is inner actuality in contrast to the outer truth
of the senses, the so called ‘reality’” (p. 24). By looking at the difference between reality and
truth, Rank is pinpointing the very heart of paradoxical experience.
In my opinion, the gap in the literature exists in a chasm of as yet unformed body of
thought not only about theatricalized history as a model for justice peace, but also about the use
divergent elements in the process of making art and building justice and peace. The varied
aspects of the process are artistic, scholarly, healing and activist (human rights) practices that at
their very intersection demand a fresh way of seeing and dealing with paradox. The gap in the
research that exists is at the crossroads of these specific disciplines and trespasses across the
borders of therapy/education, art/scholarship art/activism East/West, Black/White, Man/Woman,
and other binary concepts. I am interested in the literature that leans into the discomfort at the
edge of paradox, and investigates the boundary. The authors I respond to embraced an inclusive,
permissive scholarship that was rigorous and gentle. This was the kind of paradox I am after, and
its absence in the literature was one of the gaps I am working to fill.
Historical Research
To write the play, in depth historical research was an essential topic of exploration. The
historical data focusing on the Golden Age in medieval Andalusia was rich, varied and more
plentiful than I could have imagined. I read many books on both the history and the poetry.
Because History is outside of my expertise, and the study of historical texts outside my habitual
reading practice, I tried to steep myself in the literature to understand the period and the subject
matter. I also spoke with scholars from The Jewish Theological Seminary, The Center for
Islamic Studies, and the Center for Jewish Studies. I spent time at the Metropolitan Museum of
art in the Islamic Wing, and the research visits to the museum became a key element of the play.
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In the process of research I asked myself: Is history an example of the masculine
principle? Is history an exact science based on fact? One answer to both questions is yes (if we
define the masculine principle as linear thought and evidence based research Historians base
their work on facts that have been scientifically uncovered. However, in my opinion, by taking
the historian’s voice into account it is possible to imagine that history is being told through the
perception of an historian who filters the facts through his or her own ear, mind, and heart. This
is particularly true of fictionalized history; it is my job as author to find the balance between the
aesthetics of the story telling and the historical facts, to balance truth with reality.
As a researcher and a playwright, I responded to descriptions and analysis of Ancient
Cordoba and its poetry differently depending on which historian I was reading. Maria Rosa
Menocal (2002) asks many questions about the history itself. Her humility is apparent in the way
she merges her questions with the evidence. Menocal renders the history useful to present day
contemplation about current conflicts. She wonders why this The Golden Age is important and
why it has been largely forgotten. She asks, “How and why does a culture of tolerance fall apart
(p. 266). She exposes all of the possible reasons for the downfall of the Golden Age. The black
plague that killed upwards of “20 percent of the overall population” in Europe (p. 271) lead to
mass fear, which in turn lead to an increase in intolerance for contradiction and the unknown.
Menocal asks her readers to think about how much health and courage does a society have to
have to be able to cultivate a tolerance for otherness, for paradox? The fact and Ferdinand and
Isabella chose a path of intolerance made matter worse; the Spanish inquisition destroyed the
“last shards of the poetry” as thousands of libraries were burned to the ground (p. 272). Despite
Menocal’s bleak and accurate description of the growing intolerance in Medieval Spain, she
holds a strongly positive view of the long-term effects of La Convivencia.
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As documented by Scheindlin (1991) the history is focused almost entirely on the poetry.
“Hebrew’s redemption had come at the hands of writers who were masters of Arabic rhetoric, the
Andalusia Jews…Samuel the Nagid had made Hebrews perform the magic tricks that his native
tongue Arabic could and did” (p. 162). He goes on to paint a picture of the Muslim world of both
the 10th and 11th centuries as a complex civilization, “won over from tribal values to
monotheism through Muhammad’s efforts” with Arabs gaining sovereignty over a “vast
non-Arab population” including many Jews (p. 9). Menocal’s (2002) historical scholarship gives
us food for thought about the present and future state of the ancient relationship between
Muslims and Jews in Cordoba. Scheindlin (1991) focuses on the historical evidence in relation to
the poetry of The Golden Age, and does not assume or suppose comparison to present times.
Historical research was not only done in books but also by coming back to a room—a
replica of an ancient room—in the Metropolitan Museum of Art—over and over again and
imagining the world I was researching until I could sense it viscerally. From my journal:
I stand in the doorway of an ancient room, a replica of a room in Medieval Spain. The
period is known as La Convivencia. The coexistence. When poetry and performance
made peace possible between Muslims and Jews. This room is the subject of my book on
historical theatre as a vehicle for social change. Do you have a sanctuary? This room is
mine. Calligraphy lines the walls: Arabic letters in gold. The voices of the ancient poets
inscribed on every surface. I can hear them. They speak in Arabic and Hebrew and just
for me in Modern English a language not yet born. I want to dive into that world.
The historical research motivated me to write a scene about the elements of ancient life in
Cordoba that I imagined through the eyes and ears of Aviva and Abu. Here I take a leap of poetic
license and imagine a conversation between the two characters. The premise of this dialogue is
based on historical reports from Ancient Andalucía found in the Cairo Genizah.
AVIVA: What are they like? The wine parties?
ABU: Why are you so interested in wine parties?
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AVIVA: Wine parties are the center of poetic life. And I am not allowed to go. Please!
ABU: The men sit in groups. Jews here. Muslims here. The Saki enters. A young man,
boy really, very attractive, manly but in his youth and dress almost feminine. He taunts
the players into competition, pouring wine. Slyly challenging: “ Is anyone here able to
offer me a homonym?” The men scramble and push to be first. He chooses one to begin
and then twists the game again and again announcing “Now a poem on this sword” “ That
bowl” “The springtime” “a woman’s leg” “a canal”
AVIVA: A canal?
ABU: Anything that enters his pretty mischievous head. But there is never an evening
without wine poems.
AVIVA: Let me try one!
The Hoffman and Cole (2011) book, Sacred Trash, embraces the paradox of our
contemporary view of the period in the title itself. The story of the discovery of the Cairo
Genizah as they describe it, could be a play in itself. In 1896 Solomon Schechter found the
Cairo Genizah in the Ben Ezra synagogue, he had’ rushed in haste” (Hoffman & Cole, 2011,
p. 194) to trusted colleagues to decipher the meaning of this vast bunch of discarded paper. In
1955 another scholar Sholomo Dov Goiten found a box of Schechter’s discarded papers at
Cambridge on the top floor, parts of the Genizah left under the roof in a crate marked “rubbish.”
In 1985 Zion Ezra Fleisher found the fragments of Dunash’s wife poem and “as if in a made—
for—TV National geographic special, the two fragments came together before Fleisher’s eyes
like a map pointing to a long- lost treasure … making it almost certain that she, not her husband
was the author of this lyric” (Hoffman & Cole, 2011, p. 180).
I was so excited by the discovery of a female Jewish poet from the period that I raced to
speak to an expert on the subject at The Jewish Theological Seminary. He disagreed with the
Cambridge findings and told me that my summation was wrong, and that no woman could have
written that poem, in fact he told me that there is no conclusive evidence that any Jewish women
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wrote poems or did anything creative until centuries later. He scoffed at my naïve unscholarly
enthusiasm, and threw my research and my gender back into the dark ages. I rebelled by writing
a female poet with a streak of bravado that would stand up to male poets and the Academy, and
put this scholar in the play:
AVIVA PUPPET: In this room we changed the world.
SCHOLAR PUPPET: No female changed anything until 1492 (Daskin, W.)
AVIVA PUPPET: I am from the ancient past. Despite your 17 books and articles on my century, I
know more about history than you ever will. I live there.
No matter how much a researcher reads of history or performance studies, no matter how
much s/he watches and read the news, listen to the radio, talks about scholarship, politics, art,
current events, at some point an ethnographer has to get up out of his or her chair and get out into
to field “where witnessing becomes holy writ: mysterious, complicated, powerful. And
necessary” (Taussig, 2012, p. 2).
Field Work
In the following section I will look at a part of the fieldwork process, not as new data, but
as the backstory to the data. The fieldwork was essential to my auto ethnography because the
experience informs my interpretation. My travels to areas of conflict like Iraq, Israel, Palestine,
Lebanon, and Egypt enabled me to look at different cultures through an auto ethnographic lens. I
taught workshops and did performances in every country, so the context was always theatrical.
Most of the encounters and experiences I had expressed within the script of My Heart Is in the
East but there were things I had to leave out to protect the privacy of others, or because of length
and structure. Every time I returned to the United States I would head to the Islamic Wing at the
Metropolitan Museum of Art and visit the historical exhibits and daydream about Ancient
Andalucía.
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The voices of my participants- both the people I met and interviewed in the field and the
people participating in my focus groups- are fully present in the script of My Heart is in the East
(the fourth chapter of this document). I was directed to embed theory into the play itself and I
also embedded my ethnographic research in the form of characters. The play is peopled with
representations and interpretation of women and men I encountered. Interviews are fictionalized
while adhering to an accuracy of opinion and an essence of personality and cultural affiliation
Iraq was the most dangerous place I went and the most life changing. It was my first trip
to the Middle East. The culture shock was palpable and the risk was visceral. In Iraq and then
later in Beirut a personal situation with a male colleague affected my research. We were
commissioned to write a play together. The idea of a Jewish woman in America and a Muslim
man from Iraq was compelling to funders and arts organizations. The play was about a battle
between two soldiers who had shot and killed each other—an Iraqi and an American—speaking
from the afterlife. We tried to write it in two languages, over 6,000 miles, and negotiate the
differences between our cultures and our gender and our ages (he was much younger than me)
via Skype. But as time went on the tensions between us grew. Finally, due to a series of very
difficult interactions our communication broke down altogether. The play came to fruition but
the relationship was by then so strained that the production did not feel like a success, especially
since the entire purpose had been the international collaboration.
The failure of the project was devastating and occurred during the research process. I lost
faith in theater as a cross-cultural peacebuilding tool. I include this story to underline my
awareness of the challenges and to lend a context for My Heart Is in the East. If not for the loss
of the collaboration, my dissertation might well have surrounded this Iraqi-American play rather
the play about Cordoba. Writing My Heart Is in the East was as much a healing as an offering.
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I decided to include some of this difficult experience in the data of the final script,
because to leave it out would have created too wide a gap in the real story of my experience. I
also believe that although the experience was private and quite painful, its inclusion will support
the feminist themes running through the work and give voice to circumstances that might
resonate with audiences and readers, especially women. This is a risky and difficult choice. It
was suggested to me by two different readers that I make the Arab male colleague who acted
aggressively towards me into a White American male, thus avoiding the danger of perceived
racism. I considered this carefully and sought advice from my dissertation committee and other
colleagues and decided to risk the conversations that might arise as a result of the full truth.
Because I plan to have discussions at every performance, I believe there will be an opportunity to
process some of the reactions and clarify my views if needed.
In Palestine and Egypt I conducted theater0 workshops for the Freedom Theatre, doing
therapeutic theater work including Drama Therapy, Playback Theater, Theater of the Oppressed,
Puppetry, Voice and Acting and Psychodrama, I offered rigorous training and researched the
effects of intensive creative exploration.
The Freedom Theater was founded by a charismatic leader named Juliano Mer Khamis
(known by everyone throughout the region and throughout the political theatre community
worldwide as “Juliano”) Inspired by his mother Arna who moved from Israel to open a
children’s center in Jenin, Juliano created The Freedom Theatre to raise the quality of
performing arts in the area, build a safe place where women, children and youth could express
themselves freely and equally. The purpose of the work at The Freedom Theatre is also to teach
the community that through art they can imagine new realities and even find ways of dealing
with existing political conflicts, violence, and oppression. The theater, with both educational and
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performance offerings, aims to empower the young generation to use the arts to promote positive
change.
Juliano was murdered in broad daylight just outside the theatre in 2011. At first friends,
colleagues and family suspected either the Israeli Army or the Palestinian Authority. Over time
it was suspected that he was killed by a member of the refugee community for bringing
controversial elements into the plays he presented, which were considered “Haram” (unholy) by
many Muslims in the refugee camp. Juliano lived his life fearlessly devoted to making art to
awaken the world to the cause of freedom for Palestine and was aware that he was making
people angry on both sides of the wall. At the time of writing, his murder has never been
officially solved.
One of my goals going to Palestine was to negotiate my own complicated relationship to
Israeli- Palestinian (Jewish-Arab) strife. I wanted to overcome these emotional challenges
without losing my patience, temper or nerve, to offer a meaningful and productive series of
workshops.
Some of the artists connected to The Freedom Theatre spoke to me about their beliefs
about the Israeli occupation referring to Israel only as “48”. In 1948 the West Bank was occupied
by Trans-Jordan, in 1967 the West Bank came under Israeli military administration. “In 1948,
the declaration of the State of Israel inaugurated a paradoxical reality for the Jewish People: The
unattainable had been attained” (Haberman, 2012, p. 6). In 1993 most of the Palestinian
population was under the jurisdiction of the Palestinian Authority but Israel has maintained
troops and full military presence in many areas of the West Bank. Under the Oslo II Accord of
1995, the West Bank was divided into 3 regions know as Area A, B and C. Area C includes 61%
of the West Bank and falls under complete Israeli civil and military control. In 2000 the Israeli
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government started to construct the Israeli West Bank barrier––a large concrete wall that
separates Israel and several of its settlements (about 300,000 Israeli settlers live in the West
Bank), as well as a significant number of Palestinians, from the remainder of the West Bank.
When traveling in Israel large red and white signs are clearly visible near the checkpoints
warning citizens that by crossing into the west banks they are taking their safety into their own
hands—that the territories are dangerous.
At one point I was asked to do a three-day workshop in Israel by a group called
Combatants For Peace—the artistic director at The Freedom Theatre balked. He told me that he
opposed my going unless the group followed BDS guidelines. The BDS (Boycott, Divest and
Sanction) movement combats the Israeli occupation of Palestine by working to destroy the
business relationships between Israel and the parts of world that supports and finances the
country. I sincerely wanted to offer this workshop to these wonderful people who were
themselves, as Jews, fighting against the occupation. I finally convinced my friends at The
Freedom Theatre of the purpose and good spirit of my workshop in Israel, but for a time the
paradox of being Jewish in the Arab world was more difficult than I expected.
It was necessary to educate myself about the history and the circumstances of conflict in
this country. So that I could communicate clearly, I had to be fluent, not in Arabic or Hebrew but
in history from the Palestinian perspective. I had never been in this region before, and although I
had read a large amount before arriving, there was so much I could only understand on the
ground.
Because I worked with many different translators I had to learn very efficient ways of
communicating. Some translators can speak while an instructor or performer is speaking, others
have to wait until you are finished and then slowly convey your words. Sometimes I had to
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eliminate sections of a lesson because I had a poor translator and it was just taking too long to
communicate and it was frustrating the students. I used my body and large gesture more than
usual to overcome the sometimes very long language gap, which I feared would alienate
participants. In this instance my theatre skills aided me immeasurably.
In one of my classes a man re-enacted his brother’s arrest by the Israeli army and
envisioned the scene as he wished it could have taken place, with more strength on his part. The
surplus reality (Moreno, 1987) that theatre and drama therapy provide can often get to the heart
of an unexpressed issue and allow not only for insight and catharsis but also for development of
new behaviors. Gender issues were dealt with frequently. In my drama therapy session in Nablus
the tension of domestic violence was eased by an empowering improvisation about cooking a
community feast. Another participant, who desperately tried to remember his cell that the Israeli
army kept him locked in for 19 months, felt that he lost a year and a half of his life both
externally and internally. He could not recall one detail of the cell, all he remembered was an
insect in the corner who he had captured to talk to (as he was in solitary for most of his time in
prison) I asked him to play the insect and from the vantage point of the bug he was able to see
and remember the walls and the ceiling and floor and the smell of the prison cell after years of
amnesia.
At the heart of the journey the paradoxes became almost unbearably uncomfortable. But
there was also great peace in the presence of contradiction. I was confident that nothing was
being avoided- that I was looking at all sides of all meetings/seeing a diverse population of
people with varied views, opinions, and beliefs. The more confused I became the more
convinced I was that I was witnessing everyone.
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Some sections of My Heart Is in the East are based entirely on my fieldwork. In one
scene I recount one of the most paradoxical incidents I encountered in the Middle East:
MIRI: Another workshop I teach is for women in a community center. An older woman comes
in last.
FIDYA PUPPET : Ladies! I am pregnant! I know, I know Habibti, it's hard to believe, you look
at me and you think she's too old- way past childbearing years… But Ladies Allah wants me to
give my husband a baby boy. You know I lost the last nine, but not this one! My husband is
going to marry a second wife - this girl- so young, so pretty- breaks my heart. I gave him just one
daughter nineteen years ago, if I give him a son, maybe he won't take the new wife, Inshallah.
But Lady Teacher, I have to leave the class before lunch to see the doctor. I can feel him inside
me. My boy.
MIRI: She returns to the workshop just after lunch.
FIDYA PUPPET (SOBBING): My baby is dead!
MIRI: The other women all begin shouting at once. I bring them into a circle. I ask Fidya to
come into the center. I ask each woman to say one supportive thing. Every single woman says a
variation of the same thought: Inshallah you give your husband a son. God willing you can make
for your husband a baby boy. Inshallah God saves that baby for your husband. Not one of the
women says: I hope you are OK. Eat some lunch. Take care of yourself. Thank God you have a
daughter. Cherish her. Inshallah your husband is kind to you. The woman weeps harder in the
center of the circle, clutching her belly, rocking back and forth, tears streaming.
FIDYA PUPPET: I hate my body - I hate my life, I hate my body / I hate my life
MIRI: I want to scream at the women but it isn't my business. This is not my culture. Not my
place to rail with western feminist vigor against “gender power dynamics”. I ask the women to
write poems to put inside the brains of puppets. The pregnant woman writes about the day when
her daughter was lost for three hours during a bombing. She makes a puppet of her daughter. In
her play the other women’s puppets join into the story bobbing up and down with bright and
crooked faces. I ask Fidya what she will do when she leaves the workshop.
FIDYA PUPPET: First thing? I am going to call my daughter.
MIRI: After the workshop, I call my daughter too.
My experiences in the field were as positive as they were challenging. People greeted me
warmly and enthusiastically welcomed the work. It was amazing to me that in Cairo just days
before the second revolution in my workshop swelled, by word of mouth, from 20 to 70 people.
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Theatre artists, social workers, clowns and human rights workers were desperate for new tools to
deal with trauma and recovery. Theater and drama therapy techniques are useful tools in times
of crisis and conflict.
Eventually I had to stop doing fieldwork. I had to come home and write. The transition
from research to writing can be challenging. One needs to move from brain to body, from theorist
to mover, from researcher to reactor. The distance from the field to the desk and from the desk
to the studio floor can be a very long walk. Madison and Hamera (2006) stated,” moving from
field to script was like being about to cross the Sahara by foot” (p. 45).
Writing
The process of writing the play was an intensive, exhausting, rewarding, and
unforgettable experience. The prompt offered to me by D. Soyini Madison was to embed the
theory into the script. I worked to incorporate my ideas and scholarship into the art of the play.
When I discovered the evidence for poetic exchange and read about the fragment of an
ancient poem first credited to Dunash and later to his wife, I found the kernel of something that
was historically possible and also very theatrical.
The first thing I did was to sequester myself in a room. To write the historical part of the
play I steeped myself in research and surrounded myself with ancient imagery. The story of
Aviva and Abu as an interpretation of the research flowed out of me as if it were channeled from
history. This sometimes happens for a playwright. The work is clear from the beginning, the
story, the setting, the circumstances—and the characters write the play themselves—they speak
in distinctive voices, and with some shaping and editing from the playwright, the scene is born.
Like some human labors, which are fast and relatively smooth, these plays come into the world
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fully formed and have fairly easy childhoods. This has happened rarely for me, but it happened
here.
Using the historical research I gathered, I had to first locate the possible circumstances
that could serve as the physical metaphor for peace. Finding a true and specific moment with
dramatic potential is important for successful theatrical history. A good play raises questions that
can potentially be resolved. Not that resolution is a dramatic necessity, but the sincere attempt to
resolve problems or dilemmas provides necessary dramatic action that creates audience interest
and empathy. In the case of Aviva and Abu the point of conflict in their relationship focused on
gender and poetry.
The role of history in theater is not to reenact exact history but to offer an interpretation
of past human experience. The story of a play, whether factual or invented, is perceived through
the eyes and soul of the artist. Good interpretation of history through theater or literature is a
balance of the author’s research and the author’s view. An historical play represents a
circumstance that either did take place or could have taken place. There is a fine line between
historical inaccuracy and history as fiction. It is my theory that if something in history could
have occurred and the author is not claiming factual accuracy, then imagined history cannot be
judged with the same criteria as research that claims to be historical verity. History as art is a
complex endeavor.
Writing the first half of the play, I was faced with my own history and the writing did not
flow with such alacrity. I had gathered the auto-ethnographic/biographical sections in journals
during my fieldwork. I wrote and performed sections of the contemporary section in various
ways and places across months, continents and venues. I struggled profoundly with the form, the
content, the characters and the courage to tell the story.
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Writing the second half of the play I was more like the character Aviva who writes with
easy and passionate confidence. Writing the first half I was much more like Abu who doubts
himself, and crosses out his lines with violent strokes of the pen. I have never had such different
experiences with two parts of the same play. Because of this experience one of my difficult
dilemmas was the question of how to put the two parts together. I tried many solutions—no
intermission, a regular intermission, a guided intermission, and ended up with a sense of ongoing
inquiry. I know that the play will continue to change and evolve in form.
During the process of the My Heart Is in the East endeavor I viewed rehearsal as research
and research as rehearsal. The journey of creating the play required quite a few creative side
trips.
Paraboxes
At one point in the process I decided to tackle the research paradox with an art
experiment. The project was designed to better understand both the content of my research and
the nature of paradox itself. I approached the physical metaphor of paradox in the creative
exploration of making shadow boxes with various materials (photographs, clay figures, found
objects, etc.) The boxes each focus on a seemingly impossible paradox. I wrestle with the
images, looking at them separately and then placing certain elements together- not to make sense
of their combination necessarily, but to find the boundary between them, play at not letting either
side take over the box, leanings into the contradiction, becoming more and more curious as I find
the beauty in side of the dissonance, and investigate the edge of discord as the box achieves an
artistic harmony in its hybridity. I call them “Paraboxes.”
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Figure 4.1. Paraboxes 1. Boxes and photographs by Jessica Litwak.
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Figure 4.2. Paraboxes 2. Boxes and photographs by Jessica Litwak.
Puppet Building
Puppet building was another form of rehearsal for me. I used images and text, and built
the puppet’s brains, heads and bodies, creating characters that reflected the research literature I
was simultaneously reading. While continuing to research the history and the contemporary
politics, I filled my apartment with life size puppets made out of newspaper, masking tape, paint,
yarn, wire and clothing. When I was researching the characters for the play, I would find a
photograph either from my fieldwork or from the newspaper, and do a sketch of either an idea
from the photograph or a specific person in the photograph, and then make a puppet of the
sketch.
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The following images represent a few of the puppet building experiences both in the field
and in the studio (see Supplemental File: Practicing Puppet Building).
Puppets were not only useful for understanding the characters they helped me enter the
research in a deep and tactile way. Building the puppets became an action incorporated into the
play. Here Miri explains the process of puppet building I actually use both when teaching puppet
making and when I am making my own.
MIRI: The first thing you do is you make the puppet's brain. You find a secret; it
becomes a poem, and then the core of the brain. As newspaper and masking tape form the
head around it—a face emerges, sculpted, glued, painted, it comes alive, held roughly or
tenderly. The puppet moves through space and then the stories come.
Studio Time
I rented a small studio space and engaged in a process I called “One Hour, One Puppet.” I
went into the studio for an hour with each puppet and experimented with text, movement and
puppet handling. I went into the studio alone. Originally I had planned on have a creative partner
in the space with me but I decided that the solitary experimentation was more conducive to this
stage of the research process. It was a challenging and self-reflective work period. Compared
with the fieldwork in conflict zones, the solitary studio time, albeit physically safer was much
more challenging emotionally. It was daunting for me. It had been years since I’d entered a
studio space alone. I had never entered such a space as an ethnographer, unburdened by a
rehearsal agenda and a production schedule. When I stepped into the studio alone with the
puppets I had made, I was terrified that too much would happen, or nothing at all. Unlike going
to the studio to rehearse a play, I resisted any oppressive creative agenda with a steadfast attitude
of exploration. I let go of expectations. It was like letting go off a high diving board and letting
the water catch me.
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These one-hour sessions lead to more clarity about the research and the script itself. I
translated the studio work onto the page. The poetic practice of inquiry has made a huge
difference in my work. I was able to learn how to flow from reading articles and books to
writing my own journal to looking over the interviews and memories from recent travel, to
drawing and puppet building to studio rehearsal and back to my computer to gather it all
together. Then the spiral began again: Research. Rehearsal. Writing. Interpreting the research
creatively and letting my mind follow my heart, searching not for reality, but truth.
But a play is not fully alive until it is heard- a play without an audience is like an
invisible person existing without reference to the world. It was now time to listen to the people.
The Readings: Audience Response
Writing and rehearsal periods overlapped up until the final presentation. The work was
affected by the feedback of collaborative artists as well as audiences. I would go from the page to
the stage and back again, listening to the voices of others while using my own discernment as the
final barometer. The readings were essential to the process. I conducted readings that were varied
in purpose and venue. There were four stages of exploration in the readings that lead to
different conversation:
1. The Scholarly/Artistic Conversation
2. The International/ Political Conversation
3. The Script Development Conversation
4. The Culminating Event
The Scholarly/Artistic Conversation
The purpose of this first set of readings was to further my investigation into the
methodology and to experiment with merging scholarship and art by combining teaching with
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performance. I was interested to see (a) How the material worked as performance/lecture. I
wanted to see if it was evocative, clear, meaningful to others, and engaging; and (b) If two
different audiences (one scholarly and one theatrical) would have different reactions to the
presentation of the same material: the first forty pages of this paper.
The first performance took place in my hotel room in Los Angeles one evening during
my Ph.D. residency. I sent out a general email and 9 of the cohort of my Leadership and Change
program showed up to the performance (out of those 7 responded to the subsequent
questionnaire). The Los Angeles audience was made of doctoral students from the fields of
health care, psychology, education, executive coaching, business administration, and other fields,
not one artist among them. The second performance was done in my living room in New York.
Again, I sent out a general email and five people showed up (out of those three responded to the
questions). The New York audience was made up of actors, directors, and a theatre professor.
During conversations after both performances, the audiences and I engaged in discussions about
the content of the material as well as the methodology.
I then sent them each an email with the following questions, and asked them to answer as
briefly or in as much depth as they liked:
1. What resonated for you in the reading?
2. What was your response to the methodology (the combination of scholarly and artistic
material)?
3. Do you have any questions or thoughts?
The following is a summation and selection of their written responses:
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The responses reflected a relation to the material, audience members in both groups
seemed to feel connected to the performances and be able to link my story to their own life
experience. What follows is a selection of some sample comments:
Resonance with the material/performance:
1. Although my upbringing and experiences were quite different than the author, I found
myself tearing up and even lightly weeping at sections of the readings as I reflected on
my own life. (Los Angeles Focus Group)
2. I found myself able to be present to their lives, their emotions, and their desires. All so
very real and resonant for me. (Los Angeles Focus Group)
3. The personal nature and accessibility of your stories resonated with everyone in the
room. Even though I am not a Jewish woman, there was something malleable about your
stories that just "fit" with my own experiences. Not everyone can say that they have been
involved in an abusive relationship, or a relationship where you are striving to "save"
another person; however we can relate and find ourselves in those characters. (Los
Angeles Focus Group)
4. The deep reflective nature of the reading drew me in and struck familiar chords. I was
so very interested in the content that I did not want to think of my own relative
experiences but made mental notes to go back and revisit them. I was also inspired to
draw out my instigational self and take a more active stance in ways that I can. (Los
Angeles Focus Group)
5. What really resonated with me during the reading was how much of your personal
story allowed me to recall my own and not only identify with my past through yours, but
also question certain people and events in my own history, through experiencing yours.
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(New York Focus Group) Audience members frequently commented on the power of
performance, the scholars were more amazed by it than the theatre practitioners, but both
groups mentioned the fact that the passion in the performance had an effect on their
response:
1. Your passion and the way that you brought the characters/individuals to life.
I found myself able to be present to their lives, their emotions, and their desires. All so
very real and resonant for me. (Los Angeles Focus Group)
2. I was riveted by the flow of the piece. Even though you gave us an abridged version, I
felt like the room was hanging on to the stories in an effort to find meaning and value in
what you were sharing. (Los Angeles Focus Group)
3. It felt real, true, and very much alive, and I was struck by how much time you were
able to cover, both in your own history as well as generally, in a fairly short amount of
time, but in a very engaging and captivating way. (New York Focus Group)
The methodology:
1. The snippets of performance interwoven with theory allowed the theories to be more
digestible in immediately illustrated examples. (Los Angeles Focus Group)
2. I liked the blending of history, education, performance, and personal story. (Los
Angeles Focus Group)
3. This methodology is an ideal one to use for one that is gifted with creating the
performance word, but it also has the potential to be used as a teaching tool for those that
are not familiar with performance. For example, I feel that once this methodology is used
by gifted performers such as Jessica, we can learn how to apply it to other fields, making
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the line between theory and performance an entertaining blur. (Los Angeles Focus
Group)
4. It excites me that this new methodology has potential that we are only now tapping.
How exciting it would be if scholarly work were as approachable as this artistic material.
Intimidation would decrease and more and more audiences (and artists) could experience
the benefits of traditional research in a non-threatening manner. (Los Angeles Focus
Group)
5. It was a little weird to have the sources cited throughout but overall it was good. If our
classes were more like this, I would be get so much more out of them. It was easier to
connect to the material. (Los Angeles Focus Group)
6. I loved how the artistic brought the scholarly to life! By acting and reading, your
stories melded with scholarly direction and allowed me to see how our lives, wherever
they are or from where they've come, can be married to ways we study and express
ourselves through scholarly writing. (New York Focus Group)
7. Extremely effective ...The benefit is that your methodology goes beyond the scholarly
with the artistic delivery, in touching your audience not only to know you in a different,
deeper, way, but also elicits from the audience a perhaps unexpected connection with
their own feelings, meaningful emotional reactions and thoughts. (New York Focus
Group)
8. Your methodology is incredible. Live theater is supposed to suck you in and hold on
to you otherwise we would stay at home in front of the TV. But theater pushes you to
think, to experience, and that's exactly what you did for us. There is not only a place for
this in research, but a need. (Los Angeles Focus Group)
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9. I think that this methodology is incredibly useful and successful, mainly in two ways.
The first as an informative and contemplative form of theater and the second as a
valuable educational tool. As a visual learner who finds it very difficult to listen to
lectures, speeches etc., an really absorb and process the information without looking at a
text in front of me, I was worried that I wouldn't be able to add much value and it would
be hard for me to follow the scholarship piece of the reading. However, this methodology
allowed me to engage with the material easily and not only was I able to process the
information, it was incredibly entertaining and fun. Scholarship and research can often
sound monotonous and dull, but the methodology allowed the reading to feel vibrant,
relevant and interesting, while seamlessly transitioning between the scholarship and the
artistic piece. (Los Angeles Focus Group)
10. Auto ethnography, while deeply personal, is still very powerful at creating
connections between the author and the reader/listener. The power of this methodology
allowed me to "magically" be taken into the author's childhood at the same time I was
taken back to my own. (Los Angeles Focus Group)
11. I really like the thoughtfulness of this methodology. It's a lot like drama therapy; only
you are using yourself as the tool to help others access their own experiences.
I'm fascinated to see how this methodology could be incorporated not only in theatrical
settings, but also in educational settings, such as college and universities. I think many
students could benefit greatly from this type of learning. (Los Angeles Focus Group)
Questions/thoughts:
1. I would be curious as to how you could develop a how-to for using this methodology
for other doctorate (performance based and non-performance based) programs. This
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could be groundbreaking in a scholarly circle. I would love to participate in a workshop
that would allow me to write my own. Although I would be self-conscious and
vulnerable, the reaction of the audience would encourage me to continue to dive deeper
into my own auto ethnography. (New York Focus Group)
2. I'm so curious to see how this unfolds and the direction you travel. You live in a world
that is not so familiar - I grew up with Bread & Puppet and Spalding Gray, but my artistic
insight is limited - I'm curious to experience your reality through your performance and
passion that you live. (Los Angeles Focus Group)
3. This reading feels as though it relates to the old-school "oral" tests that used to be given
- with more spice to it. Would you ever consider giving a paper in this way? I
think this format would work really well for an invited audience set up for discussion. As
an audience or as a student - I feel as though my intellect and my experiential,
creative intelligence are being contacted - I am much more likely to come away
remembering because my empathy had been awakened as a listener. (New York Focus
Group)
In summary of the scholarly/artistic conversation, I was surprised that the two groups had
such similar responses. I was expecting the scholarly group to have trouble with the experimental
nature of the performative elements and the theatrical group to be put off by the informational
nature of the scholarship. I was pleased that both groups were equally engrossed by the material
and participated in the discussions with equal gusto and investment.
The flow between performance and discussion between performer and audience, between
education, provocation and entertainment was very exciting. The responses indicated that the
audience felt engaged. The energy in both rooms was palpable. In each small space a temporary
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community was formed. I am never happier than the moments when a meaningful conversation
erupts after a performance. Both audiences enjoyed being part of a group experiment, artist and
audience together as researchers on the quest. This experience motivated me to go forward with
this kind of theatrical experiment with Performative Auto Ethnography presented to small
groups.
The International Conversation
I performed sections of the Autoethnographic/Autobiographical half of My Heart Is in the
East in Italy at an International Director’s Symposium on Theater and Social Change, in Turkey
at an International Peace Conference, in Washington State as part of a Global Studies initiative,
and in New York at a World Economic Conference. At each of these venues there was a dialogue
following the performance. As we discussed theater as a vehicle for social justice and peace
building in conflict zones, I was able to test the resonance of the material and hear both positive
responses and concerns with international audiences and colleagues.
At a recent International Peace and Research Association conference, I listened to an
Israeli musician speak about the act of participating in a concert with Palestinian musicians.
They played lovely music together through the day. The flute, the guitar, the drums, the "oud"
and their voices merged in song, helped them forget that they were on opposite sides of a raging
war. Through shared rhythms and melodies they lifted themselves above the fray and found
harmony. I realized that my art form is not built for this kind of exchange. The very nature of
good theatre is good conflict. Our character’s lessons are learned while wrestling in the mud of
human struggle while searching for a way to become free. In theater, the only way out is
through.
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The Script Development Conversation
After the performed readings of sections of the play, I did two readings of the full script
for play development, one in New York and one in Los Angeles. Both readings had invited
audiences and included discussions about the play. These were typical development readings,
meaning that the audience was given the opportunity to express opinions and ideas about the
script.
The feedback technique I prefer for script development is to follow a process of four
stages of discussion:
1. The audience is asked what resonated most with them.
2. I (the playwright) asked specific questions of the audience.
3. The audience asked the playwright (me) questions, and finally
4. There was opportunity for open comments/suggestions.
I also received a grant to participate in a weeklong writer’s retreat at The Lark Theatre in
New York. During an intensive week of five-hour sessions I brought in sections of the play and
they were read aloud by two actors in a room with six professional playwrights and two
directors. The response to each playwright’s work was forensic. The process was often
frustrating (although familiar to me) because no matter how talented an artist one is, not
everyone is skilled in giving feedback. It is sometimes confusing to have ten people giving
detailed and diverse feedback and rewriting your work in the process. Also, a few people in the
room had difficulty with the material—found it either too scholarly or too political for their
tastes and expressed their dislike. This caused me to feel more alone as a writer/creator than I
had before. However, it was very valuable part of the process, especially because I was not
performing the material and could listen with more objectivity.
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From these readings I learned that the piece needed to be in two acts with a break in
between, and that there needed to be more interaction between the two ethnographic voices in the
first part of the play. At first I was calling the protagonist “The Researcher,” many comments
from listeners encouraged me to give her a name. It took me a long time to find the correct name
for her. I wanted to find a name that worked in both the Arab and Jewish worlds. Another script
development issue was whether to make the play two acts or a piece without an intermission. I
also wanted to avoid being too didactic in the script so tried to balance education and artistry. My
goal was to bring the play to life while incorporating an element of information dissemination
albeit through poetic and dramatic means.
After each reading I did some cutting and some restructuring of text. A play is never
ready until there is at least some sort of formal ongoing rehearsal process. Because the act of
creating theatre is such a collaborative art form, it takes more than a solitary writer to develop a
play. Even after all the feedback from the readings, I realize that until the play has received a full
production, it will continue to evolve. For instance, it is possible that some of the text will fall
away when physical action and emotional reactions fill the space and carry the story.
The Culminating Conversation
The readings culminated in an event at La Mama, which was geared toward community
building. The evening was an experiment. My goal was to create the kind of event I will do when
touring the play. We created a warm and generous space with thematic food (olives, Middle
Eastern pastries, hummus, pita, roasted almonds, falafel, grapes, and wine), Middle Eastern
music, and decorations. Then there was a staged reading of the entire play, followed by a poetry
contest. After the play we gave out cards randomly that read either; Rhyme, Contradiction,
Homonym, or Wine Poem with explanations and examples. People were asked to gather with
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those who had the same card as they did and collaborate on a short poem. The poems were then
read in the large group and everyone voted on which prize each group would get: “The OLIVE,”
“The GRAPE,” “The NUT,” or “The Grand Falafel.” The humor and fun lead to a wonderful
warmth in the room, which paved the way for our next request: an in depth conversation with the
audience about theater as a vehicle for peace building. (See supplemental file: The Performance
Event).
The following are a compilation of notes I took as people responded to the question
“What resonated with you?” and their answers developed into a conversation:
“The language, the passion for the conversation the contradictions of the Jewish and Arab
worlds”
“Human interaction—it was meaningful feel it in my heart, I have been wanting to have
this conversation from an early age.”
“I loved the conversation between two poets- the man saying he appreciates her as a
partner.”
“I liked the description of the protest in Los Angeles before the Iraq occupation. It spoke
to our times, and it touched me.”
“I liked the constant shifting of power dynamics– an American woman from a colonized
world in the Middle East”
“I love the use of language and humor.”
“I love the personal journey and Self Reflection”
“It reminded me of a theatre piece I heard about—where huge puppet hands are reaching
across the wall from Israel to Gaza—actors holding them on each side.”
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“It reminds me of when I, a Jewish guy, and my Arab neighbor both had knee surgery
and we talked about it.”
“The courageousness of going through checkpoints. The experience of being afraid for
you.”
“The creation of a world—dancing on the boat, for example.”
“The shakiness of the word ‘brave’”
“The juxtaposition of both hiding and using your American identity.”
The following are selections from emails I received after the event:
1. Congratulations on creating such a beautiful and brave work of art. It was an honor to
hear it and be part of that incredible evening. You do have an amazing ability to create
community, which was so evident last night.
2. Your play is lovely in so many ways. So personal, deeply generous. Artistically
sculpted, but felt unfiltered. You are a complex mirror, and in that complexity you invite
us to examine our attitudes, our preconceptions. That is a step toward Peace Building.” “I
had such interesting dreams last night, which is always a sign that something has truly
gotten under my subconscious skin. What an extraordinary member of the human race
you are! I just went on your website and read the description of your plays. It's more than
just the subject matter—it's the wholly unique, fascinating and wacky means by which
you choose to probe into the subject matter that makes it so special. I loved your use of
words as words, as poetry, your ability to use words to portray such striking characters,
your ability to use words as a form of music (so much of your language was musical, I
was going to ask you if you had a musical background but then I heard you sing and my
question was answered), your ability to take us on such a haunting journey as you did last
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night, and carry it out to the fullest even to the Middle Eastern-themed food, your
gargantuan sense of humor, so necessary an entrée for an audience perhaps timid about
the material. It's more than just your writing and acting talents. I admire your ability to
handle a group of people with tact and grace, also a rare skill.”
As a result of the readings and audience responses I did a final rewrite of a “rehearsal
script” which is ready for the upcoming rehearsal process and production, one that will continue
to change and develop through a rehearsal process towards full production.
Implications for Practice
The experience of these performances and subsequent conversations strengthens my
belief in the importance of theatre as a vehicle for education, healing and change. Theatre can be
something for and of everyone. By bringing theatre to scholarship, research becomes
simultaneously passionate and theater informative.
Resistance
The process of creating My Heart Is in the East was both enjoyable and arduous. The
amount of resistance I encountered on the path of generating the work astonished me. When
getting ready to stage the culminating event, I interviewed more than ten directors many of
whom turned away from the material because of the subject matter. I heard a prominent artistic
director say that he could produce a play about anything in the world except the Jewish/Muslim
Israeli/Palestine issue. Audiences responded positively to the topic, but directors and producers
declined official involvement with the material.
A facilitator at an Off Broadway theater writer’s retreat where I was did a workshop of
the play said she wouldn’t moderate a discussion about this piece even if I paid her to do so. She
said she was too worried about the adversarial discussion that might arise. In these current times,
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extremists from both sides are engaged in acts of violence and injustice. Irreverent cartoonists
are massacred in Paris; Black men are murdered in New York; an artistic director is fired from a
Jewish theater in Washington D.C. for producing plays that are pro-Palestinian; people are
beheaded, thrown off buildings; discrimination prevails in schools, prisons, hospitals and
courtrooms. Are people fearful of retribution? Are people fearful of conversation?
Any post-show discussion threatens to evoke tension, anger, fear and other feelings
around an issue both ancient and present. But doesn’t American theatre exist for that very
reason, to raise issues, and to combat fear and revel in the green zone of free expression at the
heart of a free world? Aren’t the liberal art makers and arts administrators who are turning away
from heated discussions being somewhat hypocritical? My Heart Is in the East brings up issues
that are challenging but presents two sides and advocates peace. Why are people so afraid of
braving discourse?
I sometimes thought that if I just did the second half about the relatively peaceful poetic
exchange in Cordoba and left out the more current challenges facing Jews and Muslims in the
Middle East and the West, the play would be much easier to produce. No one seemed to want to
engage with the paradox of present tense as far as the Middle East is concerned. Not only have I
experienced challenges due to the controversy of the subject matter (man-Woman, East-West,
Muslim-Jew) but also I am experiencing dialectic within my art form that is shaking the
foundation of my knowledge and faith in art.
The challenge with this project and the play frame the political content and become a
meta-commentary, an extension of the subject. The poetics of struggle and turmoil can be the
stuff of great drama. The ongoing trouble people have with inter communication is part of the
fabric of life. As a theater maker engaged in human rights it is my duty to find the challenges as
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fascinating as they are confounding. In the case of the subject matter I am dealing with here, I
must make a bridge between the rhetoric of my message of a peace and the actuality of it. In
Jewish-Muslim relations the historic tension is still there. The paradox of two versions of history,
two visions of justice and two types of faith continues and will continue to exist. I cannot
eliminate and disappear the voices of dispute; in fact through the theatrical process I can dive
right into the disharmony and creatively explore the conflict.
Through this process I have discovered a vast difference between the ideal of theater
(what I want it to be) and the facts of what most theater ends up being. My ideal theatre is a
theatre that interrupts daily life with a vibrancy that illuminates our shortcomings, guides us to
our best selves and brings us closer to each other and to the truth. This is theater that unifies,
transforms and moves to resolve conflict us a little bit closer to moments of justice and peace.
As an artist, I expect my work to reach into the difficult questions. I expect myself to
have the courage and insight to inspire extraordinary things in ordinary ways. However, it doesn’t
always work that way. I have been betrayed by my medium more than once. The theater
has knocked me quite literally to my knees. We fetishize our art forms and I sometimes expect
too much from my work and from myself. Theatre like any art is just as much about the process
of people making it as it is about the art. A theatrical work is the culmination of the expression of
the human beings that are making it; an artistic process is shaped by individual ideologies, fears
and prejudices. Theatre is not disentangled from the world in which we live and therefore it fails
us as an ideal. The theatre gets us to fall in love, and the making of it quite often breaks our
hearts.
Like most heartbreaks, the effects of a challenging theatrical endeavor can be
enlightening. When I am most invested and my art and self are most contested, I stand to gain
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much deeper insights than if I were only mildly entangled in the experience. In the case of My
Heart Is in the East the revelations are profound.
One major realization I had after many is that this is a Jewish play. It was written by a
Jewish artist, albeit one that is pro-Palestinian, and anti-occupation, but still a Jew. I cannot claim
an unbiased observation of history or the contemporary world. The play I originally tried
to write with my Iraqi colleague would have been a mixed effort and a bi-cultural expression.
Even though the aim of this play is to represent both sides, the view is skewed by the lens of my
own heritage. To be a unifying force between Jews and Muslims, I first have to admit the truth of
my cultural positionality so that I can perform the play without debilitating inner conflict and
speak about it afterwards with transparency. I am acutely aware of the paradox being a Jew and
wanting to eradicate anti-Semitism, and simultaneously being horrified by some of the actions of
the Israeli government. I have to hold the paradox and keep raising questions.
I have had to defend my choice to wear two hats in the process of production: playwright
and performer. There is a current tendency in the American theater to keep artists in clearly
defined boxes. But the hybrid reality of my theatrical proclivity is as important to me as the
choice of subject itself. At this point in the process of the project, I believe that the inherent
vulnerability of my autobiographical voice is a vital element not only for the play but also for the
post show conversations.
Future Performances
I will continue to refine this play and the post show experience. The play is a living,
breathing, dynamic production that is in a constant state of evolution beyond this dissertation,
though a part of it. My Heart is in the East is a poetic experiment that opens up history as a
model for peace building. It is filled with humor and folk art puppets with brains, but at the core
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it holds such an important message about imagining peace. The play is entertaining yet engages
the audience directly in questions about art and peace building. Since poetry is a big part of the
piece (both in the contemporary sections and the historical space) we include a poetry contest
after each show. Each night the focus of the discussion would be slightly different and geared to
the panel including: An Iraqi expert and Peace and Conflict Studies professor, Human Rights
experts, representatives from both Muslim and Jewish youth groups, Artists and playwrights
engaged in social justice topics. Possible questions for discussion: include
What wars have affected you?
Can history be a model for change?
Why has this period of history been so overlooked?
Have you ever witnessed art shift conflict?
What can a puppet say that a person can’t?
When conflict arises what do you do?
What’s more important peace or justice?
Are you hopeful about the world?
Do you have a community that supports you?
Will you think, do, or talk about anything differently as a result of this experience?
Performative Paradexterity
I found paradox everywhere: in the historical material I was reading, the field work I was
experiencing, with the Muslims and Jews I was meeting, in the clashes in cultures and nations I
was witnessing, in the opposing views I was hearing, in the political events that were occurring,
in the creative challenges I was encountering, and even the different methodologies I was
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employing. It was difficult to deal with paradox at first, but I improved over time. I needed to
practice engaging with paradox until I had some dexterity with it.
It took me many puppets to find ease with the process of twisting newspaper and tape
into expressive faces, I finally have dexterity with my hands that I didn’t have before. Could the
practice of interacting with paradox through performance lead to a dexterity that I could both
practice and teach?
I call the creative engagement with paradox “Performative Paradexterity.” When working
with socially engaged theatre to initiate and nurture change, cultural and personal paradoxes
arise. In this process all paradox is witnessed, met with curiosity, then creative paradoxical
dexterity is practiced through inclusive theater, drama therapy, and ensemble building
techniques. My aspiration is that dexterity with paradox will lead to the creation of meaningful
art and ideas that will lead to the transformation of conflict and the emergence of vibrant
community conversation on the road to co-existence. A new objective that has come out of my
research is to develop curriculum to construct performative paradexterity as a method of
training.
Shifting the Paradigm
To answer my research question: How do I use theater as a vehicle for personal and
social change? I engaged in a creative process through which I am continuing to discover my
own methodology. My newfound confidence in the importance of the question is based entirely
on a recent paradigm shift that enables me to embrace paradox.
I originally saw HEAT as a square, but through the process of answering my research
question, I came to see it as a circle.
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Fig 5.1. H.EA.T. Collective paradigm.
Copernicus bravely opened his eyes to a new vision of the shape of the earth, and her
relationship to the solar system (Hawking, 2002). In his honor and in the honor of all paradigm
shifters that have come before and since, I am committed to seeking courageous and innovative
insight. The original square drawing of the H.E.A.T. Collective, in which I tried to find ways of
incorporating four separate ideas, eventually became a circle, in which four ideas fit comfortable
inside each other. The circle became a sun, radiating “H.E.A.T.” outward from the core. In my
own upbringing I was told that the sun is a male symbol and the moon female. The moon
symbolizes the more passive, darker energy, the unconscious, the dream world, while the sun is
active, light, conscious and awake. However the more I drew the image of the sun as the symbol
of H.E.A.T. the more I realized that it was an inclusive and nurturing image, representing the
maternal attributes of the feminine principle. The paradigm is simple but complete: I am no
longer trying to fit into squares; I am living and working comfortably and fluidly in an
interdependent series of big round circles.
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How do I know if any of my goals were achieved? My Heart Is in the East is an
unfinished script, the subject is problematic for some producers and perhaps even some
attendees, the many layers of the structure are challenging to stage, yet it is a piece of work that I
am still close to and proud of. The conversations that it provoked were exciting and satisfying.
There is much more work to do using theatre as an agent for personal and social change in a
world where communication is breaking down faster than we can build new lines of connection
and dialogue. I feel that this project was successful in small ways. The ways that are ultimately
possible in the theatre, the ways most important to me: the play moved people, it made them
laugh, and it got them talking.
I will continue to embrace paradox through practicing all four aspects of H.E.A.T. I will
dedicate my work to the unification, liberation, education, and healing of the audiences and
communities with whom I have the honor of connecting. I will practice hybridity in theater,
scholarship, and activism. I will combine methodologies and build collage in the service of new
and useful forms. As I forge ahead, I will remember to revel in paradox when I encounter fear.
When I lose my way I will stop on the road for a time and bask in the heat of the nurturing sun.
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Figure 5.2. H.EA.T. logo.

Poem: Dear Reader
Thank you.
For honoring this research
With an open mind
To new ways of viewing scholarship.
I am grateful for the journey for the
Fear in the studio,
Tears on the pages,
Blood on the puppets,
Sweat in the details,
The sharp awakenings at every step.
San Francisco
Beirut
Israel
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Palestine
Egypt
I carried my guilt to Iraq.
I carried George Bush and his W. and bombs and occupation. My people (Americans) occupied
Iraq, my people (Jews) occupied Palestine my people (Whites) occupied Native American lands.
I carried my guilt and offered up my body like an olive branch. The people I met while carrying
this guilt helped me set it down.
They have changed me forever.
Svetlana
Leah
Fidya
Mais
Aviva
So, I come home to ground zero
to the
center
of the spiral.
never far
from the starting place.
In the words of TS Eliot:
"We shall not cease
From exploration.
And the end of our exploring
Will be to arrive where we started
And know the place
for the first time.”
As long as
humans need to heal
from violence, oppression, and heartache,
as long as artists can lead the healing
through creative
expression in excellence with purpose
as long as our hearts can communicate
through poetry and our brains through debate.
There will be use for
Performative Ethnographic Scholarship
In the pursuit of Just Peace.
In the process of this
Research,
Rehearsal,
Dialogue,
Writing
PERFORMANCE
Generosity,
The Scholarship
became my teachers,
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The Activism
became my inspiration,
The Theatre
my sanctuary.
Home (for me)
is where is the art is.
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Implications for Leadership and Change
My professional practice exists inside the realm of theater. I work within the confines of
my classrooms, rehearsal halls, and stages, the inner world of my imagination, and the territories
of my various creative projects. To affect the world and use these practices to inspire positive
personal and social change, I realize that I need to access a new kind of awareness that extends
beyond the margins of my experience. Moving into the larger world through scholarship and
public speaking will cause me to engage in leadership and change beyond the safe geography of
theatrical territory. I will need to stretch beyond my comfort level to be of service as a leader and
this will require me to seek out new vistas of thought and research. Today leading change
through the arts in a complicated and troubled world requires a kind of open and expansive
attitude and action that moves beyond the borders of my previous work.
This new expansiveness relates directly to the implications for leadership and change
beyond my practice. Because I am a playwright and performing artist who works in conflict
zones I need to come to a deeper understanding of the historical and political influences on
participants in my audiences, classrooms, workshops and beyond. This dissertation is a start. I
have discovered the need to approach paradox and conflict creatively and to educate myself
deeply in the current and past realities of countries in which I work and travel. Peace building is
in some ways the process of acquiring points of commonality, but without cultural competence
such efforts are fruitless. Comprehension of cultural identity begins with understanding
something about nationalism.
In the classic work Imagined Communities, struggles to define this notion of “nation,”
writing “I propose the definition of the nation: "it is an imagined political community- and
imagined as both inherently limited and sovereign" (p. 6)
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Because I have lived and worked in the belly of the beast, I do have a tacit understanding of the
dilemmas involved in nation carving. Anderson, quoting Tom Nairn, wrote:
“Nationalism” is the pathology of modern developmental history, as inescapable as
“neurosis” in the individual, with much the same essential ambiguity attaching to it, a
similar built-in capacity for descent into dementia, rooted in the dilemmas of helplessness
thrust upon most of the world (the equivalent of infantilism for societies) and largely
incurable. (p. 8)
To find peace in this context, we must draw from the artist within, the artist as healer.
We must face the nations we build that separate and limit us. War comes from nationalism that
causes humanity to be at odds with “the other,” usually inhabitants of another imagined nation.
We must recognize these nations as imagined, and we must imagine new, more workable
communities that support peace and justice. This is the work that I intend to do. This is my
leadership and the change I seek and encourage others to do the same. My “imagined
communities” are communities of peace and creativity.
When opinions and beliefs polarize people, theatre exists as a third space, a place where
negotiation is possible through creative reckoning. Theatre is a place where divergent cultures,
faiths, and personalities can wrestle with contradictions in ideas and feelings through the
techniques I have outlined throughout this dissertation, playwriting, puppet building, role play,
movement, drama therapy, ensemble building, voice work and performative paradexterity.
The tools of theater are capable of reinforcing leadership for a myriad of populations. By
providing time and space for discourse and experiment, theatre can inform and guide leadership
with a variety of demographics. The H.E.A.T. curriculum offers an arts training that is beneficial
for individuals and communities beyond the stage. By merging the physical, the psychosocial,
and the political with the aesthetic the benefits of practice include self-expression and problem
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solving. I have used theatre to lead groups of domestic abuse survivors, at-risk teenagers, and
incarcerated women.
If the arts were part of leadership training, how might leaders practice imagining change
before taking action? Could dramatized history be a model for peace and justice?
If political leaders were trained in the arts, could that training manifest a more feminine
principle of inclusion and hybridity, and a more dexterous relationship to paradox? What if
world leaders practiced role playing, placing themselves in another person’s shoes as a creative
exercise? What if voice and movement work could free leaders to express themselves more
authentically? What if clergy were trained in the arts? What would change through the practice
of drama therapy or puppet building in the system and structure of churches and synagogues? If
doctors were trained in the arts, and attuned to their own sensory experiences, would patient care
be enriched?
And what if artists were trained in leadership? Would the arts be richer in service as a
result? These are the questions I will continue to ask myself as I move forward in my life and
work as a leader and an artist.
I believe that my leadership dreams are reachable. I want to choose small daily acts of
healing, education, activism and theater that serve individuals and communities while keeping
the big picture in mind—the imagined communities of justice and peace. The grand goal of
inspiring others to personal and social change through theatre is reached by a series of small
peace(s). As an artist, I don’t aim for global change, but to shift perception, incite new ideas, and
move people towards insight and/or action one small act (or play, or workshop, or puppet) at a
time.
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According to Kegan and Lahey (2009) people are naturally resistant to change,
“Resistance to change does not reflect opposition, nor is it merely a result of inertia. Instead,
even as they hold a sincere commitment to change, many people are unwittingly applying
productive energy toward a hidden competing commitment” (p. 85). In my experience, I see
people resisting change because it brings paradox, and they have a hidden, or not-so-hidden
competing commitment to maintaining a state of clarity and simplicity. With my practice I move
into discomfort to facilitate transformation. I hope to be an encouragement to others who may be
contemplating change but fearful of the confusion along the way.
Paradox as a change tool is not an appealing notion for most of us. It is confusing and
uncomfortable. Why are people so afraid of being confused and uncomfortable? Is life supposed
to be clear-cut and uncomplicated? The more we know about each other’s “nations,” the more
paradox arises. Conversely new knowledge information and encourages empathy but the details
of cultural opposition can be contradictory. Sinclair (2007) stated, “Education is the practice of
freedom” (p. 35). Education may free us from ignorance, but does it free us from confusion? The
more scholars engage with ethnography, and dig deeply to hear the truth in the stories of diverse
life, the more possibility there is for incongruity to arise. This is why dialogue becomes a
powerful tool towards understanding. Peace and justice become possible when “reinforced
through discourse and discursive relationships" (p. 166). Educating ourselves does not always
mean we will be offered an uncomplicated direction. Sometimes the unveiling of actuality, both
current and historical, reveals not a clear set of facts but a tangle of paradoxical truths, which
makes human interaction all the more necessary.
I inhabit a world of paradox with some regularity. As a drama therapist I was trained to
dig deep, necessitating a tolerance for discomfort. Trauma and uncertainty are present in depth
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work- whether theatrical or therapeutic and I have learned to expect to experience conflict in
both my own heart and the hearts of others. As an international practitioner of socially engaged
theatre working in conflict zones, I often encounter cultural/national paradox, which is beyond
my immediate understanding and certainly beyond my control. This is particularly true of the
circumstances in Palestine and Israel. I have tried to explore the paradox as bravely as I could
both onstage and off. In My Heart Is in the East I have negotiated the diversity of my own
emotions while fielding the wide range of the opinions of audience members.
Theater and ritual allow us to view paradox with poetic spirituality, “as ordinariness, a
way of struggling with everyday things with greater awareness” (Sinclair, 2007, p. 163). Sinclair
goes further to describe how spirituality can assist leadership, “drawing on a spiritual traditions
and ideas can allow us to understand leadership possibilities in a broader way” (p. 164).
According to Eliason (1996) most logical paradoxes are flawed arguments that are
valuable for critical thinking. But are human beings up to the task of critical thinking when the
process gets difficult? When staring at an M.C. Escher print in which walls that are regarded as
floors from other points of view, and staircases appear to climb endlessly, the viewer can become
frustrated trying to decide whether something is a wall or a floor. The viewer must eventually
accept that the object is not one thing, nor is it one thing more than the other, it is two things at
once, a process, which provides a lesson in paradoxical tolerance.
Lederach (2005) asks us to go one step further. He asks us not only to tolerate paradox
but also to become curious about it. His concept of paradox is that “truth lives in but also beyond
what is initially perceived” (p. 36). Paradox is necessary for “contradictory truths” are essential
in order to “locate a greater truth” (p. 36). Curiosity is a state of continual attentiveness and
constant inquiry. Paradoxical curiosity respects complexity. The artistic process has a “dialectic
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nature: it arises from human experience and then shapes, gives expression and meaning to that
experience” peace and conflict transformation has a similar “artistic quality” (p. 37). The artful
and curious approach to paradox in a foundational premise to socially engaged theatre work. To
make a difference in the world, we need to be curious about our differences because our future
depends upon our interdependence and the “well-being of our grandchildren is directly tied to the
well-being of our enemy’s grandchildren” (p. 39).
The historical material I was reading, the field work I was experiencing, the Muslims and
Jews I was meeting, the clashes in cultures and nations I was witnessing, the opposing views I
was hearing, the political events that were occurring, the creative challenges I was encountering,
and even the different methodologies I was employing all contained paradox. I thought about
what I most needed to turn paradox from discomfort into creative good. I needed to practice
engaging with Paradox until I had dexterity. It took me many puppets to find ease with the
process of twisting newspaper and tape into expressive faces, I finally have dexterity with my
hands that I didn’t have before. Could the practice of interacting with paradox through
performance with my focus on tolerance and curiosity lead to a dexterity and grace that I could
not only practice but also teach?
I began to think of the creativity around paradox as training for dexterity I call
“Performative Paradexterity.”
When working with socially engaged theater to initiate and nurture change, cultural and
personal paradoxes arise. In this process all paradox is witnessed, met with curiosity, then
creative paradoxical dexterity is practiced through inclusive theatre, drama therapy, and
ensemble building techniques. The goal is the creation of meaningful art and humble, yet brave,
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bold, and expressive ideas that inspire transformation of conflict and the emergence of vibrant
community conversation on the road to peace and justice.
Given the experiences I have had in conflict zones, I do believe that if more people had
more experiences in the arts and more leaders took the arts on as potential spaces for resolution
of conflicts, both personal and political, there would be more acceptance of paradox, ambiguity,
inclusion and thus the potential for positive leadership and change,
In a world of text messages and cell phone headphones and Facebook (virtual
community) people are becoming less and less used to physical communal experience. The
occasions to escape into protected solitude are progressively more pervasive in modern Western
culture. Popcorn (1991) suggests that the habit of cocooning will eventually overtake social
interaction and human beings will become increasingly habituated to existing inside
technological, environmental, and psychological barriers.
Live theater is a vital gathering opportunity for human contact and connection. Peace and
justice building cannot merely occur virtually. While we are still a species with bodies and
voices, we must continue to communicate through and with our physical selves, and to see and
hear each other in real space and time. We must learn how to be dexterous with the paradox that
occurs when human beings encounter each other viscerally, emotionally, and creatively.
This morning’s newspaper is filled with terrifying stories. A steady stream of violent
video pours out of ISIS-ISIL. Global reaction is unified, but theories about solutions are mixed.
Fear shuts down creativity. When we are panicking about the outcome of serious threat,
we don’t often have the mental capacity or the perceived time or space to envision or imagine
change. Despite my concerns about the efficacy of having specific conversations in certain
locations, I believe that dialogue inspired by art is the only tool I can offer.
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My goal is to bring the performance and the conversation to cities around the globe like
Haifa, Israel, where there are Arab-Jewish communities, Cordoba, Spain where the actual history
took place, to Paris and other European cities where, given recent violent events, communities
might benefit from a theatrical approach to issues of peace and justice.
As further research I propose a series of regional studies in the efficacy of theater as an
agent of change. The studies would engage Performative Paradexterity and the tools of The
H.E.A.T. Collective in performance and workshops areas where there has been conflict. Some
future research plans include projects in Cameroon, Spain, The United Kingdom, and
Israel/Palestine.
In Cameroon the projected study would be a project called Radio Theatre Taboo. In
Cameroon, the Tikar and Pygmy people are a group of related ethnic populations near the
Nigerian border, speaking four different languages among 25,000 people, with limited access to
clean water, schools, hospitals and healthcare. Hope International for Tikar People is helping to
bring necessary supplies and opportunities through multiple programs including a brand new
radio tower called Radio Taboo, which broadcasts news in four Tikar dialects. Although many
people benefit from this programming, for local women and youth there is very little opportunity
for expression and creativity. Radio Theatre Taboo will provide empowerment by bringing to the
Tikar and Pygmy villages, using H.E.A.T. curriculum workshops, which culminate in original
plays. The plays will eventually form an ongoing series of radio performances, taking place over
several months, with the goal of allowing women and youth to express concerns and creatively
imagine solutions to issues that are important to their lives through creative expression. The
study will involve documenting the effects of the radio shows on the three communities over a
period of nine weeks of supervision by HITP.
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In Spain there are two pieces of research I want to do. The first is directly related to My
Heart is in the East. I want to perform the play where it takes place in Cordoba. I would like to
invite the small Jewish and Muslim communities from southern Spain and Northern Africa to
engage in a conversation about these events that occurred a thousand years ago and look at what
is happening on the same soil now.
The second research project in Spain is part of The Emma Goldman Trilogy and takes
place in Barcelona, the scene at the outbreak of the Spanish Civil War in 1936. There is so much
value in reenacting this history theatrically for the communities whose predecessors experienced
it. By performing these stories potential conversations about the revolution and what occurred on
both sides, can serve to heal old wounds or at least bring history to light as a way of looking
towards the future.
I have been in touch with a group of Jewish and Muslim theatre artists who feel
compelled to instigate conversations about Jewish and Muslims relations through theatre work.
There are plans in the works to conduct a series of performances and community discussions in
Western Europe where wounds are fresh after the recent killings at Charlie Hebdo in Paris, and
where people seem ready to talk.
Working with Palestinian and Israeli theater colleagues I want to continue the work I
began during the research for this dissertation. The work might include a production of My Heart
is in the East in Haifa. Haifa is an Israeli city with a vibrant Arab population and an Arab theatre
going community. I also want to continue working in the West Bank, bringing H.E.A.T.
workshops to schools, theaters and community centers.
The H.E.A.T. Center: Another dream I have is The H.E.A.T. Collective Center for
Socially Engaged Theatre. The Center building will be a hub, shaped like the sun, centered
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around a community room circular in shape, with hallways spiking off the center like the rays of
a sun, along those hallways will be studios, classrooms, dormitories, offices, kitchens, dining
rooms etc. The Center will function as a community center, school and performance venue where
people come from near and far to experience healing encounters, educational events, activist
gatherings and theater happenings. The center will be a safe place to bravely confront and
transform conflict into art.

Fig. 6.1. The H.E.A.T. Collective Center for Art and Peace.
Other future research includes Global Networking through Theatre Without Borders, and
Artist Safety Net (an International volunteer network of support for artists at risk), continued
development of the collective: building a global collaborative community, continued sharing of
the H.E.A.T. curriculum and Performative Paradexterity at various conferences and institutions
including The International Leadership Conference, The North American Drama Therapy
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Association Conference, The International Peace Research Association Conference, Performing
The World, The Global Mobility Symposium. I am also interested in continued collaboration
with organizations such as Cordoba House, ReCast (Acting Together on the World Stage), and
The Institute of International Education (Artists Initiative). I will be presenting a paper in Egypt
at the conference on Theatre and Censorship. I will engage in ongoing work with Special
Populations: Women, Jews and Muslims, Youth, Survivors of Domestic Violence, and all
Marginalized and Disenfranchised Communities.
The process of creating My Heart Is in the East was both enjoyable and arduous. The
amount of resistance I encountered on the path of generating the work astonished me. When
getting ready to stage the culminating event, I interviewed directors who turned away because of
the subject matter. I heard a prominent artistic director say that he could produce a play about
anything in the world except the Jewish/Muslim Israeli/Palestine issue. Audiences responded
positively to the topic, but directors and producers declined official involvement with the
material. A facilitator at a playwright’s retreat where I was working on the play said she
wouldn’t moderate a discussion about this piece even if I paid her to do so- she was too worried
about the adversarial discussion that might arise. While I was writing this dissertation Irreverent
cartoonists were massacred in Paris; Black men were murdered in New York; an artistic director
was fired from a Jewish theater in Washington D.C. for producing pro-Palestinian plays;
discrimination prevailed in schools, prisons, hospitals and courtrooms. Don’t we need to talk and
peace and justice? Are people fearful of conversation? Any post-show discussion threatens to
evoke tension, anger, fear and other feelings around an issue both ancient and present. But
doesn’t American theatre exist for that very reason, to raise issues, and to combat fear and revel
in the green zone of free expression at the heart of a free world? At one point in the play the
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Researcher threatens to remove the character who embodies her own inner antagonist, the voice
of Controversy. She tells him his lines are cut, and from now on he is silent.
GRAVE DIGGER:You are marginalizing me!
RESEARCHER: Marginalizing you? I wrote you.
GRAVE DIGGER: What gave you the right to write me?
People in conflicts zones who find themselves marginalized face embodying the
self-concept of victimization. I have witnessed people who are traumatized by violence become
cynical, hopeless, and diminished by oppression. Yet some people remain resilient. What is it in
a person’s nature that encourages or prohibits resilience? Watching footage of recently displaced
refugees in Iraq I was struck by the fact that the adults sat huddled together appearing beaten
down whereas the children were still running and playing. The younger the refugees the more
resilient; if there was a field and a stick and another kid, a game was possible. I wondered at
what age do we lose our ability to bounce back from tragedy, to find the possibility in the
impossible, the playground in the prison yard. My own relationship to innocence is connected to
a kind of romantic notion about the power of creativity. My belief in the imaginative force of art
is so strong that it wards off cynicism on most days. The theory that all art is revolution supports
the idea peace as a radical intervention, and theatre as a vehicle for change. Simply stated, the
creative act itself makes resilience probable. For me, the ability to imagine and create is the only
thing that keeps me going in the face of conflict. What gets me out of bed each morning is the
idea that I will have an opportunity to use beauty to fight for peace another day.
Three questions I received in the process of writing this dissertation were particularly
interesting to me:
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1. What was the most vivid paradox you encountered? The answer to the first question is
the paradox I encountered during my time in Israel and Palestine. I expressed the heart of the
paradox in the poem spoken by the Grave Digger called Both Sides:GRAVE DIGGER:
Both sides
You wanna cry for
Both sides
You gonna buy
Guns for
Both sides
They expire
Both sides
They are liars
Both sides
They have kids
Both Sides
They are kids
Both Sides
You watch them bleeding
Both sides
Speeding
Towards death
Both sides
Ain't no dreaming, just scheming, leaning
Towards dark,
No spark
Of hope to cope with dopes
Who sit in offices, point guns at maps:
THERE, kill that, Spill that,
Grill that hill, Bill
With your Mohammed, your Moses, your Christ
Your Improvised Explosive Device
Far Wide...
Both Sides.
2. How do you see arts as leadership? I believe that if leaders were trained in the arts and
artists were trained in leadership skills, both fields would be strengthened in efficacy and reach.
Leadership training could simply become more embodied through use of basic theater crafts such
as voice work and movement. Scholars could benefit hugely from the use of sociometry and
special awareness not to mention ensemble techniques, community building exercises and voice
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and breath work. Artists could benefit from some of the rigorous study that encourages not only
responsible accountability but also cultural competency in the field and at home.
3. How is peace a radical intervention? If all art is revolution, beauty and communication
are the action tools that will make the revolution a success. If peace and justice are the goals for
an artistic project, they will be the driving force instead of an afterthought or a sentence added to
a mission statement for philanthropic funders. If art is truly a vehicle for change, artists must
constantly remind themselves of their purpose, so that ego never overrides the change objective
and principles always reign over personalities. In a world of narcissism and commercialism,
when art is not as well funded as war, the concept of art as a peacebuilder is radical. Artists who
seek to use their work as an agent of positive change must meet the revolution daily with brave
hearts and open minds.
Personal Reflection
The disadvantage of being an artist-scholar is that idealism sometimes skews my
intellectual skepticism towards an emotional view of relational potency. As a believer in the
positive force of human interaction I can sometimes hold a vision of love when logic might point
my research in the other direction. A passionate notion about the power of theater as a change
agent can cause me to insist on positive outcomes where a less romantic mind might be more
process oriented and not cling to the importance of performative results. The very of nature of
theater is product oriented, as most creative processes are driven towards production in the form
of opening night. Although I am an advocate of experimentation and honest discovery, my
tendency is to lean towards a happy ending. My creative fervency can also be an advantage to the
work because I can envision possibilities where a less artistic approach might become stymied
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and blocked by stumbling blocks in the research. My theater training has strengthened my ability
to overcome obstacles.
The lessons I have learned from this work are too numerous to list. Personal lessons,
scholarly lessons and artistic lessons have been life changing. To sum up the learning would be
short sighted, as I am still changing and learning as I write these words. However, I will
paraphrase a story in Courageous Resistance (Thalhammer, 2007) in hopes that I can convey one
core lesson that will shape my thinking from now on. A little girl reports an injustice to her
grandfather who responds by telling her a story about two wolves that live inside him. He tells
the little girl that whenever he has been hurt one of his inner wolves gets angry and wants to hurt
whoever has hurt him. He tells her that the other wolf also gets upset when he has been treated
unfairly, but that wolf wants justice and peace, and to heal the conflict between the Grandfather
and his oppressor. She asks her Grandfather which wolf wins and he answers: “The one I feed.”
My two wolves inhabit my Fear and my Creativity. Before choosing which one to feed I will sit
with them both, witnessing their debate, curious about the paradox that arises as a result of their
conflict. One wolf tells me that the world is in dire straits and nothing can help. People are being
persecuted according to today’s news in Syria, Iraq, Palestine, Thailand, Mexico, Ukraine, Iraq,
Nigeria and the U.S., so what good can art do in the face of such important crisis? My other wolf
tells me that theatre is good for the world. And that as a theater artist and scholar I need to step
up to the plate and be brave by making art and writing work that counts. This is the wolf that tells
me I can lead, the wolf that believes that change is possible, the wolf that is curious about
paradox, the wolf that is brave enough to hope.
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This is the wolf with imagination.
This is the wolf I will feed.
And so here ends our strange love story
Without solution, without glory
Deep at sea in a school of sharks
Instead of answers, more question marks.
But maybe. May. Be. There’s a ray of light
In this dark cold world, where it’s mostly night.
Perhaps the lamb curls up with lion
And Mecca fastens hands with Zion
Perhaps the hound won’t bite the fox
And we’ll make friends with paradox.
In our vast lost choir what deeds win through?
And faced with war...
What will we do?
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Figure 6.2. Flyer for My Heart Is in the East. Photograph by Jessica Litwak.
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Poem: Re-situating the Researcher
I didn’t want to be a white girl - But I was born that way.
White noise. White guilt. White sorrow.
When my mother died she did the ghost dance in her mind
Talking to the Ojibew Indians on North Manitou Island
We put a plaque in the ancient burial ground with her favorite song (sings:)
Oh To Dance Beneath The diamond Sky With One Hand Waving free.
Bob Dylan, white Boy.
Estella in 6G had a hip replacement
She lost her sister.
Ramon in 4F moans all day from monsters in his head.
He lost his Dad.
Joseph is a fireman who hits his girlfriend.
He lost his entire battalion.
And the Hallelujah man in 2D 24/7 sings Hallelujah, Hallelujah, Gloria, Gloria, Glory.
The only two words he remembers.
White cloud. White spoon. White napkin.
My daughter's small face,
Hidden by a veil of melancholy hair is cracked open by brain surgeons.
White hall. White coat. White bandage.
A woman in Kansas is beaten with a tire iron.
A blind orphan in Cambodia.
A homeless gypsy in Poland.
A burn victim in Cameroon.
The children in the refugee camps in Palestine. Women in long coats and head scarves- shrouded
treasures of sacred light.
Get a grip, girl.
You are home now.
Part of the working order of the working COG of the working poor in the land of plenty (Sings:)
Oh Say Can You See?
White flag. White hope. White window.
All is not lost.
Small steps make you stronger. (sings:)
Step by step the longest march can be won, can be won, many stones to form an arch, singly
none, singly none, and by union what we will can be accomplished still drops of water turn a mill
singly none, singly none...
One leg at a time.
Up and over.
Over and up. White socks. White dog. White pavement.
White lady hip-hop.
Step. Ball. Change.
Change my shoes,
My mind,
The world.
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Appendix A: Permissions for Photos in Supplemental Silde Shows
From: David Diamond <ddjdstar@gmail.com>
Subject: Re: Permissions
Date: February 26, 2015 11:20:08 AM EST
To: Jessica Litwak <jessica.litwak@gmail.com>
I, David J. Diamond, give Jessica Litwak permission to use my photographs in her dissertation.
MY HEART IS IN THE EAST: EXPLORING THEATER AS A VEHICLE FOR CHANGE,
INSPIRED BY THE POETIC PERFORMANCES OF ANCIENT ANDALUCÍA
From: Ben Rivers <benjrivers@gmail.com>
Subject: Re: Permissions
Date: February 26, 2015 10:26:59 AM EST
To: Jessica Litwak <jessica.litwak@gmail.com>
I Ben Rivers give Jessica Litwak permission to use my photographs in her dissertation.
MY HEART IS IN THE EAST: EXPLORING THEATER AS A VEHICLE FOR CHANGE,
INSPIRED BY THE POETIC PERFORMANCES OF ANCIENT ANDALUCÍA
From: "GolubA87 ." <goluba87@gmail.com>
Subject: Rough cut
Date: February 25, 2015 2:55:46 PM EST
To: Jessica Litwak <jessica.litwak@gmail.com>,
I, Adam Golub give Jessica Litwak permission to use my photographs in her dissertation
MY HEART IS IN THE EAST: EXPLORING THEATER AS A VEHICLE FOR CHANGE,
INSPIRED BY THE POETIC PERFORMANCES OF ANCIENT ANDALUCÍA
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Appendix B: Transcript of Author Introduction
Hello, my name is Jessica Litwak. I am a playwright, a performer, an educator and the Artistic
Director Of the H.E.A.T. Collective.
Welcome to my dissertation: MY HEART IS IN THE EAST: EXPLORING THEATER AS A
VEHICLE FOR CHANGE, INSPIRED BY THE POETIC PERFORMANCES OF ANCIENT
ANDALUCÍA
My research is a bricolage using Performance Ethnography, Performative Writing, Arts Based
Research. Auto Ethnography and Historical Research
I address the question: How do I use theatre as a vehicle for personal and social change?
At the heart of my dissertation is a theatrical script in which I’ve embedded the theories and with
which I have interpreted the data.
The play is a duet between a Jewish Woman and an Arab Man. The cast also includes 10
puppets, which I have built as part of my research and are operated by the two actors. The play
takes place in two realms:
1. Present day conflict zones in the Middle East.
2. 11th Century Cordoba where Muslims and Jews lived for a period of time in relatively
peaceful coexistence, inspired by poetic cultural exchange.
As part of my research I spent time in Iraq, Lebanon, Egypt, Palestine and Israel, performing,
teaching workshops, building puppets and meeting people who eventually became part of the
fabric of the play itself.
As part of the culminating performances, and the planned performances to come, the audience
participates in two post show events. They are invited to participate in a poetry contest base on
the contests in Ancient Spain, which are represented in the play, and they are asked to engage in
a guided discussion about the possibility of peacebuilding through the arts and the potential of
using history as a model for peace and justice.
Before we can implement peace in the world, we have to imagine it.
So my challenge to you is this: as you read this dissertation, imagine the play coming to life and
perhaps you will be inspired to your own ideas about vehicles for peace in a world that needs our
imagination
Thank you for your interest in my research.
Enjoy.
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